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A B S T H A C T
While It is fait that graduate programs have been very effec
tive in the past* It is generally accepted that curriculum revision
looking toward the improvement of these programs is a continuous
process in the departments of Agricultural Education.

Graduate schools

should train for occupational proficiency, and because most holders of
higher degrees enter the teaching profession, special attention should
be directed toward the training of superior teachers*

The teacher,

mere than anyone else, knows what should be included in a graduate
program leading to the Master's degree*

Teachers know the activities

for which they have had adequate or inadequate preparation*
Teacher trainers representing b$ teacher training institu
tions and 1i3U graduate students enrolled in the departments of
Agricultural Education of these institutions during the year 1953
participated in this study*

Each student completed a comprehensive

questionnaire which Indicated} (1) his opinion of graduate school
policies and (2) his graduate course preferences*
Based upon the data presented in this study, certain conclu
sions are drawn with some assurance that they are valid*

These

conclusions should be given serious consideration In suggesting
curriculum revisions*
1*

Graduate programs should be directed toward the training

of superior teachers*
Eighty-seven per cent of the students who participated
in this study have taught vocational agriculture*
Sixty-nine per cent plan to teach vocational agriculture
xiv

upon completion of the Master's degree# In addition,
19 per cent expect to teach in college or to attend
college for study toward a more advanced degree#
2*

Graduate programs built around the needs of the individual

students would necessitate certain changes in the current administrative
policies and course offerings#
Eighty-two per cent of the oontribators to this study
believe that the student's graduate progam should be
planned by the student under the supervision of his
major professor# More than 75 per cent are opposed
to the entrance examination and the thesis require*
sent as a part of the Master's program#
3#

Graduate students in Agricultural Education need training

in a broad subject matter area*
Ninety-one per oent of the students favor a policy
whereby certain departments offer advanced technical
courses designed especially for teachers# In eval
uating more than 150 courses in this study, students
consistently gave higher rank-values to those courses
which cover broad subject matter areas*
b#

Graduate programs should be directed toward the profes

sional improvement of teachers*
Approximately 75 per cent of the students indicated
that they were doing advanced work for professional
improvement.
5#

Graduate programs should be more flexible#

Curricula

requirements should be limited#
Innumerable data are shown in this study which point
out that the specific needs of graduate students
differ tremendously from one community to another.
Based upon the Implications of these conclusions, a program
of work leading to the Master's degree in Agricultural Education is
suggested#

The author believes that this program will satisfy the

needs of more graduate students and will, therefore, be more func
tional than the present programs#
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CHAPTER I

INTROBU GTIOH
American education has expanded rapidly since the schools of
the early colonial period*

This expansion is a natural outgrowth of

the democratic system of government which has as its goal to provide
free education for all American youth*

This policy, in turn, has

contributed to the refinement and stabilisation of the democratic way
of life in the United States*
As democracy has provided for universal education, it has, at
the same time, made possible the development of individual initiative*
The Initiative of the people has been a major contributing factor in
the process of industrialization of America*

With industrialization

has come the criticism that culture and intellect have been neglected*
Some of the critics of the American educational system believe that
there has been over-specialization in narrow technical fields and that
there has been little or no training for a full and complete life*

At

any rate, educators are concerned over a situation which suggests that
industrial development is far ahead of the development of the human
mind.

For example, scientists have developed the atom bomb and under

stand a great deal about its destructive powers but have experienced
considerable difficulty in finding constructive uses for it*
Dr. K. T* Harrington, Chancellor of Texas Agricultural and
Mechanical College, had this to say before graduates of Louisiana State

1

2
University on June 2, 1952*
"My generation has been guilty of a lamentable lopsidenees.
We have produced too many scientists and too few philosophers.
We spend too much time on study and too little time on
thought —
we have too much civilization and too little cul
ture —
too much knowledge and not enough wisdom —
too much
know-how and not enough know-why —
we have done too much
research and not nearly enough reflection.
You have learned much about how to handle and change and
improve things and have remained in almost complete ignorance
concerning people.
Events of the last few years have caused us to examine
critically the functions of science in society.

We used to believe

that scientific investigations would lead to continuous progressive
improvements in life conditions.

Two world wars and the economic

crisis during the 1930's have shown that science can also be used
to destroy and waste.

A few educators have suggested that the dis

continuation of scientific investigation may be the only means of
preserving our society.

Even the scientists realize that while science

has developed rapidly, it has proceeded in an uncoordinated manner re
sulting in Inefficiency within the organization and in the application
of the problem.

2

With regard to the school program, Whitney believes that edu3
cational theory is always at least fifty years ahead of practice. The

1m . T. Harrington, (Unpublished Commencement Address to the
Graduating Class of Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
June 2, 1952)
2J. D. Bernal, The Social Function of Science (Mew Yorkt
Macmillan Company, 19 3 9 T H ^ PP*
l.

Whitney, The Elements of Research (Mew Yorks Prentice
Hall, 1950), 381 PP*

3
‘
validity of this statement and the remarks of Harrington are debatable
h
because there are various concepts of the objectives of education.
There are two well-defined and controversial theories regarding the
curriculum*
a person*

According to one, the curriculum is that which is taught

According to the other, the curriculum is the environment

in which the education takes place.
Sharps expressed a similar idea in differentiating between the
new and old conceptions of curriculum*

The more recent conception is

that curriculum consists of all the educative experiences of the
pupil under the conscious guidance of the school.

Formerly, it was

thought of as a body of facts to be learned by students.
Host present day educators agree that curriculum revision
looking toward improvement of graduate programs is a continuous process.
Personal experience is the only way in which real improvement in the
curriculum can be effected.

6

The individual student is the curriculum.

^Franklin Bobbitt, How To Hake a Curriculum (Cambridge, Massa
chusetts t The Riverside Press,
PP 8-31*
John Dewey, Democracy and Education (Now York* The Macmillan
Company, 1916), pp §9-60.
H* R. Denglaes, Secondary Education for Youth in Modem
America (American Council on Education, 1917), pp X?-§5T~
A, J* Inglis, Principles of Secondary Education (Boston, Mass*
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19lo),pp 367-366,
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education (Bureau of Educa
tion Bulletin!?; 3517),p F l P l K
^George Sharp, Curriculum Development as Re-education of the
Teacher (Hew York* Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,CaLumHa
University, 1951), 158 PP*
6john M* Gwynn, Curriculum Principles and Social Trends (Hew
York* The Macmillan Company," 1956), 768 pp.

k
Therefore, as individuals differ, there is necessarily a difference
in curriculums.

7

In many ways, America is most sharply characterised by, and
frequently criticized for, the various methods used by individuals
to gain success,

Methods lead to end values.

For that reason, It is

the responsibility of public educators to create types of curriculum®
which cause youth to understand, appreciate and select those values
8
which are derived from the American conception of democracy.
The present study is confined to the graduate curriculum in
Vocational Agricultural Education,

Though vocational education in

agriculture has been practiced in some form since prehistoric times,
it was not until early in the twentieth century that it became a part
of the American system of public education.
The passage of the Smith-Rughee Act of 1917 created a demand
for teachers for departments of vocational agriculture,

Experienced

teachers who had demonstrated qualities for successful leadership in
rural communities were called upon to offer vocational instruction in
agriculture.

The time for scarcity of teachers has passed. There is

now an adequate supply of men who hold Bachelor of Science degrees from
agricultural colleges and who have been trained in the (1) applications
of educational theory and (2) methods of vocational instruction in

^Franklin J. Keller, Principles of Vocational Education (Hew
Yorks D* C. Heath and Company, 191*8), 1*02 pp*
^Chester T . MeNeraey, The Curriculum (Hew Yorks McGraw-Hill
Book Co. Inc., 1953), 279 PP*

s
agriculture.

Directors of vocational agriculture have shifted their

interest from that of getting enough men to occupy teaching positions
to the problem of obtaining better prepared teachers.

9

Graduate training has become an integral part of the agricul
tural education program as it has in other areas of instruction.

More

and more teachers realise the need for training beyond the Bachelor's
degree.

Selection of a program of work for prospective teachers has

always been a problem.

The actual understandings and abilities re

quired of the teacher vary from one region to another.

In fact, within

a given community, the teacher may be expected to have an understanding
of a wide variety of farm enterprises.

Professional training needed

varies but, perhaps, to a lesser extent.
Directors of graduate Instruction must take into account as a
first consideration the fact that most graduate students in Vocational
Agricultural Education become teachers.

Graduate schools of colleges

and universities are looked to as agencies of training for better teach
ing,

The fact that the graduate student is a prospective teacher should

be kept constantly in mind in selecting his graduate courses and in set
ting up regulations regarding entrance requirements, residence require
ments, and time schedules,10

^William A, Broyles, "A Suggested Program For First-Year
Graduate Work in Agricultural Education,Pennsylvania State College
Bulletin, Volume XX, Number 22, p. 1-21, 1926,
10Ibid., p. 8,9.
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I.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Purpose, This study undertakes to find out some of the need®
and desires of graduate students in Vocational Agricultural Education,
On this basis* a graduate program of work leading to the Master1®
degree is suggested which the author believes Is more functional than
the present programs.
Delimitations, This investigation is confined to the graduate
students enrolled during the summer and/or fall school sessions of
1953 in the colleges and universities offering the Master’s degree in
Vocational Agricultural Education,
Hypothesis, The following statements are tentative assumptionss
1,

Most graduate students in Vocational Agricultural
Education have had teaching experience and most of
them plan to continue teaching vocational agricul
ture upon completion of the Master’s degree,

2,

Many academically respectable graduate programs
fail to comply with the needs of the graduate
student,

3,

Graduate students in Vocational Agricultural Edu
cation need training in a broad subject matter
area rather than specialisation in a narrow field,
II,

1,

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Vocational Agricultural Education - The education for

duties and responsibilities related in some way to agriculture.

In

the literature, the expressions, "Vocational Agricultural Education,
Agricultural Education and teacher-training in Agriculture,H are used
interchangeably.

7
2*

Vocational Agriculture - Education in agriculture for In

dividual* who plan to follow agriculture as an occupation for liveli
hood*

In compliance with the Federal Vocational Education Act,

vocational education in agriculture must meet four specific requirements*
(1) It shall fit for useful employment; (2) It shall ha of less than
college grade; (3) It shall be designed to meet the needs of persons
who have entered upon or who are preparing to enter upon the work of
the farm; (L) Provision shall be made for at least six months of direc
ted or supervised practice in agriculture*
IU.

SOURCES AND PROCEDURES

Jn order to attain the objective© of this study, the following
methods were used*
1*

A study was made of the accepted principles of
curriculum planning and program making as advanced
by Alberty, Bobbitt, Briggs, Gwynn, King, Loomis,
McNemey, Pierce, Peters, Sharp, Spears, Whitney
and other educational leaders*

2*

A study was made of school catalogues and special
publications to determine graduate school curricula
and requirement® currently in operation in accredited
institutions offering the Master*© degree in Voca
tional Agricultural Education*

3*

A survey was made by an opinionnaire of the graduate
students enrolled in Vocational Agricultural Education
during 1953 to determine their purposes, plan©, needs
and desires in doing graduate work*
IV*

SUMMARY

Demands for graduate instruction are greater today than at any
other time in the history of American Education*

Economic and social

conditions have brought about many changes in our way of life*

Many

educators believe that graduate programs should be revised periodically

a
In order to fulfill the present and future needs of graduate students*
This study is confined to the graduate program in Vocational Agricul
tural Education*

The normative survey with the questionnaire technique

is used to secure opinions from graduate students regarding methods
of improving the graduate programs*

CHAPTER IX
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Curriculum planning at the secondary school level has been
given considerable attention throughout the development of public
education in America*

Frequent studies of the undergraduate cur

riculum have brought about changes which have helped in keeping the
program abreast of our social and economic conditions*

During this

same period, however, very little continuous work has been done to
improve graduate studies and graduate programs*
Since World War XX, a great deal of interest has developed In
improving the graduate programs*
to this situation*

Two major factors have contributed

One, several state governments have put into effect

a salary scale which favors holders of higher degrees*

Two, the pas

sage of the G. I. Bill of Rights,which enables individuals who are
veterans of World War II, to attend school at the expense of the govern
ment*

Graduate schools are beginning to get students who are enrolled

under the Korean Q* I* Bill of Rights*
The attitudes and purposes of the Individuals who came into
the graduate programs by these means varied*

To say the least, it

created a challenge to graduate college faculties*
facilities created administrative problems*

Inadequate training

Faculties were overloaded

with teaching and supervising responsibilities*

Both administrators

and teachers found themselves lacking the professional and technical
training needed to cope with graduate school problems*

The students,

many of them with several years of teaching experience, questioned the

9
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administrative policies and course requirements of the various grad
uate schools,
While It is felt that graduate programs have been very effec
tive la the past, it is generally accepted by students and faculties
that some revision is needed*

Throughout this study an attempt Is made

to point out the curricula changes which would tend to improve grad
uate school offerings and regulations*
In 1926, William A, Broyles of Pennsylvania State College
suggested a program for first-year graduate work in Agricultural Edu
cation*

Many of the suggestions made at that time have been put into

practice and are still useful*

His suggestions were made at a time

when the national program for vocational education in agriculture was
young*

Programs leading to advanced degrees in Vocational Agricul

tural Education had not been in operation long enough to evaluate
their results as can be done at the present time*
The Federal Board for Vocational Education published a study
of the professional training of teachers of vocational agriculture in
1927*

More than 600 teachers who were actually on the job teaching

vocational agriculture in the several states throughout the country
cooperated in completing a detailed questionnaire dealing with the
value of professional teacher-training courses in education and psy
chology*
In 1951* the Board of Control for Southern Regional Education
published the work of a number of organisations and individuals aimed
at improving graduate instruction*

The purpose of this 1951 publica

tion is to assist institutions of higher education in evaluating their
own present or contemplated graduate programs*

11
In presenting this review of related studies, an attempt is
made to show the needs of the graduate programs and to establish the
purposes and objectives in doing graduate work.

From these studies,

several programs leading to higher degrees are suggested*

I*

NEEDS OF THE GRADUATE PROGRAM

From the standpoint of graduate training, we have at least three
schools of thought:
1.

The public demands that the graduate have a broad
background of education, specialised training and
professional methodology*

2.

The professional people themselves demand (a) greater
breadth of cultural experience, (b) more study of
current personal problems, (c) better grounding of
each student in research attitudes and methods, and
(d) more realistic entrance requirements.

3*

Graduate faculties, as a rule, demand that the student
be given specialized training

These conflicting ideas of the purposes of the graduate school
and the needs of the graduate student illustrate the difficult task of
developing a satisfactory program*

The only means of constructing a

functional program is through the cooperative efforts of all interested
groups*
The public has relied upon our educational institutions to main
tain a balanced program of instruction to prepare the young not only to
make a living but also to live intelligently.

Indications are, however,

^Emerson Shuck, "Cold War in the Graduate Schools,” School
and Society, 7ht 193*6, September, 19S>1#
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that these institutions have been more successful in preparing students
for the professional and managerial positions rather than for civic
and soolal leadership.

The first responsibility of higher education

is the training of citizens for a responsible life in a free society.

12

During recent years, education and administration have stressed
the importance of higher degrees.

While holders of higher degrees

are not always outstanding individuals, a greater percentage of them
are recognized as leaders in their field.

This attitude has brought

about a demand for graduate degrees and few colleges, particularly in
the South, are in a position to offer thenu^
The greatest need in the development of graduate work is that
of guidance and the safeguarding of our standards of quality.

Students

should be allowed to make their own decisions as to majors, courses,
professors and problem studies.

The graduate student must feel that

he or she is an essential part of the educational program and at all
times should be treated as an adult.

12*

The various individuals who

teach graduate courses and who direct the graduate programs must recog
nize their responsibilities to the student.

*%arl J. McGrath, “The Goals of Higher Education", The
Journal of Higher Education, 20* 171-31, April, 19k9»
^George H. Boyd, "The Accreditation Program and Its Signifi
cance to the Graduate School," Southern Association Journal, 12* 10l*-7,
February, 191*8#
Young, "Graduate Student Guidance," American Vocational
Journal, 2b* 12-12*, June 192*9-
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1%
H# B, Gooden*^ of Stats Teachers Collage In New Jersey quotes
Isocrates In part, "that he considered educated those who managed
well the circumstances which they encountered day by day, and who pos
sessed a judgement which was accurate In meeting occasions as they
arose, and thus rarely missed the expedient course of action".

On

this basis he recognises the importance of graduate studies, but sug
gests that the main objective should not be a degree.
Each pupil*s curriculum is to some extent different from that
of every other pupil.

The teacher is the most important part of the

curriculum, It has been suggested that the three E'e of curriculum
should be race, religion and riches as a method of democratic teach-

,
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ing.
Programs and practices vary considerably since each graduate
school is trying to best qualify the student for his chosen profession.
However, some schools have overemphasised specialisation,

A graduate

with a Ph.D in some phase of Biology may not, in this example, be cap
able of teaching a course in General Botany,
to broaden graduate studies.

Some schools are trying

Schools of Education have made some out

standing advancements in fitting their program to changing social con
ditions,*^

B. Gooden, "Graduate Study* Courses, Yes I Degrees, Maybe,"
Clearing House, 22* U65-7, April, 19W.
*^H. H. Remmera, "Evaluation in Curriculum Development," School
and Society, 70* 33*7, July, 19U9*
^Earnest V. Hollis, "Modifying Graduate School Practices,"
Educational Record, 22* 529-1*3, October, 191*9.
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The din of the graduate school is mostly one of omission
rather than commission as the programs of work as they now stand are
good so far as they go*

Programs should not be less technical but

should be supplemented by including a study of the philosophy of the
technical field*

The graduate student, who is in most cases a teacher,

should have a broad knowledge of his major field and should have re
spect for truths gained through research*

College teachers must be

capable of inspiring enthusiasm among students and must be able to
teach subject matter from a philosophic viewpoint*
to revolutionise the present graduate programs*
18
be strengthened with philosophy.

There is no need

They should, however,

In 19h9$ the President*a Commission on Higher Education opened
with this statement, "Analysis forces the conclusion that graduate
education is in need of revision*"
progress*

Present practices are blocking

Host graduate schools train teachers of undergraduates*

Less

than one-third of the holders of Ph,D degrees are engaged in pure re
search*

Why, then, is so much emphasis given to research in the grad

uate program?

Jones ^

takes issue with the report of the findings of

the President's Commission*
is inadequate*

He is not convinced that our present program

Research in the world is at a low ebb*

Foreigners are

depending on American scientists to pave the way for further developments
in research*

Jones proposes this question, "What other graduate program

would be better than the one now in use?"

1&C, J. Ducasse, "Graduate Preparation for Teaching," The
Journal of Higher Education, 19a Ui3-8, December, 191*8*
^Charles W. Jones, "The Truman Report and the Graduate Schools,"
The Journal of Higher Education, 20* 355-90, June, 191*9•
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During the 20th Century, teachers working toward higher degrees
have been held responsible for (1) general education, (2) specialised
education and (3) research*

Conflicts have arisen because It is very

difficult for an individual to bacons expert In all three educational
endeavors*

Special reference is made to the idea that all teachers

enrolled in the graduate school should do some research*
Dr* Klapper,

21
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formerly president of Queens College, concluded

after a study of graduate catalogues that there is entirely too much
repetition of material covered by the various courses in the Educa
tion curricula*
thin*

Departments have attempted to spread themselves too

Many times the advanced courses are only a repetition of basic

courses with a different textbook and maybe a different teacher*

Some

repetition is justified but in many colleges it has been carried too
far*
Is there a conflict between teaching and research?

L. R.

22
Taylor
of Bryn Mawr College believes that the two are closely related
and answers the question, "no”. Training in research enables the tea
cher to appreciate truth and to be in a better position to solve prob
lems and answer questions* There is a need, however, for changing the
graduate program so as to allow the student more choice of a research
subject*

Our teachers and scholars must be free men - not slaves*

Too

many department heads assign subjects to students so they may collect

20F. McDonald, "Confused Alliess Teaching and Research," Journal
of Higher Education, 23* 319*22, June, 1952*
21p* Klapper, "Inflation in Educational Curricula," School and
Society, 71* 1-9, January, 1950*
^L* R. Taylor, "Objectives of the Graduate School," Journal
of Higher Education, 23* 18-23, January, 1952.
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data for themselves.
General problems facing graduate education ares
1.

Administration of graduate education centers.

2.

Relation of the graduate school to research carried
on with Federal and Industrial support,

3*

Graduate medical education.

h*

Accreditation of Institutions for graduate work.

5.

Admission of students to the graduate school.

6.

Education of college teaGhers«

7.

Organisation of the graduate school itself.

23

In addition to the problem of providing graduate education for Negroes,
Southerninstitutions havethe problem of obtaining facilities

and

teachers for a graduate program which the public demands.
Dr. Carlos Baker of Princeton University, Chairman of the Com
mittee on Literature, NOTE Curriculum Commission, is very specific in
expressing the needs of the graduate schools.

2ti

these, in effect,

are his recommendations.
1.

Graduate schools should give more attention to the training

of teachers.
2.

Some kind of internship should be set up.

Graduate schools need to Inculcate in members a strong

sense of professional integrity, of professional ethics, of uhat
constitutes malpractice in teaching and scholarship.

33John C. Jordon, "Problems Facing Graduate Education in the
South," Southern Association Quarterly, lit 295-30^, May, 19li7*
^Carlos Baker, "Needs in the Graduate School," College English,
lit 339-Mi, March, 19?0.
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3*

Graduate schools must face the problem of helping students

to master research techniques without killing all their interest in
subject matter*
lu

Graduate schools should help the student to master com

pletely one field but at the same time to have a real perspective
of the whole range of subject matter*
5*

Graduate schools must foster Independence and maturity of

critical Judgement, originality and Intellectual self-reliance*
Graduate school requirements and teacher certification require
ments conflict.

Dean H. P. KcCutcheon of Xulane University believes that

graduate schools should place less emphasis upon research and that certi
fication requirements should be relaxed*

He also believes that require

ments for graduate school entrance should be more realistic and that
prospective teachers should be allowed to major in a subject matter
field in undergraduate studies*

According to McCutcheon, graduate stu

dents should be given only enough research experience to understand how
25
a truth is established.
26
Alexander Guerry,
of the University of the South, recognizes
that accreditation of graduate Instruction, of graduate work and grad
uate schools is a delicate matter*
good*

It Is easy to do more harm than

The truly fine quality of graduate instruction and the genuine

p. McGutcheon, "Master *8 Degree and the Teacher Requiremonte," School and Society* 7ht 177-01, September, 1951*
^Alexander Ouerry, "Accreditation in Graduate Instruction in
the South," Southern Association Quarterly, 12* 107-9, February, 191*8.
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excellence of graduate work cannot be measured by any standards of
accreditation.

It dependa upon the educational ideas of an institution,

upon the kind of men and women who teach, and upon students who have
the proper preparation for graduate study and a seal for learning*
Graduate schools have suffered severe criticism from the general
public as well as from within its own organisation*

This criticism has

resulted from the rigid programs that emphasize specialization*

Suc

cessful educators have found it necessary to change their conception of
the total educational program in the last half century*

There has been

a tremendous growth in the school population and a great expansion of
facilities*

However, throughout all this, the graduate school programs

have remained unchanged*

27

McCutoheon^ believes that graduate school programs can be im
proved by taking into consideration the problems of teachers who make
up most of the graduate students*

He believes that graduate students

should be permitted to study a wider variety of subjects*

McCutcheon

is of the opinion that the minimum of twelve hours of graduate educa
tion is not justified for all teachers who study toward a Master's
degree.
There is too much specialization in both the undergraduate and
graduate curriculum*

There is a demand for specially trained people

but an even greater demand for people with a general education.

29

^Robert j. Shaeffer, "The Function of the Graduate Schools,"
Harvard Educational Review, 21 % 107-11*, March, 1951 •
2S?loger P. McCutcheon, "Significant Problems in the Improvement
of Instruction on the Graduate Level," Southern Association Quarterly,
111 263-6, May, X9h7.
29j# J. Flrebaugh, "Teachers and Graduate Training," Journal of
Higher Education, 23t 25U-9+, May, 1952*
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Graduate instruction should include a broad study of the
field in which the student has selected*
orientation*

It should be more than

It should include a speaking knowledge of the research

data in that field up to and including the present time*

This study

of research data should serve as a basis for original research to
be completed by the student during hie graduate work .3^

H*

NEEDS APPLIED SPECIFICALLY TO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Three important ideas or influences should be a part of the

program in vocational agricultures

31

1*
To build a well rounded course of training as specified
in the Smith-Hughes Act.
2*
To train in leadership, cooperation and citizenship as
provided through Future Farmer of America activities*
3*
Equip American youth to live democratically with satis
faction to themselves and profit to society*
C* S*

A n d e r s o n ,

3^ Assistant Teacher Trainer at Pennsylvania

State College reported some of his own observation in 1950.

He noted

that unusually large numbers of teachers are studying toward advanced
degrees in Agricultural Education.

Many non functional courses are

30c. Fairman, NExperiments in Graduate Education,* American
Association of University Professors Bulletin, 33« 6itO-7, December,
m r . ----------------33j. h* Pearson, "Specialization is not Enough," Agricultural
Education Magazine, 2ht S6+, September, 1951*
3^C. S. Anderson, "Improvement on the Graduate Level,"
Agricultural Education f&gazlne, 22j 273, June, 1950*
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required on the Master's degree*

He suggests that graduate courses

should be directed toward specific teaching problems of the individual
teacher*

This he applied especially to research studies*

He further

suggests that in eliminating the non functional course requirements,
degree titles should be altered so as to be more meaningful*
All public school teachers have the responsibility of keeping
up with the technical and professional changes in their field*

The

teacher of vocational agriculture is In a dynamic field for the
facts to be taught in agriculture are constantly changing*

Methods of

teaching need to be modified from time to time because of changes in
subject matter and changes due to the improvement of course organisation
and teaching methods*

Teachers of vocational agriculture must have

assistance either through in-service training or through graduate
33
studies*
Regarding the problems of graduate work, H* M* Hamlin, Head
Teacher Trainer at the University of Illinois, responded in this way*
"instructors in graduate work in agricultural education are
caught between the demands of their graduate colleges and the
demands of teachers for assistance that is immediately practical;
it is hard to find a position that is acceptable to both."
Technical courses are frequently not organized in terms of the
needs of teachers and prospective teachers of vocational agriculture*
Most courses offered by a given department, especially those given at

33e* W* Garris, "Professional Improvement of Agricultural
Teachers," Agricultural Education Magazine* 21s 110, November, 19tS*
M. Hamlin, "Upgrading Instructors Through a Graduate
Program," Agricultural Education Magazine, 21s 202+, March, 19lt9•
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higher levels, are designed to maet the needs of the students who are
majoring in that particular department*

Teachers of vocational agri

culture need broad general training rather than specialised training,^
Because undergraduate requirements vary from one institution to
another, the graduate requirements based upon individual needs also
vary*
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In 19U9, A. Q* Matela
reported a study of the catalogues from

22 Land Orant colleges*

His purpose was to determine the college

preparation of teachers by examining the credits required in subject
matter areas included in the curricula for teachers of vocational agri
culture,

From this study, the distribution of the average relative

importance of the major areas of the curricula ware calculated as
followss
Technical Agriculture
Science
Professional Education
Humanities
Other required courses
Electives

3&*Q$
23*6
llul*
9.0
$*9
9*1

rr

The distribution of subject matter areas in technical agriculture showed
these results s
Animal Husbandry
Agronomy
Agricultural Engineering
Farm Management
Horticulture
Other Agriculture

30*8#
20*7
18*6
11,2
9*8
8*9

35j# b . Kirkland, "Teacher Preparation In Agricultural Edu
cation, ■ Agricultural Education Magazine, 2lu 78, October, 195>1•
3 6 q# Matela, "Content of Curricula for Teachers of Voca
tional Agriculture in Separate Land-Grant Colleges," Agricultural
Education Magazine, 21s 188, February, 19h9*
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The distribution of subject matter areas in professional education
showed these resultst
Agricultural Education
General Education
Psychology

$8.1$
19.9
22*0

In 19$0, a study was made in Louisiana to determine the general,
professional and technical training received in college by teachers of
vocational agriculture prior to their certification.

Certification

records and college transcripts were the basis for this report*
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1.

A majority of the teachers of vocational agriculture h a w
acquired an adequate knowledge of technical subjects for
teaching present and prospective farmers.

2.

Host teachers are well equipped in professional subjects.

3*

Many agricultural teachers have received training that
partially or entirely fits them to become school adminis
trators.

lw

A large number of the teachers lack college preparation in
one or more of the general education subjects. This is
especially true of English, Mathematics and the Social
Studies.
III.

PURPOSES OP GRADUATE

WORK

Education is almost identical with the creation and development
of human life.

Its purpose is to bring to reality that which is non

existent at birth except in potentiality.

A person's understanding

grows only from impressions made in his mind.

Man has developed two

tools for the furtherance of his thought. The most remarkable and

Jack R. Gamble, "The College Preparation of White Teachers
of Vocational Agriculture in Louisiana,"(Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 19$0),92 pp.
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useful of the two is language* The other Is mathematics*
cannot take life as a gift*

It must be achieved*

Mankind

It is, after all,
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the travelling itself that is the good road*
General education has been defined and the objectives have been
stated in many ways by many different people*

Graduate education,

however, has never been described so completely*

A study of the grad*

uate students and faculty of Ohio State University was made and the
39
following objectives resulted!
1* Graduate study should be based upon a well developed body
of knowledge represented by the undergraduate major*
2*
Emphasis should be placed upon fundamentals rather than
techniques*
3*
Graduate schools should accept the responsibility of
training for leadership in all scholarly fields*
li* High scholastic requirements are justified on the basis
of training for leadership, scholarship and creative work*
5.
Training In a field of specialization is justified as
an objective provided the student has a broad fundamental knowledge
of the field*
6*
Graduate schools should contribute socially and culturally
by providing extracurricular activities*
7*
A special training program should be provided for prospec
tive teachers.
The graduate school should strive to develop a love of knowledge
and of the search for it*

It should prepare the student so that when he

leaves the university, he will continue to be a searcher after truth.

3®Franklin Bobbitt, The Curriculum of Modern Education* (Mew
lorkt McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc*, i$S2), W>6 pp*
39|j# p. Hudson and H* V* Moyer, ,fA Study on the Objectives of
Graduate Education,n Educational Record* 32 1 371*9# October* 1991*

21;

The university cannot possibly teach everything and should not attempt
to do so.

The student should specialise in a field of some breadth and

should develop the skill of solving the various problems confronting
ho
him.
The educational purposes or objectives are basic to curriculum
planning.

Continuous effort should be exerted in bringing the two

closer together.

Guides have been prepared for planning the curricu

lum and for its operation.

These guides are useful to only a limited

extent even though they are flexible.

Our teaching procedures must

be continuously evaluated to keep them abreast of our educational goals.
The making of curriculum changes is a complex social enterprise demand*
I v

ing the highest skills in human relations.
Soon after his appointment as United States Commissioner of
Education, Earl J. McGrath gave his concepts of the goals of higher
education;

1»2

1,
To train members of the professions and vocations who
require additional abilities and understandings,
2,
large,

To perform educational services in the community at

3,
To encourage research and prepare scholars to extend
the frontiers of knowledge,
lu
To educate citizens to perform intelligently and re*
sponslbly all the activities of life in a democracy.

k%illiam H, Pyle# "The Graduate School," Journal of Higher
Education, 17 s liil-5, March, 191*6,
^•Edward A, Krug, Curriculum Planning, (New York! Harper, 1950),
298 pp.
^McGrath, op, cit,, 20i 171-h •
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Dewitt Hunt,

a teacher of Industrial Arts, Is more specific

in setting up the purposes of the Master* s degree*

He believes that

the chief purpose should be to train "master teachers"*

Research

and leadership aims are important but should be kept as secondary
objectives*

The thesis could be replaced with a good research course

and a required research report.

One of the weaknesses of the graduate

program, according to Hunt, is the omission of an intensive course in
the history and philosophy of the student* s preferred field*
The graduate training in Agricultural Education is determined
largely by the undergraduate program*

The objectives in the training

of vocational agricultural teachers, whether undergraduate or graduate,
have been set up by law*

In 1922, the Federal Board for Vocational

Education issued a "Statement of Policies" in which it says* Federal
funds for the training of vocational teachers may be used for
1*
Adequate system of observation and supervised teaching
for prospective teachers of vocational subjects*
2*
Satisfactory courses in special methods for prospective
teachers of vocational subjects*
3*
Improvement of the teaching of vocational teachers al
ready in service either by the State Board for Vocational Education
or the State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with
teacher training institutions*
U*
Special professional courses for prospective teachers of
vocational subjects or for those who are qualified as teachers of
vocational subjects*
5*
In approved institutions which maintain an adequate system
of observation and supervised teaching and special methods for
prospective teachers of vocational subjects* Federal funds may also
be used for salaries only of teachers of fundamental courses in

^Dewitt Hunt, "The Master *e Degree for Industrial Arte
Teachers," Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, 39* 10-11*,
January, 195K
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educations
Provided* That a majority of the students in the class are followfig the course of study prescribed for vocational teachers s
And provided* that courses thus reimbursed shall not exceed in total
credit hours 5 per cent of the total credit hours required for
completion of the teacher-training coursei
And provided* That if the number enrolled in such a class is so great
as to require more than one section* reimbursement may be made only
for the section or sections composed of prospective vocational
teachers.
to
as
to
of

6.
A course in principles of vocational education designed
interest students In teaching* to increase their intelligence
school patrons regarding t he aims of vocational education and
familiarise school administrators with the aims and importance
vocational education.M*
Broyles, ^5

in his report on the graduate program in Agricultural

Education was more specific in expressing the purpose of graduate traln-

nThe objective of graduate work in Agricultural Education
is to train men for a high degree of effielenoy as teachers
of agriculture* with ability to perform such executive duties
as frequently adhere to such positions* A few of the men
trained in such work will go into positions as state supervisors
or as federal experts in agricultural education* a few others will
take up teacher training* For all of these* a proficiency in the
actual duties of the teacher of vocational agriculture is the
essential thing*n
In recent years* the Board of Control for Southern Regional
Education has given careful consideration to methods of improving grad
uate education* The Board's Commission on Development of Graduate
Studies discussed the possibilities of institutional self-evaluation in

W*»Statement of Policies*M Federal Board for Vocational Educa
tion* Bulletin No* 1* Washington* D. C** 1922* 93 pp.
Broyles* eg* cit** p. 35*
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the spring of 19ii9* hater it was studied by a Southwide work con
ference in Savannah, Georgia, sponsored by this Commission in col
laboration with the Conference of Deans of Southern Graduate Schools
and the Committee on Graduate Instruction of the Southern Association
of Collages end Secondary Schools*

From these conferences, a state

ment of the aims of graduate education evolved i
"The improvement of graduate instruction and research is of
major concern to American higher education* The boundary of
our knowledge and understanding impose limits beyond which the
material, social and cultural life of the nation cannot grow*
It is of urgent importance, therefore, to press forward the
search for truth, and to prepare persons in increasing numbers
who have mastered the techniques of this search and learned how
to apply them in the service of society. These are the alms of
graduate education.
IV.

SUGGESTED GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Since a large percentage of the students working toward advanceed degrees become teachers, it is imperative that they be given the type
of training that will qualify them to excel in teaching*

As graduate

programs now function, the student is seldom prepared to become a
master teacher*

A better solution would be in; (1) broadening the

curriculum, (2) careful selection of students who expect to enter
teaching* (3) full recognition of teaching ability in awarding pro
motions in rank and salary*

Outstanding teaching ability is as rare

as outstanding research ability

^"Improving Graduate Instruction," (Atlanta, Georgia, Board
of Control for Southern Regional Education, 1951), P* 5*
^ R . H, Eckelberry, "A Second Graduate School," Journal of
Higher Education, 19s 155*6, March, 19h8.
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Dean Jenkins of East Carolina Teachers Collage states that
many teachers take graduate work only for the purpose of fulfilling
the requirements for salary Increases*

He believes that aside from

training future administrators* graduate studies should be aimed at
the production of master teachers*

A suggested program for training

master teachers Is as followst
1* Direct graduate work toward the Improvement of Instrue*
tion* Pure research and administration should be a part of the
Ph. D work only*
2* College guidance programs should be so thorough that
students will not enroll merely for the sake of a higher degree*
3* Discontinue extension courses that do apply direotly to
the improvement of the majority of the dess*
It* Hake an effort to see that teachers enrolled In extension
courses do not neglect their jobs*
5*
Permit graduate candidates to broaden their knowledge of
a number of subjects*
6* Include art appreciation* music appreciation and ethics
In the program*
7*

The Master's degree should not be conferred until the
demonstrated the ability to teach In a commendable

mannerJ
A program of graduate work was inaugurated at Iowa State College
In 1952*

The leaders of the movement attempted to profit by the errors

of the pastt
1*

Only one degree* the Master of Education* Is offered*

2*

Flexibility is practiced In the program planning.

eo W. Jenkins* "Master Teachers A Program of Graduate Study,
Clearing House* 23 s 9-11* September, 19W #
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3*

Students most do 1/1* of their work in their major field*

lu The thesis is required of all students seeking the ad
vanced degree**#

At the University of Florida in 191*1* a program of work was
set-up leading to the degree, Master of Education.

Its purposes were8

1*
Emphasise professional ability rather than research
ability*
2*
Increase the quanlty and quality of thinking by urging
each student to plan his own program*
3*
Provide a plan whereby candidates could plan a complete
graduate program without excessive pre-requisites*
h*

Provide programs dedicated to several objectives*

5*
Strengthen the general educational background of the
student when necessary*
6*

Emphasize creative work by the student*

Success of the program has varied but enough has been achieved
50
to promise greater values in the future*
The Accreditation Committee of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools gave the following as the minimum
standards for the Master's degreej
1*
Admission - Possess a Bachelor's degree from a recog
nized college that is regarded as standard* The student must
present a transcript of his undergraduate studies showing a
grade average of "B" or better in his major field*

J. Nelson and D* Pendergraft, "Graduate Programs at Iowa
State College," Journal of Teacher Education, 3s 23-5, March, 1952.
50a. R. Mead, "A Functional Program at the Master’s Level for
Teachers and School Administrators," Education, Administration and
Supervision, 36? 107-12, February, 1955*
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2*
Candidacy - Admission for candidacy shall not bo granted
until the student has shown aptitude during a semester or quarter
of residence to do work on the graduate level.
3#
Twenty-four to thirty hours of course work must be com
pleted with a grade average of 5 1 . At least 1/2 of the courses
in the students program must have been designated as "Primarily
for Graduates"•
it* The major field shall provide two-thirds of the course
work and the minor field will provide one-third of the courses.
The two fields must be related closely.
5.
A thesis shall be required of every candidate.
to six semester hours may be granted for the thesis,

Three

6.
Reading knowledge of at least one foreign language will
be required of all candidates except in the case of certain "pro
fessional graduates0.
7.
Six hours may be transferred and counted toward the
Master's degree providedj
a. The work was taken at an accredited institution*
b.

The work was of a graduate nature and the student
made at least a grade of °B° in the work.

c.

Acceptance does not reduce the residence require
ment.

8.
Residence of at least one academic year or its equivalent
in summer sessions is required.
9.
A Comprehensive written and/or Oral Examination shall be
passed covering the major field and the thesis.
10.
Correspondence or Extension Study shall not give credit
toward the Master's degree.
11.
Work taken more than six years before the date at which
the degree is expected may not be used toward that degree.
12.
All graduate curricula and work leading* to the degree
should be administered by the Graduate School .^1

W. Pierson, "Report of the Committee on Accreditation of
Graduate Instruction," Southern Association Quarterly, 12* 222-35,
February, 19U8.
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V.

RESEARCH W THE GRADUATE PROGRAM

Our casual and subjective methods of making practical decis
ions differ from research only in the degree of precision and event
ually the degree of confidence we have in the action we take* Research
needs people who constantly deal with practical problems#

Mary research

people are not in a position to put their findings into practice#

Most

teachers value research but feel that it has no bearing on their practical problems*

52

In an attempt to show the advancement of education through
53
research, Remraers presents the changes he has observed in the State
of Indiana;
1* Development of a method of instruction to control the
learning process#
2#

Development of action research#

3#

Development of mental hygiene#

lu

Development of counseling*

Graduate school requirements and teacher certification require
ments conflict#

Prospective teachers should major in a broad subject

matter field in undergraduate studies#

Certification requirements need

to be relaxed while the graduate schools should place less emphasis on

5*s. M. Corey, "Educational Research and the Solving of
Practical Problems," Educational Leadership, 9t ii7Q—QU, May, 1952*
5% . H. Remmers, "Expanding Hole of Research," Worth Central
Association Quarterly# 23 s 369-77* April, 19^9 •
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research*

Graduate students should be given enough research to

5k

understand how a truth la established*

Teachers should realise the

importance of research studies and should be willing to do original
work and to help others by cooperating in reply to such things as
quest!onn&ires.
The average Inexperienced scholar has little knowledge of the
incentives and personal values of research*

56

Hardaway

list the most

important values asj
1*
After completing research, one has a greater apprecia
tion of that done by others*
2*
By doing research, one gains an appreciation of our
heritage of knowledge*
3*
Research gives one the hope of advancing the world's
knowledge*

km

The hope of improving ones own proficiency*

5 m The joy and pleasure that comes to one while doing
research*
Students who write theses are more likely to succeed in the
educational profession*

This statement is supported by a survey of

former students in Indiana*

Students who complete the thesis are also

f&Roger P« McCutheon, "The Master's Degree and the Teacher
Requirements," School and Society, 7lit 177*81, September, 19Si*
^ J * Cm Floyd, "How Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Louisi
ana Spend Their Professional Time During the Summer," (Unpublished Mem*
thesis Study, Department of Agricultural Education, University of Mis
souri, 1939), 70 pp*
& C . W, Hardaway, "Values of and Incentives to Research,"
Teachers College Journal, 21s 21, November, 19b8«
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(a) more likely to earn a Doctor of Philosophy degree and (b) more
likely to publish scientific material.

Xhia implies that success

in education is based on these two accomplishments*
eg
The general trend seems to be toward the non-research degrees.
These degrees dispense with the formal preparation of a thesis but re
quire additional course work aimed at solving current problems that con
cern the students in their vocations*

This plan usually calls for the

preparation of term papers as a part of each course taken for graduate
credit*
The action researcher is interested in the improvement of the
educational practices in which he is engaged*

He undertakes research

59
to try to find out how to do his job better*

A great deal of the

research done in the last twenty-five years has been put into practice*
Recent research programs have emphasised (1) resources and their uses,
(2) improved standards of living through education, (3) dissemination
and intepretation of research, (it) improved quality and character of
youth, and (*>) improved teaching and learning in institutions of higher
education*
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R* Shannon, "Thesis May Aid Advancement," Phi Delta
Kappan, 29J 136+* November, 19h79
^Sister Mary Fraxedes, "Practices and Opinions on Masterfs
Nonresearch Degrees," School and Society, 75* 72-h, February 2, 1952*
#S . M. Corey, "Fundamental Research, Action Research and
Educational Practices," Teacher College Record, 50* 509-lk, May, lpl*9*
^9f* 0. Cornell. "Review of Developments," Review of Educa
tional Research, 20* l5h-8, April, 1950.
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teaching methods cannot he separated from the curriculum.
The curriculum can be no better than the teacher*

For self improve*

stent, the teacher must engage in some kind of research* This may be
61
very informal. Dr. Warm
of Columbia University Is a firm believer
in action research to be conducted by the teacher on the job. Teachers
who attempt to solve their own problems are more efficient than those
who attempt to improve their methods by reading the results of others.
Cooperative action research has shown great promise.
FI.

SUMMARY

An analysis of the studies related to this problem reveal that
the present graduate programs should be revised.

Opinions expressed by

educators and evidence resulting from surveys indicate that these pro*
grams are not adequately satisfying the needs of the individual student.
A great deal of criticism comes from the emphasis upon specialisation
and the training of students for professional and managerial positions
while neglecting the training for civic and social leadership.
Because school curriculum is considered to be all the actual
experiences of the pupil under the influence of the school, It is
necessary that each student's curriculum be different from that of
every other student.

The teacher is the most influential part of the

program though there are many other contributing factors.

^■K. D. Wann, "Teachers as Researchers,w Educational Leadership,
9tk89-9$, May, 1?$2.
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The basic problem of the graduate faculties la that of
determining student objectives and then planning a program to facili
tate the accomplishment of them*

Qraduate schools should train for

occupational proficiency and since most graduates enter the teaching
profession, special attention should be given to the training of
master teachers*
An improved program of work would includes
1*

Broadening of subject matter fields.

2.
Stressing professional ability while making the research
requirements more realistic*
3*

Promoting the quantity and quality of thinking,

lw

Emphasizing creative work*

5*

Making the program more flexible*

Research and teaching are inseparable as each contributes to
the other*

While the graduate student is not expected to become a

master of both, he should have a sympathetic understanding of each pro
fession*

Writing of the thesis as a part of the graduate program Is an

excellent teaching device when properly initiated and supervised*

The

trend is, however, toward the non-research graduate degree which does
not require the formal thesis but does demand the preparation of a
paper based upon the solving of current educational problems#

CHAPTER 311
TRAINING, EXPERIENCE AND ATTITUDES OF TEACHERS
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
To initiata this nation-wide atudy of the graduate program, a
letter

was mailed to each of the 73 Head Teacher Trainers of the

Departments of Vocational Agricultural Education throughout the United
States# This letter stated the purpose of the study and was accompa
nied by a sample copy of the questionnaire^ which the graduate student
would be asked to complete*

After examining the questionnaire, hi

teacher trainers expressed a willingness to cooperate in distributing
and collecting questionnaires In their respective institutions#
Teacher trainers representing 22 institutions indicated an
interest In the problem but stated that they had no graduate program*
Fifteen of this group were institutions for the exclusive training of
colored students*

One teacher trainer was unable to assist in the study

because he had no graduate students at the time the questionnaires
reached him#

A more detailed breakdown of tits contributing institution

Is given in the Appendix*^*

^See Appendix A.
63see Appendix B*
^See Appendix C.
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Only one teacher trainer refused to cooperate in the study.

6*>

Another teacher trainer denounced the questionnaire technique, but
did permit a few of his students to participate in the study,^
Questionnaires were completed by L3J* graduate students who
represented US teacher training institutions.67 These training lnstitutions ere located throughout 37 of the

states*

Table X shows

the number of contributing institutions and the total number of
questionnaires completed from each of the four Vocational Agricultural
Education Regions*

TABLE X
NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS AND THE NUMBER 0F
QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED BY STUDENTS FROM EACH <W THE
FOUR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION REGIONS

Region

Number of institutions

Number of questionnaires

Southern
North Atlantic
Central
Pacific

16
U
9
7

226
81
62

Totals

bS

hdk

63

For a great deal of the analysis and interpretation of this
study, results are compared among the different Regions.

6£see Appendix D.
663©© Appendix E.
67s®® Appendix F.

Figure 1 shows

LOCATION OF REGIONS

3. C EN TR A L

4. P A C IF IC

R E G IO N

R E G IO N

I. S O U T H E R N

R E G IO N

CONIC PROJECTION

FIOURE 1: OEOGRAPHIC AREAS INCLUDED IN EACH OF THE FOUR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION RECI0N5 OF THE UNITED STATES.
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the geographic area included in each Region,

in order that the

reader will be able to distinguish wore clearly among the different
Regions, the States that make up each of the four Vocational Kduea*
tion Regions are given in the Appendix.^®
Most students who completed questionnaires were enrolled in
one or more graduate courses during the summer of 1953.

Students from

three institutions contributed their opinions during the fall school
term of the same year.
The purpose of this chapter is to give pertinent information
about the training, experience std attitudes of the individual students
who took part in this study.

The data that is used were tabulated from

•*

the list of questions that are given below.
Please fill in the blanks where applicable. Where multiple
answers are supplied, use a check
to indicate the answer
that you prefer. Check only one answer.
1.

Colleges or Universities attended*
Institution
Institution
Institution

”
^

bates

Degree Awarded "

BSieS™""

Degree Awarded

Pates

Pegrie Awarded

2.

Have you been certified to teach vocational agriculture?
Yes
No
What was the date of certification?

3.

How many year»a experience have you had in teaching vocational
agriculture?
In what state or states?
.

hm Have you taught subjects other than vocational agriculture?
Yea
Ho
If yes, name the subjects,__
5.

.

Po you plan to teach subjects other than vocational agriculture
in the future? Yes
Ho
If yes, name the subjects_______

6%ee Appendix 0.

hO
6.

(a) What main factor caused you to select the college or
university you now attend? (b) If you were planning to
work toward a Fh* D, what one factor would you consider
most important in selecting the college or university to
attend?
(a) Master is (b) Ph«D
Convenience to my home or work
„
Reputation of the college or university
r: _______ _ Reputation of the faculty and staff
_ _ _ _ _ _
'
Reality of the entrance requirements
Practibility of the graduate program
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...
~~~~
Availability of part-time employment
service to graduates
_ _ _ _ _ _
..... ~ Others (Specify)

_ _ _ _ _ _

1m What is your main purpose in doing graduate work?
For professional improvement
_______ To refresh my memory of undergraduate studies
To increase my own inventory of understandings and
abilities
_______ For increased financial returns
For more rapid job promotions in my profession
Others (Specify)
8.

What do you plan to do upon completion of the master's degree?
Study toward an advanced degree
Teach in public schools
Teach in college
Enter public school administration
Enter agricultural extension work
_ _ _
Enter the business of farming
________
Others (
S
p
e
c
i
f
y
)
_____
1.

TEACHING QUALIFICATIONS

Table II shows that 77 per cent of the graduate students hold a
Bachelor of Science degree while 1$ per cent hold the Bachelor of Science
In Agriculture and five per cent earned a degree called the Bachelor of
Science in Agricultural Education*
of Bachelor's degreef

Only three per cent hold any type

ia
TART.E
TT
iA o U b XJL

TITLES OF BACHELORS DEGREES HELD BY GRADUATE
STUDENTS m AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Percentage of teachers from each Region
who hold the degree
Degree

North
Atlantic

Southern

B« Sc*
B* Sc* in Agri.
B* Sc* in Agri* Ed*
Other Degrees

72
21

90
5
3
2

k
3

Central

Pacific

Total

61

76
8

77

1$

1

3

IS
3
1

IS

S

From a survey of 663 teachers of vocational agriculture in

1926, it was

found that

9S per

cent of them held the Bachelor of Science

degree and four per cent held the Bachelor of Arts degree*

69

A com

parison of these results with those of Table II reveals that degree
titles have changed slightly*

The Bachelor of Science is still the

degree most frequently held but there is an increase in the number of
institutions that offer the Bachelor of Science in Agriculture and the
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education*
A great deal has been said by educators about the advantages
and disadvantages to students, particularly graduate students, in at
tending more than one college or university*
expand cm this controversial question*

No attempt Is made to

However, Table XII is prepared

to show the number and percentage of students who have attended 1, 2, 3
or b colleges*
Colleges*

This table include' 'tfuhior Colleges as well as Senior
fe

library

F

^Vocational Education Bulletin 122, og* cit*, p* 15,

1*2

TABLE H I
NUMBER OF GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO HAVE ATTENDED
1, 2, 3 OS h COLLEGES

No. of colleges attended
One college
Two colleges
Three colleges
Four colleges

No. of teachers
228
11*1
61
1*

Percentage of
teachers
S3
32
1k
1

Figure 2 shows the years of experience in teaching vocational
agriculture of the graduate students who participated in this study.
The largest group, almost 13 per cent, is that of the graduate
students who had no teaching experience. This fact must be kept in
mind in interpreting the results of this study*

U3

TEACHING

EXPERIENCE

60

NUMBER

OF TEACHERS

50
40

30
20

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 II 12 13 14 IS 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

FIGURE 1-. YEARS OP EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING IN VnCA1' I ''NAD A O R Ir'iT J'"irRE
OP 434 GRADUATE STUDENTS IN AGRICULTURAL ED"C ATIO N
DURING 1 9 5 3 .

kk
Table IV supplements Figure 1 by giving the number of years
of experience in teaching vocational agriculture by graduate students
from each of the four Vocational Education Regions.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE BY
GRADUATE STUDENTS FROM EACH OF TICE FOUR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION REGIONS

Years of teaching
Experience

Number of students from each Region
North
Southern
Atlantic Central
Pacific
Totals

No experience
1 year
2 years
3 ■
1* »
5 *
6 *
7 •
8 *»
9 *
10 «
U »
12 *
13 or more years

29
10
9
6
9
h
h
29

5
h
6
IS
10
h
6
5
8
1
5
2
0
10

11
9
5
7
9
7
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
2

13
5
6
10
5
5
5
0
2
1
h
1
1
5

6
h6

228

81

62

63

h3k

27
15
23
18
29

16

Totals

II.

$6

33
kO
50
53
32
1*3
17
22
9
19
8

EXPERIENCE IN TEACHING SUBJECTS
OTHER THAN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Each person who participated in this study was asked if he had
ever taught subjects other than vocational agriculture*
indicated "yes", he was asked to name the other subjects.

If the student
The purposes

of these questions were to determlnei (1) If the teachers are qualified
In the subjects they are called upon to teach, and (2) the extent to
which teachers are able to devote full time to the teaching of voca
tional agriculture,

Tables V and VX give an account of the experience

us
TABLE V

PERCENTAGE OP TEACHERS BY REGION WHO HAVE TAUGHT
SUBJECTS OTHER THAN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Have you taught

Percentage by Region

other subjects?
Yes
No

Total

North
Southern Atlantie Central

Pacific

59
la

UP
51

38
62

37
63

U3
57

TABLE VI
TEACHING EXPERIENCE CP TEACHERS IN SUBJECT
AREAS OTHER THAN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
BY REGIONS

Number of subjects by Region
Subjects taught
Gen. Science
Biology
Industrial Arts
Mathematics
Veterans Voc. Ag.
Chen, and/or Physios
Elementary Subjects
Physical Ed.
History
English
Qeneral Agri.
Misc. Subjects

Southern

HSFQT
Atlantic

Central

36
17
0
20
U
7
11
3
7
6
0
9

23
11
13
3
6
11
0
3
3
I
2
7

9
6
7
2
6
0
1
h
G
1
2
7

Pacific Total
6
11
10
2
1
2
0
1
1
2
1
9

7fc
US
30
27
2U
20
12
11
11
10
5
32

these teachers have had in teaching other subjects.

In addition to their job of teaching vocational agriculture, L3
per oent of the teachers in this study have taught other subjects.

h6
Table V indicates that 59 per cent of the teachers of the North At
lantic Region have taught other subjects while only 37 per cent of the
teachers of the Central Region have had similar teaching experience*
This variation among teaching experiences can also be noted within a
given Region*

For example, 65 per cent of the teachers of vocational

agriculture in Louisiana regularly teach some other subject. 70

In

high schools having less than 100 pupils, it is necessary from the
standpoint of economy that the teacher of vocational agriculture sup*
plement his teaching load*
General Science and Biology are the subjects other than voca
tional agriculture that the teachers have had the most experience in
teaching*

Teachers of vocational agriculture are usually qualified

to instruct in these subjects because of the background they are re
quired to have in Science and Biology.
While 1)3 per cent of the teachers have had experience in teach*
ing other subjects, only 19 per cent plan to teach other subjects upon
completion of the Master*s degree*

Twenty per cent who plan to teach

other subjects, expect to teach in college* There is some variation
among Regions*

In addition to teaching college subjects, about 25

per cent plan to teach General Science and Hi per cent plan to teach
Biology*

In some states, teachers of vocational agriculture frequently

enter high school administrative positions*

Tables VII and VIII give

a descriptive account of the subjects other than vocational agriculture
that teachers plan to teach*

J B . ftaugher, Program Planning Specialist, U* S. Office of
Education, February, l?5b«
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TABLE VIX
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO PLAN TO TEACH SUBJECTS
OTHER THAR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE UPON
COMPLETION OP THE MASTER’S DEGREE

Do you plan to teach
other subjects?

Percentage by Region
Southern

m m
Atlantic

11;
86

7b

’

Yes
No

.... ...... ....

.......

26

Central
21
79

Pacific Totals
2h
76

IP
81

TABLE VIII
SUBJECTS OTHER THAN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
THAT TEACHERS PLAN TO TEACH

Number of subjects by Region

Subjects to
be taught
Southern

North
Atlantic

Central

Pacific

Totals

Gen* Science
College Subjeets
Biology
Chemistry
Industrial Arts
General Agri.
History
Mathematics
Elem* Subjects
Physical Ed*
Misc. Subjects

17
5
6
3
0
2
h
L
3
2
1

6
6
2
5
1
1
1
0
2
0
1

0
9
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1*
2
2
1
0
1
0
1
h

25
20
1L
10
5
5
5
5
5
3
6

Totals

L?

25

1k

17

101=

III.

SELECTION OP A GRADUATE COLLEGE

Each graduate student who participated In this study was asked
to name the main factor which caused him to select the college or
university he was currently attending*

Each student was also asked

hS
what one factor would be considered most important in selecting a
college or university if he wore planning to work toward a Ph* D.
Replies to the above questions differed*

For the Ph* XU#the reputation

of the faculty and staff members is the principal factor in selecting
a college or university to attend*

Table IX reveals the main factor

that caused graduate students to aaXeot a college for the Master's
degree* Table X gives the main factor that teachers of vocational agri
culture would consider in the selection of an institution for the Ph* D*
m
atarB* TV
lAJ
Cuitra Xft

MAIN FACTORS OWSOTRED BY GRADUATE STUDENTS IN
THE SELECTION OF A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY TO
ATTEND FOR WORK TOWARD A MASTER'S DEGREE

Main factor considered
Convenience to my home or work
Reputation of the college or university
Reputation of the faculty and staff
Reality of entrance requirements
Practibility of the graduate program
Availability of part-time employment
Job placement service to graduates
Other factors

Percentage of students
k9
20
13
0
11
2
1
k

h9
TABLE X
MAIN FACTORS CONSIDERED BX GRADUATE STUDENTS IN
THE SELECTION OF A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY TO ATTEND
FOR WORK TOWARD A PH* B

Main factor considered

Percentage of students

Convenience to my home or work*
Reputation of the college or university
Reputation of the faculty and staff
Reality of entrance requirements
Practibility of the graduate program
Availability of part-time employment
Job plaoeaent service to graduates
Other factors

IV.

9
29
3k
0
22
5
l
0

PURPOSE IN DOING GRADUATE WORK

Nearly one-half of the individuals who took part in this study
indicate that their main purpose in doing graduate work is for pro*
fessional improvement.

More than 20 per cent are doing graduate work

to improve their own Inventory of understandings and abilities.

The

percentage of graduate students who gave increased financial returns
as their mai** purpose ranged from 2G per cent In the Southern Region,
16 per cent in the Pacific Region, seven per cent in the Central
Region, to six per cent in the North Atlantic Region.

Figure 3 shows

the percentage of students by Region who gave each of five factors
as being their main purpose for doing graduate work.
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REASON? FOR TAKING
GRADUATE WORK

SOUTHERN

PRO F ESS I O NA L
IMPROVEMENT

AN I NCREASED
I N V E N T O R Y OF
UNDERSTANDI NG
AND ABI LI TI ES

CENTRAL

I NCREASED
FINANCIAL
RETURNS

MORE RA PI D
JOB PROMOTIONS

PACIFIC

NATION-WIDE
OTHER

NORTH ATLANTIC
FIG’JRE 3: PERCENTAGE op STUDENTS PY REGION w h o OA'/F FAC • OF Ft’/F
FACTORS AS T!!EIH VAIN "URPOSE FOR DOING GRA.')t’AT’F W"RK.
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The purpose in doing graduate work is further considered from
the standpoints of the teaching experience of the contributing grad
uate students*

The grouping according to teaching experience is given

in Table XI.

TABLE XX
GROUPING
GRADUATE STUDENTS IN AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION BASED UPON TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Tears of teaching experience
No experience
1 - 2 years experience
3, h 9 5 years experience
6 - 1 2 years experience
13* years experience

No. of students
56
73
135
121*
U6

Percentage of students

U
17
31
2P
10

Figure It shows the percentage of students based upon teaching
experience who gave each of five factors as being their main purpose
for doing graduate work*

There is not a great deal of variation.

Regardless of their teaching experience, about 50 per cent state that
their main purpose is for professional improvement and about 25 per
cent give their main purpose as being for an increased inventory of
understandings and abilities.

Purposes of students who have had 13

years or more of teaching experience show some variation from the other
grouping.

This suggests that teachers with several years experience

prefer that professional and technical courses be about equally divided
in the graduate program.

Figure 1* further indicates that as teachers

become more experienced they are less likely to do graduate work In order

52
to Improve themselves professionally*

On the other hand, experienced

teachers place increasing importance upon the need for improving their
own inventory of understandings and abilities*
Gordon I* Swanson, assistant teacher trainer at tie University
of Minnesota, has this to say in regard to teachers of vocational agri**
71
culture who seek advanced degrees |
"Graduate study is an indication that an individual has taken
advantage of his opportunity to better prepare himself for more
effective performance in his chosen profession•"

^Gordon I. Swanson, "Why Graduate Study", The Visitor,
Agricultural Education Department, University of Minnesota, Vol. UO:
1 - 8 , April, 1553*
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REASONS FOR TAKING
GRADUATE WORK

1-2 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

PROFESSIONAL
IMPROVEMENT

AN INCREASED
INVENTORY OF
UNDERSTANDING
AND ABILITIES

3 -5 YEARS
OF TEACHING

INCREASED
FINANCIAL
RETURNS

YEARS

MORE RAPID
JOB PROMOTION

6-12 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

OTHER

I3» YEARS
F I G U R E 4: P E RCENTAGE OF STUDENTS BAS E D U P O N TEACHINO EXPERIENCE
W H O OAVE EACH OF F IVE FACTORS AS BEING THEIR MAIN
PURPOSE IN DOI N G GRAD U A T E WORK.

St
V.

PLANS UPQ& COMPLETION OF THIS MASTER *S PROGRAM

In setting up the purpose of this study and in formulating the
hypotheses, the author assumed that graduate students in Vocational
Agricultural Education are teachers primarily.

It was also assumed

that most teachers return to the public school system upon completion
of the Master's degree,

The logical program of work is one that helps

the individual to improve himself as a teacher.

The fact that grad

uate students become teachers is treated more fully in Chapter IV in
the discussion of research and language requirements.
Table XII points out that 69 per cent of the graduate students
expect to return to teaching in the public schools when the Master's
degree is completed.

Nine per cent plan to teach in college and 10

per cent expect to continue to study toward an advanced degree.

Only

one per cent expects to enter research work and one per cent expects
to enter agricultural extension work.

The variation in the plans of

graduate students is given in Figure 5,

TABU XII
OCCUPATIONAL PLANS BX REGION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
UPON COMPLETION OF THE MASTER'S DEGREE
Percentage" by Region

Plans upon
graduation

North
Southern Atlantic

Study toward an
advanced degree
Teach in public schools
Teach in college
Enter school adm.
Enter agr. extension
Enter research work
Enter farming business
Other plans

10
73

5
6
1
0
a

3

It
ST
It
S
1
2
2
S

Total 1
,
1

Central Pacific

11
66

IS
2
0
2

0
t

6

Percentages

10

70
IS

69
9

0
0
0

2
3

6
3

S
1
1
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OCCUPATIONAL

PLANS
TEACH IN PUBLI C
HIGH SCHOOL

TEACH IN
COLLEGE

SOUTHERN

WORK ON MORE
ADVANCED DEGREE

E NT E R SCHOOL
AD M I NI ST RATI ON

CENTRAL

^

NATION-WIDE

EX T E NS I ON
WORK

RESE ARCH
WORK

PACIFIC

FARMING

OTHERS

NORTH ATLANTIC
p™ rPfJTA0E 0F G R A D U A T E S T U D E N T S pv R W i n t J W H O PLAN TO ENTER
FI'iURE 5: E A C H OP E I U H T D I F F E R E N T OCCU P A T I O N S U P O N C O M P L E T I O N OF TH E
MAS'TSR 1S D E O REE.
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Results similar to those in figure 5 were reported by Drake
at Iowa State College*^

Bata were taken from the men who had

received the Master's degree in Agricultural Education from that insti
tution prior to 1950*

Among the 93 questionnaires completed, 30 dif

ferent types of occupations were reported*

Eighty-six graduates were

using either their educational or agricultural background*

Immediately

after completion of the Master's degree, 85 of the 93 individuals enter
ed public school or college teaching*

Of the 85 teachers, 35 entered

college work, 3U became teachers of vocational agriculture in high
school and 16 entered some other type of high school work*

Thirty-four

of the original 93 took additional graduate work and 11 individuals
earned the Doctor of Philosophy degree*
In the last ten years, large numbers of Master's degrees have
been awarded to teachers of vocational agriculture*

This demand for

professional improvement by teachers is most encouraging to educational
leaders*

Aspirants to the Master's degree should not be mislead,

however, by the report of Drake in Iowa* His report covered a period of
time when the program of Vocational Education in Agriculture was in its
infancy and few teachers held advanced degrees*

It does emphasise the

importance in training the graduate student for teaching but scarcely
any of these graduates can expect to go directly into college teaching*
Data given here and in Chapter II indicate that most holders of
the Master's degree in Agricultural Education become teachers*

Since they

become teachers, the graduate programs should be directed toward improving
these Individuals as teachers*

What, then, are the characteristics of

m . Drake, "Effect of the Master's Degree on Occupational
Choice," Agricultural Education Magazine 231 61, September, 1950.
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a superior teacher and what abilities must he possess?
Mi L* Dillard, a high school principal in North Carolina, lists
these qualities as identifying a good teacher of vocational agriculture*
1.
2.
worth.

Social adequacy.
A willingness to accept himself and his program as having

3.

Ability to be self-directing.

lu

A willingness to accept reality.

5.
A willingness to work cooperatively with other staff
.ambers.
6.
The creation of favorable publicity for his own as well
as the total school program.
la his study of the graduate program, Broyles found that the
abilities required for performing the work of a teacher of vocational
agriculture could be logically grouped as follows}

71*

1.
Ability to formulate and solve problems involving a know
ledge of the principles and methods of agricultural teaching.
2. Ability to use scientific method and to understand publi
cations of research.
3.

Ability to use extension and demonstration methods,

li.

Ability to use Hillustrative materials.11

5.

Ability to use methods of “agricultural journalism**.

L. Dillard, "Characteristics of Superior Teachers of Voca
tional Agriculture", Agricultural Education Magazine, 2U b 11*3, December,
1951.
7^Broyles, og. clt., p. 35.

71
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6*
tion*

Administrative and supervisory ability in rural educa

7•
Knowledge of social and economic forces, especially in
relation to rural problems*
8*

Knowledge of technical agriculture*

9*
Knowledge of educational science, of the "learning
process."

VI*

SUMMARY

Seventy-seven per cent of the graduate students in Agricultural
Education hold a degree entitled Bachelor of Science* There has been
an increase In the number of teachers who hold the degree. Bachelor of
Science in Agriculture, and the degree. Bachelor of Science in Agricul
tural Education*

Forty-seven per cent have attended two or more

colleges and universities*

The teaching experience of the graduate

students who participated in this study ranges from £6 individuals who
had no teaching experience to U6 who have had 13 or more years of ex
perience*

Three to six years of teaching experience appears to be about

average*
Forty-three per cent of the graduate students have had experi
ence in teaching subjects other than vocational agriculture.

General

Science, Biology and Industrial Arts, in the order named, are the
other subjects most frequently taught*

Nineteen per cent plan to teach

subjects other than vocational agriculture upon completion of the
Master's degree*

Of these latter students, 20 per cent esqpect to teach

college subjects, 2,5 per cent expect to teach General Science and lit
per cent plan to teach Biology*

The teaching of non-vocationaX agri

cultural subjects varies among the Regions*
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Whan asked about their choice of a college for work toward the
Master*s degree, 1*9 per cent of the students indicate that the principal
factor la the convenience of that institution to their home or work*
twenty per cent believe that the deciding factor is the reputation of
the institution*

For study toward a Ph. D ., 3k per cent checked the

reputation of the faculty and 29 per cent checked the reputation of
the university as being the main factors they would consider*

Only nine

per cent think the convenience of the institution to their home or work
should be the main deciding factor for study toward a Ph. D.
Approximately one-half of the graduate students in Agricultural
Education in the summer and fall school terms of 1953 were doing advan
ced work with the idea of improving themselves professionally*

Another

one-fourth were in graduate school for an increased inventory of under
standings and abilities*

The remaining one-fourth expect personal gain,

such as increased financial returns or more rapid lob promotions, as a
reward for doing graduate work*
Sixty-nine per cent of all these graduate students expect to
teach in the public high schools when the Master* s degree is completed*
nineteen per cent expect to teach in college or to attend college for
study toward an advanced degree*

Only one per cent plan to enter the

field of research while five per cent plan to become public school
administrators*

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETAT I(» OP GRADUATE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES
A study of graduate school catalogues reveals a great deal of
similarity of administrative policies among the different institutions,
let, the Interpretation of these policies by educators and administra
tors and the degree to which they are enforced varies considerably.
There is even some variation among different departments of a given
graduate school*
Graduate school policies have been challenged as being out of
date and, therefore, not meeting the needs of the majority of students*
Perhaps no one would insist that all graduate institutions be opera
ted in the same way*

A graduate program based upon the needs of each

Individual necessarily causes each student's program to be different
in some way to every other student's program*
While there are differences among the needs of individual grad
uate students, there are also pronounced similarities*

These likenesses

are very obvious when considering a group of students, all of whom are
going into the teaching profession*

A program of first year graduate

work should be set up In each institution where graduate work is of
fered*

The present practice seems to be largely to allow each student

to make up his own program under the direction of the head of his
major department* A certain core of requirement Is not inconsistent
with wide flexibility, obtained by election and choice of minors.^

7$sroyles, og. eit., p* $9.
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In this chapter an effort la made to analyze graduate student
opinions regarding certain administrative policies of the graduate
college.

Data for the tables were taken from the part of the question

naire which is listed below*
Program Planning
9*

Who should plan the student's graduate program? (Check

one)
The student
the student under supervision of his major professor
The student's departmental advisory committee
The graduate faculty advisory council
Others (Specify)
Entrance Examinations
10.
Should the applicant for admission to the graduate school
be required to take an entrance examination? Yes
ftfo
If
yes, what should be the nature of this examination? (cfreck one)
A Standardised test such as the Graduate Record Examination
A Standardised test such as the Rational Teachers Examination
A test based upon local conditions in agricultural education
A test based upon the prior training of the student
A test baaed upon the objectives of the student
Others (Specify)_________________________ ________ ______
11.
What one purpose is best served by the entrance examina
tion and the comprehensive examination as requirements of the
graduate school?
Screen out undesirable applicants
Provide data for efficient guidance and counseling
Standardize the selection and training of students
Measure the competence of the student
Determine reaction of the student under pressure
Others (S
p
e
c
i
f
y
)
_______
Minimum Grade Requirements
12.
Should the undergraduate scholastic record of the student
be used as a basis for admitting him to the graduate school. Yea
Wo
if yes, what minimum average point-hour ratio should be
acceptable (Am3, B e 2, Owl, below C*0)?____ _________________
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13*
Should a minimum average point-hour ratio be main
tained by a candidate daring study for an advanced degree?
Yea
Wo
if yea,what minimum point-hour ratio should be
maintained during the period of graduate study?
What minimum
grade should be acceptable for any individual course?_______
Time Limitations and Course Validation
lb«
Should the student Who has been admitted to the graduate
school be given a limited period of time to complete his program
for an advanced degree? Yes
Mo
If yes, what maximum period
should be allowed for completion oif the Master's degree?_________
15.
Should students be permitted to validate a course that
has become "out-dated" because of the lapse of time between com
pletion of the course and the termination of the graduate program?
Yes
No
If yes, what procedure should be followed in validatinjf"such courses? (Check one)
fly passing the equivalent of a final examination in each
course immediately following at least one semesters residence on
the campus
fly passing the equivalent of a final examination in each
course at any convenient time
fly preparing the equivalent of a term paper in each course
Others (Specify)
16.
Should a student complete a part of his graduate courses
in residence? Yes
Ho
If yes, what should be the minimum
residence requirement for a Master's degree?
months.
Research Requirements
17*
Should the graduate student be required to prepare a
thesis? Yes
No
If not, what should be substituted for it?
A non-thesis research paper?
Additional coursework?
Others (Specify)
Course Prerequisites
16*
Should agricultural education departmental course pre
requisites be waived for graduate students whose undergraduate
major was not agricultural education? Yes
No
19.
Should undergraduate prerequisites to advanced technical
agricultural courses be waived in the case of graduate students in
agricultural education? Yes
No
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20«
Do you favor a plan whereby some departments offer
courses designed primarily for teachers? lee
No
If yes,
should students majoring in the department offering courses
"primarily for teachers" be permitted to apply credit for the
courses toward a graduate degree? Yes
No
Directed Teaching Courses
21*
Should graduate credit be allowed for basic or first
courses in practice teaching (internship course)? Yea
Ho
Foreign Language Requirements
22*
Should a candidate for a Master's degree be required to
develop a reading knowledge of a foreign language. Yes
No
If answer is yes, for what reason? (Check one)
Eliminate undersirable condidateo
Continue tradition at the graduate level
_____
Facilitate research in agricultural education
_ _ _
Facilitate teaching methods and techniques
_ _ _
Cultivate the mind, improve the individual socially
______
Others (Specify)
____________
23*
If in your opinion, a reading knowledge of a foreign
language should not bo required, what would you substitute for
it?
No substitution needed
_ _ _
One or more statistical methods courses
_ _ _
One or more professional courses
____
One or more technical agricultural courses
_ _
Others (Specify)
Extra Curricula Activities
2tu Should graduate students participate in collegiate F.F.A.
or similar educational activities of the Department of Agricultural
Education? Yes
No
If yes, for what main reason?
Professional improvement
_______
Pleasure and relaxation
______
To encourage undergraduates
_ _ _
Others (Specify)
Teaching Experience Needed
25*
How much teaching experience in vocational agriculture
should a person have (a) before being admitted to the graduate
school?
(b) before being awarded the Master's degree?_____
SioHtHs
SKHStlffi

6b
Master's Degree Titles Preferred
_1
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26 • Should there be a difference between the titles of a
Master's degree program (a) requiring the thesis (emphasizing
preparation for research work) and (b) not requiring the thesis
(emphasising broader academic and technical preparation and more
intensive professional training)? Yes
Ho
(a) With
(b) Without
thesis
thesis
Master of Agriculture
Master of Science
Master of Education
_ _ _
Master of Science in Agricultural
Education
Master of Agricultural Education
Others (Specify)______ __ ____
Entitlement Yo Salary Increases
27*
Aside from his efficiency as a teacher, which one of these
accomplishments should entitle the teacher of vocational agriculture
to an increase in salary?
Additional graduate courses
Additional graduate or undergraduate courses
An advanced degree
Others (Specify)__________________
1.

PROGRAM PLANNING

In Table XIII, data are given to indicate student opinion as to
who should plan the student's program.

Eighty-two per cent believe that

the program should be planned by the student under supervision of his
major professor.

Only four per cent feel that the student alone should

be charged with planning.

It is interesting to note that 12 per cent

of the students questioned prefer that the individual's program be
planned by the student's departmental advisory committee.

Though Table

XIII does not show it, the percentage of students by Region who share
this latter opinion ranged from 19 per cent in the North Atlantic Region
to a low of six per cent in the Central Region.

6$
TABLE XIII
PERCENTAGE OP STUDENTS WHO SHAKE EACH OF FIVE OPINIONS AS TO WHO
SHOULD PLAN THE STUDENT »S GRADUATE PROGRAM

Who should plan the program?
The student
The student supervised by his
major professor
The students departmental
advisory committee
The graduate faculty advisory
committee
Others
Totals
IX.

Percentage
of students

No, of students
ia

u

352

82

53

12

6
5

1
1

k$k
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS

The practice of giving some type of entrance examination to
prospective candidates to higher degrees has long been a policy of the
graduate schools*

The manner of conducting the examination and the

emphasis placed upon its findings are not consistent.

In some insti

tutions a comprehensive written and oral test is given.

In other

institutions, and especially in some departments of certain institutions,
-the entrance examination consists only of an informal discussion between
the student and his major professor.

From the standpoint of the educator

under our democratic system of government, it Is extremely difficult to
refuse any student the privilege of becoming a candidate for an advan
ced degree.

This fact creates an unsurmountable problem when it comes

to raising graduate school standards and to the evaluation of progress.
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Da order to secure opinions from tfee individuals who are most
effected by entrance examinations, graduate students sere asked to
complete three questions regarding! (1) whether or not the examina
tion should be required, (2) the nature of the examination, and (3)
the purpose best served by the entrance examination*

Replies to

these questions are shown in Tables XIV, XV and XVI.
TABLE XXV
JPgRCMPAOE (ST STUDENTS BY REGION WHO BELIEVE THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
SHOULD m REQUIRED

Should the entrance
exam be required?

Southern

North
Atlantic

Central

Pacific

Totals

les

26

15

29

25

21*

No

71*

85

71

75

76

TABLE XV
THE NATURE OP THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION AS EXPRESSED BY THOSE STUDENTS
WHO BELIEVE IT SHOULD BE REQUIRED

Nature of the examination
Standardised test euch as the Graduate
Record Examination
Standardised test such as the National
Teachers Examination
Test based upon local conditions in
Agricultural Education
Test based upon the prior training of the
student
Test based upon the objectives of the student
Other types of examinations

Percentage of students
12
5
29
16
35
1
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TABLE XVI
PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATING STUDENTS WHO CHECKED BACH OF SIX PURPOSES
AS BEING THE REST PURPOSE SERVED BY THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

Best purpose of the antrance examination?

Percentage of students

Screen out underslrable candidates
Provide data for efficient guidance and
counseling
Standardise the selection and training of
students
Measure the competence of the student
Determine the reaction of the student under
pressure
Other purposes

20
S3
8
12
5
2

Fro* Table XIV, it is obvious that the entrance examination la
net a popular requirement.

Only 2b per cent of all the students feel

that it is valuable enough to be set up as a requirement.

Eighty-five

per eent of the graduates from the North Atlantic Region are of the
opinion that the entrance examination should not be required.

In some

situations, further study of the entrance examination might be discon
tinued because a majority of students are opposed to it.

However, since

21* per cent of the students and perhaps a larger percentage of adminis
trators favor the examination, Table XV was prepared to determine the
nature of the exam*

Thirty-five per cent of the students think that

the examination should be based upon the objectives of the individual
and 25 per cent believe that the test should be based upon local con
ditions in Agricultural Education.

Only 17 per cent of those who favor

the examination checked standardised test such as the Graduate Record
Examination or the National Teachers Examination as being the type of

66

test preferred*
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Of all trie participating students,

P9r

cent

indicate that an entrance examination should provide data for efficient
guidance and counseling*

Twenty per cent think its host purpose is to

screen out undesirable candidates*

Another 12 per cent think it should

he used to measure the competence of the student *
111*

MINIMUM GRADE REQUIHSMKNTS

Graduate schools are in general agreement about minimum grades*
An average undergraduate record of 0 or better is required for admission
to the graduate school*

While enrolled in graduate school the student

most maintain a B average and the minimum grade accepted for a given
course is C.

Several schools, however, rule that the minimum grade

acceptable is B*

In some institutions there Is almost an unwritten

policy among teachers that graduate students shall never be given a
grade lower than the minimum required* tables XVII and XVIII were pre
pared to ehov student ideas regarding the minimum grade requirements
for admission to the graduate school*
TABLE XVII
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS M REGION WHO BELIEVE THE UNDERGRADUATE SCHO
LASTIC RECORD SHOULD BE USED AS A BASIS FOR ADMITTING STUDENTS TO
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Should the undergraduate
record be used?

North
Southern Atlantic Central

Pacific Totals

Yes

66

85

19

8b

75

No

3b

IS

21

16

25

TABLE XVIII
MINIMUM AVERAGE POINT-HOUR RATIO ACCKFISD W ffiTOMTO WHO BELIEVE THE
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLASTIC RECORD SHOULD DETERMINE WHETHER THE INDIVIDUAL
IS ADMITTED TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Minima average point-hour ratio?*

Percentage of students

1,0 equals C
1,5 equals G+

18

2*0 equals B

3?

* (A equals 3$ B equals 2, G equals 1, Below C equals 0)
The percentage of students who believe the undergraduate scho
lastic record should be used as a basis for determining whether or not
a person is admitted to candidacy for an advanced degree differs from
66 per cent in the Southern Region to §5 per cent in the North Atlan
tic Region*

Opinions vary regarding the minimum average point-hour

ratio acceptable*

Forty-five per cent believe that an average grade

of C Is sufficient while 18 per cent insist upon a point-hour ratio of
1*5 or O *

Surprising enough, 37 per cent of the participating students

maintain that a 2,0 point-hour ratio or B average should be the minimum
grade accepted for admitting a student to graduate studies*
Tables XIX, XX and XXI are prepared to show opinions regarding
the minimum grade requirements for the students while enrolled in the
graduate school*
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TABL8 XIX
PiSRCanCAOE m reqick who beliote as average mimimdh pointHOUH RATIO SHOULD HE MAINTAINED HI A CANDIDATE DOTING STUB!
FOR AN ADVANCED DEGREE
Should a mininus pointhour ratio he maintained?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific

Totals

les

35

91

35

89

83

No

15

9

15

11

12

TABLE IX
MINIMUM AVERAGE POINT-HOUR RATIO ACCEPTED B¥ STUDENTS WHO BE
LIEVE A MINIMUM RATIO SHOULD BE MAINTAINED DURING GRADUATE
STUDIES

Minlntui average point-hour ratio?**

Percentage of students

1*0 equals 0

7

1*5 equals O

7

2*0 equals B

83

2*5 equals B+

3

* (A equals 3, B equals 2, C equals \ $ Below 0 equals 0)
TABLE XXI
MINIMUM GRADE ACCEPTABLE FOR AN INDIVIDUAL COURSE DURING GRADUATE STUDIES
Minimum grade acceptable

Percentage of students

1*0 equals C

68

1*5 equals C+
2*0 equals B

2
30

* (A equals 3, B equals 2$ 0 equals 1, Below 0 equals 0)
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Eighty-eight per cant of a total of 376 students believe that
an average minimum point-hour ratio should be maintained during study
for an advanced degree*

Of this group, €6 per cent believe that a

minimum average point-hour ratio of 2*0 or a grade of B or better
should be maintained*

For individual courses in the graduate program,

30 per cent of this group mould not accept a grade below B, two per
cent would accept a grade of C+ and 66 per cent mould be satisfied
with a minimum grade of 0*
IV.

COURSE VALIDATION AND IBUS LIMITATIONS

Closely associated with the question of minimum grades is that
of validating courses*

Because teachers of vocational agriculture are

employed on a twelve months basis, it is difficult for them to com
plete a Hester* s program by attending short courses and extension
classes without the courses taken earlier becoming outdated before the
program is completed*

This raises the question as to whether or not

students should be given a limited period of tii e for completion of
the Master* s degree after it is started*
a policy to this effeet*

Host graduate schools have

Graduate students mere asked to check their

own opinions concerning time limitations and course validation.
from this source are shown in Tables XXII, XXXXX, and XXXV.

Data
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TABLE XXII
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO FEEL THAT GRADUATE STUDENTS SHOULD
BE GIVEN A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIMS FOR COMPLETION OF THE
MASTER'S PROGRAM

Should the period of time
for completion be limited?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific Totals

Yes

66

57

56

li5

60

Mo

32

k3

lib

55

bO

The proceeding Table indicates a slight preference for the
policy of limiting the period of time for completion of the Master's
degree*

This is true in all areas except the Pacific Region,

The

range of those opposing this policy is from 32 per cent in the Southern
Region to 55 per cent in the Pacific Region*

TABLE XXIII
MAXIMUM PERIOD OF TIME ALLOWED FOR COMPLETION OF THE MASTER'S PROGRAM
AS EXPRESSED BY STUDENTS WHO BELIEVE THERE SHOULD BE A SIMS LIMITATION

Maximum period of time allowed

Percentage of students

Less than 6 years

26

6 to 6 years inclusive

57

9 years or more

15

Table XXII shows that 263 individuals or 60 per cent of the
contributors to this study believe that the period of time for com
pletion of an advanced degree should be limited*

When asked to specify
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a maximum tlme limitation for completion of the Master's degree* only
28 per cent of the 263 studente indicate a preference for five years
or less*

The remaining 72 per cent* as shown in Table XIIII, prefer

a time limitation of six years or more.

Fifteen per cent specified

a preference for nine years or more*
Seventy-eight per cent of all students favor a policy whereby
graduate students are permitted to validate courses which have bacons
*outdated11 because of the lapse of time between the completion of the
course and the termination of the graduate program.

The replies are

fairly consistent except for students of the Pacific Region*
four per cent of them favor course validation.

Eighty-*

There is not much

agreement among students as to the best procedure to follow in course
validation.

Forty-four per cent of the students favoring validation

believe the logical procedure is that of passing the equivalent of
a final examination in each course at any time that is convenient to
both the student and the teacher.

Fourteen per cent agree that the

passing of a test equivalent to the final examination in each course
should constitute course validation provided the graduate student
spends at least one semester's residence at the institution immediately
prior to taking the examination.

Thirty-five per cent of the group

believe that the preparation of a term paper for each course should
satisfy the requirement for course validation.

In the space provided

for writing in other procedures* seven per cent of the students state*
in effect* that once a course is completed and the grade for that
student is recorded* the course should never become

out-dated" • Data

concerning course validation are shown in Tables XXIV and XXV,
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TABUS XXIV

PERCENTAGE BI REGION WHO FAVOR A PLAM WHEREBY GRADUATE STUBBSTTS ARE PERMITTED TO VALIDATE "OUT-DATED" COURSES.*

Should course validation
ba permitted?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific Totals

Yea

78

75

77

81*

78

Ho

22

2$

23

16

22

*"Out-dated" courses are those which some graduate colleges refuse to
allow the student to use In fulfilling the requirements for an advanced
degree because of the lapse of time between completion of the course
and termination of the graduate program.

TABLE XXV
PERCENTAGE WHO CHECKED EACH OF FOUR PROCEDURES AS BEING THE
PREFERRED MEANS OF VALIDATING "OUT-DATED" COURSES

Procedure in validating?

Percentage of students

By passing the equivalent of a final examination
upon completion of one semester*s residence on
campus

11*

By passing the equivalent of a final examination
in each course at anytime

Lit

By preparing the equivalent of a term paper In
each course

35

Students who believe that course validation
should not be necessary

7

75
M u m asked about the administrative policy of requiring
graduate students to spend some time in residence on the campus* 82
per cent of all students agreed that it was a good policy,

the great

est amount of variation occurred in the North Atlantic Region where
only 69 per cent agreed with the policy.

The percentage by Begion

who favor the policy are given in Table XXVI.

TABLE XXVI
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO FAV&t THE POLICY OF REQUIRING THAT A
PART OF THE GRADUATE COURSES BE TAKEN WHILE IN RESIDENCE ON
CAMPUS

Should some graduate
courses be In residence?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific Totals

Tea

65

69

85

07

82

No

15

31

IS

13

18

Twenty-six per cent of the individuals who think that the
student should do a part of his graduate work in residence believe
that a campus residence period of less than three months should
satisfy the requirement.

Forty-nine per cent Insist upon three to

six months of residence. Twenty-five per cent are of the opinion
that there should be a minimum residence requirement of seven months
or more.

Especially noticeable are the percentages derived from

students of the Southern Region.

Only 20 per cent would be satis

fied with less than three months of oampus residence and 3h par cent
would require more than six months of residence.

A breakdown of the

opinions concerning the minimum residence required is shown in Table
XXVII.
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TABLE m u

FEKCmAGB BI REGION WHO FAVOR EAC3H OF THREE W
RANGES AS
THE MINIMUM TIME TO BE SPENT W RESS)j£M0B WHILE WORKING
TOWARD A MASTER *S DEGREE

Required time in
residence

Worth
Southern Atlantic

Less than 3 months

20

Three to 6 months

W

More than 6 months

3k

Central

Pacific

Totals

23

33

26

61

52

h9

16

15

25

36

15

As has been brought out earlier, teachers of vocational agri
culture are employed throughout the year*

In many ways this is an

advantage to then but it prevents then from being able to attend
summer school for study toward advanced degrees*

Occasionally local

school boards permit the agriculture teacher to take a month or two
during the summer for professional improvement*

This hampers the

total school program because the teacher is away from the community at
a time when he is, perhaps, needed most*

By attending graduate school

for short periods during the summer and ty taking a course on Saturday,
it is difficult for the teacher of vocational agriculture to accumulate
as much as six months of residence time.

At the same time it is dif-

ficult for him to complete enough semester hours for graduation with
out some of them becoming out-dated.
with these problems in mind*

Further studies should be made

Graduate colleges could probably make

changes in their policies that would enable teachers to earn higher
degrees and, yet* strengthen rather than weaken the total graduate program.
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Speaking in behalf of public school teachers, a supervising
principal in Haw fork made a bitter attack toward the practice that
results in teachers being enrolled in school each summer*^

Zt is

suggested that the entire summer school program was dreamed up strict^
ly for financial gain to the colleges* He charges that summer school
mark is impractical and dees not fit the every day problems of the
school teacher*

He further states, in effect, that if all the Mas

ter’s and Doctorial theses were burned up, there would be very little
loss to humanity or to good teaching*
With the passing of years, each profession has sought to raise
its standards by adding to the requirements for admission into that
profession - lawyers, doctors, dentists and teachers*

The teaching

profession Is unique, however, in that teachers never get through
going to school*

The teacher is the only professional worker not given

credit for the ability to keep abreast of the profession without attend*
77
lug summer school*
V.

RESEARCH

For many years, research has been the principal part of a
graduate program*

In the review of related literature in Ohapter XI

of this study, several educators are cited who specify the advantages
and disadvantages of a research centered graduate program*

^Archie F.. Bowler, "Progress By Degrees - Summer School,”
Clearing House, 22j 279-82, February, 19W*
^L. J. Denny, "Progress By Degrees - The Adult Way,"
Clearing House, 22* 283-5, February, 191*8,
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Moat of them agree that research is important but suggests that It be
directed toward solving current problems.
Several teachers colleges have made curriculum and policy
changes in an effort to offer a graduate program that is more functional,
the Doctor of Philosophy has become the Doctor of Education and the
Master of Soienoe has become the Master of Education,
tend to deeaphaslse research problems*

these degrees

Professional projects are stress

ed* These projects (1) involve a specific situation based upon guiding
principles, (2) are based upon full knowledge of that system, (3) involve deductive reasoning, and (It) the steps in implementing the project.
The general trend seems to be toward non-research degrees.

A

broadening of one's understanding of subject matter is considered more
valuable to school teachers than is the traditional type of research.
It is felt, however, that the graduate student should demonstrate his
ability to do research and to stay abreast of his field even though he
does not prepare a thesis.

Practical experience, field work and labora

tory work can and should partially replace the research requirement.^
The graduate students in Vocational Agricultural Education were
asked to respond to certain questions regarding graduate research*

As

has been shown In Table IV of Chapter III, 87 per cent of these students

7®P. M. Syraonds and R. A. Stewart, "Educational Planningi Dis
sertation and Project Requirement,” Teachers College Record, k l9 t 51019, May, 191*8.
^Sister Mary Fraxades, "Practices and Opinions on Master's
Nonresearch Degrees," School and Society, 75* 72-&, February, 1952*
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79
had one year oar more of eaqperience In teaching*

Because these are the

people who are directly affected by research in the graduate program,
their opinions with respect to it should be given serious considera
tion*

Data showing their opinions are presented in Tables XXVIII and

XXIX*

TABUS XXVIII
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO BELIEVE THE THESIS SHOULD BE E f B ®
Bf THE MASTER'S PROGRAM

Should the thesis
be required?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific

Totals

Yes

15

32

13

21

19

No

85

68

87

19

81

TABLE XXIX
PERCENTAGE CF THOSE STUDENTS OPPOSED TO THE THESIS REQUIREMMT WHO
CHECKED EACH OF THREE SUGGESTED SUBSTITUTES FOR THE THESIS

What should replace the thesis?

Percentage of students

A nointhesis research paper

23

Additional coursework

71

Other thesis substitutes

6

The majority of the students from each Region are opposed to
the policy of some graduate schools which requires all candidates for
the Master's degree to prepare a thesis*

There is some variation,
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however, aa la shown in Table XXVIII.

The percentage of students by

Region who favor the thesis ranges from 13 per cent in the Central
Region to 32 per cent In the North Atlantic Region*

Twenty-three per

cent of the people opposed to the thesis requirement would substitute
for it a non-thesis research paper.

Seventy-one per cent are of the

opinion that additional coursework should replace the thesis as shown
in Table XXIX.
It is interesting to note that opinions toward the thesis are
somewhat dependent upon what the graduate student plans to do upon
completion of the Master*© degree*

Table XXX points out that 33 per

cent of the graduate students who expect to study toward an advanced
degree or who expect to go immediately into college teaching, insists
upon the thesis as a requirement for the Master's degree*

Only 20

per oent of those who plan to teach in the public school favor the
thesis requirement.
TABLE XXX
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS BASED UPON THEIR FUTURE PLANS WHO BELIEVE
THE THESIS SHOULD BE REQUIRED AS A PART OF THE MASTER »S PROGRAM

Plans upon completion of the Master's
program

Should the thesis be
required?
Ids
No

Attend college or teach In college

33

6?

Teach In the public schools

20

SO

Enter research, extension, etc*

2*4

76

ax
Since the majority of the students are opposed to the thesis
requirement and are in favor of requiring additional coursework
instead, the next logical problem to be solved is that of how much
and what kind of additional courses*

Students were asked to indi

cate hew many additional semester hours should be required and how
this total number should be divided between professional education
courses and technical agricultural courses*

The response to these

questions are shown in Tables XXXI, XXXII and XXXIII*
TABLE XXXI
PERCENTAGE CP STUDENTS WHO FAVOR ADDITIONAL COURSEWORK M LIEU OP
THE THESIS WHO WOULD REPUCE THE THESIS WITH THREE, SIX, MINE CR
TWELVE ADDITIONAL SEMESTER HOURS

Semester hours to be substituted?

Percentage of students

3 semester hours

6

6 semester hours

59

9 semester hours

17

12 semester hours

16

TABLE XXXII
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL SEMESTER HOURS OF PROFESSIONAL COURSES
THAT SHOULD BE REQUIRED IN LIEU OP THE THESIS

Semester hours of professional courses?

Percentage of students

3 semester hours

51

6 semester hours

1(5

9 semester hours

3

12 semester hours

1
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TABLE XXXIII
w m m or additional s m m m hours of technical agricultural
COURSES THAT SHOULD BE REQUIRED M LIEU OF THE THESIS

Semester hours of technical agricultural
courses?

percentage of students

3 semester hours

52

6 semester hours

38

9 semester hours

9

12 semester hours

3

As a general rule, the preparation of a thesis is counted as
six semester hours, or the equivalent number of quarter hours, toward
the Hester's degree.

Quite a number of graduate schools have made

the thesis requirement optional in recent years.

In most of these

institutions, students who do not choose to take the six semester hour
thesis requirement are expected to replace it with 12 additional
semester hours.

From Table XXXI, it can be seen that graduate students

in Agricultural Education are not in full agreement with this policy.
In

fact, 6$ per cent would demand six semester hours or less to replace

the thesis and 3$ per cent would demand more than six extra hours.
Only 18 per cent would require 12 semester hours to replace the six
hour thesis requirement.
Table XXXII shows the percentage of individuals who would pre
fer that either 3, 6, 9 or 12 semester hours of professional education
courses be required to replace th& thesis.

Table XXXIII gives the same

information for courses in technical agriculture. From these tables, it
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appears that students are about equally divided in their opinions re
garding what types of courses should be taken instead of the thesis.
The author feels that this information should be of some value to the
graduate college policy makers, but that the data would be a great deal
more valuable if it gave the percentage of students who would select
each of several course type combinations to replace the thesis.

For

example, the percentage of individuals who preferred six semester hours
of professional courses and three semester hours of technical agrlcul*
tural courses or vice versa would be much more meaningful,
91.

COURSE PRiiREQUISITES

It is not uncommon for a student who completed his Bachelor's
degree in general agriculture or in some specific agricultural area
to enter graduate study with the Idea of working toward a Master's
degree in Agricultural Education, When this happens, the problem of
prerequisites arises.

Must the prospective graduate student take

certain undergraduate courses in Education and Agricultural Education
before embarking upon his new program? When asked this question, 73
per cent of the participating students indicated that prerequisites
to advanced courses in Agricultural Education should not be waived
under any circumstances.

Students of the Central and Pacific Regions

were even more eagdi&tle in their belief about prerequisites to profes
sional courses.

Less than 20 per cent of the students from each of

these two Regions would waive Agricultural Education prerequisites.
Table XXXXV gives this Information in more detail.

aii
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PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO OPPOSE THE POLICY OF WAIVING PRE
REQUISITES TO ADVANCED COURSES M AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Should Agricultural
Education prerequi
sites be waived?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific

Totals

Yea

29

33

18

19

27

No

71

67

82

81

73

For the experienced teacher, a more serious policy of the
graduate schools is that of requiring prerequisites to advanced oourses
in technical agriculture*

This problem arises because most of these

advanced courses are designed for majors in that field, many of whom
are being trained for research work, rather than for teaching agricul
ture* Frequently, highly specialised courses in chemistry, plant
physiology, etc*, are prerequisites to these advanced technical agri
cultural courses*

Because of the nature of these advanced technical

agricultural courses, it is often difficult for the teacher of voca
tional agriculture with hie broad general training and experience to
complete these courses satisfactorily*

Yet, the teacher of vocational

agriculture needs additional technical courses in order to Improve his
ability as a teacher*

Furthermore, the graduate schools have a policy

that requires the student to take a certain number of technical courses*
The experienced teacher of vocational agriculture does not feel that he
should be expected to take 1$ semester hours or more of undergraduate
prerequisite courses plus 30 or more semester hours of graduate courses
in order to qualify for the Master's degree, Should, then, prerequisites
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to advanced technical agricultural courses be waived?

Table XXXV

was prepared to give graduate student opinions on the matter*
t a b u ;xxxv

PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO OPPOSE THE POLICY OF WAIVING PRE
REQUISITES TO ADVANCED COURSES IN TECHNICAL AGRICULTURE

Should prerequisites to
technical agriculture
courses be waived?

Uorth
Southern Atlantia

Central

Pacific Total*

Yes

1*5

50

50

28

1*1*

No

55

50

50

72

56

Under the conditions described, hb per cent of the total group
favor a policy of waiving prerequisites to advanced technical agricul
tural courses*
on the question*

Generally speaking, opinions were about equally divided
The greatest variation is expressed by students of

the Pacific Region, 72 per cent of whom were opposed to waiving these
prerequisites*
Closely associated with the prerequisite problem is the idea,
augmented by teacher trainers in Vocational Education, whereby certain

departments offer advanced technical agricultural courses designed
especially for teachers.

Promoters of this idea have felt that such

courses are desirable because (1) there would be no specialised
course prerequisites and (2) these courses would be broad enough and
flexible enough to meet the current and future needs of the teacher
of vocational agriculture.

The L3k graduate students in Agricultural

Education during 1953, were asked to express their opinions regarding
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the desirability of technical agricultural courses designed especially
for teachers*

Results of their opinions in fable XXXVI indicate that

more than 90 per cent of all these students favor such courses .
TABLE XXXVI
P&0£KTAGE BT REGION WHO FAVOR A POLICY WHEREBY CERTAIN DEPART
MENTS OFFER ADVANCED TECHNICAL AGRICGLTUKE COURSES DESIGNED ES
PECIALLY FOR TEACHERS
Do you favor technical
agricultural courses de
signed for teachers?

North
Southern Atlantic Central Pacific Totals

Yes

36

9k

9$

92

91

No

12

6

5

8

9

These proposed teacher centered technical agricultural courses
were then approached from a different viewpoint.

Should non-teachers

of vocational agriculture* presumably graduate students preparing for
research or extension work in a technical agricultural field* be al
lowed graduate credit for agricultural courses that are designed es
pecially for teachers.
affirmative.

Again* the response was overwhelmingly in the

Only eight per cent of the total group questioned are

opposed to this idea.
responses by Region.

Table XXXVII is prepared to point out the student
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TABLE XOTII
PERCENTAGE BY REGION MHO FAVOR A POLICY OF PERMITTING N0MTEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TO TAKE FOR GRADUATE
CREDIT COURSES DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOB TEACHERS

Should non-teachers be
allowed credit for
teacher's courses?
Yes
No

Southern

North
Atlantic

Central

93

95

95

85

92

7

5

5

15

8

Pacific Totals

In order to partially overcome the problems created by course
prerequisites, some institutions allow graduate credit for certain
advanced undergraduate courses*

This policy involves both profes

sional education and technical agricultural courses*

These institu

tions usually place a limit upon the number of advanced undergraduate
courses which the graduate student is allowed to take toward fulfill
ing the requirement for a Master1® degree*

The minimum number fre

quently permitted Is one-half the total number of hour© required for
the advanced degree*

The writer is familiar with one teacher-training

institution which seldom has any undergraduate students majoring in
Agricultural Education*

Yet, each year this same institution grants

a dozen or more Master’s degrees with a major in Agricultural Education,
The schools curriculum includes certain undergraduate courses in Agri
cultural Education but these are never offered or else they are offer
ed for graduate credit• The head teacher-trainer of this institution
has stated that 75 per cent of the teachers of vocational agriculture
within his supervising area are holders of the Master's degree.
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An attempt was wade to determine student opinions that had to
do with permitting graduate credit for advanced undergraduate courses *
The question* were stated aa followst
What should be the maximum number of semester hours in
courses labeled "for graduates and advanced undergraduates"
that can be used in the master 's program?
What should
be the minimum number of semester hours in courses labeled
nfor graduate students only" that can be used in the
master's program?
Probably because only a few graduate schools operate with such
a policy, the replies on a nation-wide basis were incomplete and, even
more significant, some replies indicated that the student was not
dear on the meaning of the questions*

For these reasons, no effort

was made to tabulate this information*
VII.

DIRECTED TEACHING COURSES

However, reliable responses were obtained when a more direct
approach was made*

Graduate students were asked their opinion about

whether or not graduate credit should be allowed for basic or first
courses in practice teaching*
the affirmative*
ion by Region*
Table XXXIX.

To this, only 27 per cent replied in

Table XXXVIII shows some slight differences of opin

The most interesting variation, however, Is given In
It shows that the percentage of graduate students idle

favor a policy of allowing graduate credit for the first practice
launMnQ courses decreased as the number of years of teaching experience
of the student increased*
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TABLE XXXVIII
PERCENTAGE BT REGICW WHO FAVOR A POLICY OF ALLOWING GRADUATE
CREDIT FOR FIRST OR BASIC COURSES IN PRACTICE TEACHING

Should praotioe teaching
be graduate work?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific Totals

lee

27

23

27

%$

27

No

73

77

73

(6

73

TABLE XXXIX
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS BASED UPON THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF TEACHING EXPER
IENCE WHO FAVOR A POLICY OF ALLOWING GRADUATE CREDIT FOR FIRST OR BASIC
COURSES IN PRACTICING

Should practice teaching
be graduate work?

Wbne

Tears of teaching experience
3,b,5 yrs* 6-12 yre* 13+ yre.

1-2 yrs.

Yes

ho

33

26

2k

20

No

60

67

7h

76

80

Advanced practice teaching courses or internship courses have
oeen suggested as valuable assets to a graduate progran in Agricultural
Education.

Courses of this nature have been offered by some graduate

colleges to improve the preparatory training of students who expect to
become college teacher*.
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In regard to this type of training, MoGlothin

J. McGlothln, "Internships In Southern Graduate Programs,"
Journal of Higher Education, 201 83-7+, February, 19l$.
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has observed that internship courses can be either good or bad*

As

proposed for Southern Graduate Schools, they give the student an in
sight into the problems and activities of his profession*

The train

ing helps him to test the hypotheses and principles he is learning*
Graduate students currently enrolled la Agricultural Education
were asked to contribute their opinion as to the value of advanced
practice teaching or internship courses*

The majority opinion express

ed is in favor of advanced internship courses*

As a matter of fact,

Table XL shows that 72 per dent of the students favor a policy of
allowing credit for advanced practice teaching courses*

Percentages

in favor varied from 87 per cent In the Central Region to 61* per cent
in the North Atlantic Region*

These figures do not indicate that ad

vanced practice teaching courses should be required*

Actually, no at

tempt Is made to compare the value of such a practice teaching course
with any other professional or technical agricultural course• The fact
that 72 per cent of the students questioned would allow credit for a
course of this nature does suggest, however, that teacher training
institutions might improve their graduate curricula by offering one or
more advanced courses in directed teaching*
TABLE XL
PBRCENTAfE BY REGION WHO FAVOR A POLICY OF ALLOWING GRADUATE CREDIT B
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION FOR ADVANCED PRACTICE TEACHING OR INTERNSHIP

COURSES

Should advanced practice
teaching be allowed?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

Pacific

Totals

Yes

68

6k

87

81

72

No

32

36

13

19

28

91

mi.
A. B. Bl«g»

‘
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FQHSIGfJ LAIJCHJAQK REQUIREMENTS
is convinced that graduate faculties are justi

fied in maintaining rigid language requirements*

He bases this belief

upon the oft cited assumption that the mastery of foreign languages
enables the student to do efficient research in his field of study.
He does not agree with the people who say that all important foreign
works are translated into English.

Blgge further states that we

should uphold the language requirement by enforcing it rather than
looking upon it as an unfortunate hurdle.

Otherwise, it should be

abolished.
A study based upon the opinions of faculty members at the Uni
versity of Michigan was also in favor of continuing the language require82
ment.
However, the faculty members preferred that the examination
stress comprehension rather than literal translation.

Two general con

clusions were reached; (1 ) there is a need for more flexibility of the
foreign language requirement, and (2) administrative modifications
should be made In order that the real purpose of the requirement ml^t
be achieved.
Both Bigge and Woody, who have just been cited, were directing
their thoughts toward candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy.

Their

opinions may be different in regard to candidates for the Master's
degree*

At any rate, their remarks and findings make a good starting

®*A. E. Bigge, "Is the Ph.D Foreign Language Requirement Justi
fied," The Modern Language Journal 32* UtS-6, October, 19M.
^Clifford Woody, "Language Requirements For The Doctor's Degree,«
Journal of Higher Education 191 75*86, February, 19b6*
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point for & study of the language requirement.

Practically all

graduate schools still maintain a policy of requiring Ph.D candi
dates to acquire a reading knowledge of two foreign languages*
most cases French and German are emphasized*
required of {fester's candidates.

In

At one time these were

Of course, we can go back farther and

relate that even the children of the colonial schools were required to
master two or more foreign languages*

But as time has passed, educators

have relaxed the language requirements in order to comply as nearly as
possible with the needs of all the students.
A study of graduate school policies reveals that only a few
departments still insist on any kind of foreign language requirement
for the {fester's degree.

In fact, the author, has no knowledge of any

institution that requires teachers of vocational agriculture to develop
a reading ability of a foreign language.

Since no nation wide expression

of opinion has been reported on this matter, it is felt that something
on this order might be a valuable contribution to the Agricultural Edu
cation profession.

This feeling is further strengthened by the fact that

the foreign language requirements are always such a point of contention
among candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy who are majoring in Agri
cultural Education.

Table XLI gives the reply of students when asked

this question, ttShould a candidate for the Master's degree be required
to develop a reading knowledge of a foreign language?"
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TABLE XL1
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO OPPOSE THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIRE
MENT AS A PART 01> THE MASTER’S PROGRAM IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Should a foreign
language be required?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central

pacific Totals

Yes

5

2

3

9

$

Ho

95

98

91

91

95

Results reported In the above Table demonstrate that 95 per
cent of all the students questioned are opposed to the foreign lang
uage requirement as a part of the Master’s program*

This does not

imply that students majoring in other departments have no need for the
study of a foreign language*

It does not mean that teachers of voca

tional agriculture should never be required to master a foreign language.
Actually, there are a number of farming communities and agricultural
centers throughout the United States where it would be very advantageous
to the teacher to be able to comprehend the language of the foreign
population that predominates in the area*
In order to get a better Insight into the pros and cons of the
foreign language requirement, those who favor it were asked to give the
main reasons for their opinion*

Table XLII shows why 20 students or

five per cent of the group would require the graduate student to develop
a reading knowledge of a foreign language.
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TABUS XLII
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO FAVOR THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT WHO
CHECKED EACH OF FIVE FACTORS AS BEING THE MAIN REASON FOR THEIR OPINION

What is your reason?

No. of students

Eliminate undesirable candidates
Continue tradition at the graduate
level
Facilitate research in Agricul
tural Education
Facilitate teaching methods and
techniques
Cultivate the mind, improve the
individual socially

Percentage of students

1

5

3

15

6

JO

0

0

10

50

Fifty per cent of the students who favor the foreign language
requirement feel that it cultivates the mind and improves the indi
vidual socially.

Another JO per cent hold the opinion that it facili

tates research in Agricultural Education.
significant, however, is the fact that
shown In Table XLI or

klh graduate

Perhaps a great deal more

9$ per

cent of the group as

students oppose the requirement and,

therefore, do not consider any of the reasons listed in Table XLII as
important.

The opposing students were asked to name a substitute

course or courses to replace the foreign language requirement.
XLII I gives their choice regarding replacements.

Table

It is noted immedi

ately that 55 per cent of them feel that no substitute or replacement
is needed.

Twenty-four per cent suggest one or more technical agri

cultural courses and 11 per cent suggest one or more professional
education course.
methods courses.

Only six per cent prefer one or more statistical
This latter figure is especially interesting because

a few institutions have actually replaced the language requirement with

n
an advanced course in Statistics*

TABLE XLIII

PERCENTAGE GF STUDOTS WHO OPPOSE THE FOREIGN M G U A C ® REQUIREMENT
WHO CHECKED EACH OF FIVE SUBSTITUTES AS H E P U C W H T S FOR IT

What should be substituted
for the foreign language?

Percentage of students

No substitution needed
One or more statistical methods courses
One or more professional courses
One or more technical agricultural courses
Other substitutes

IX,

55

6
11
2b
k

EXTRAGUHRIOULA ACTIVITIES

In Chapter II of this study, the needs and objectives of grad
uate education are expressed in several different ways*

Holders of

higher degrees in Agricultural Education, particularly the 69 per
cent who expect to continue as teachers of vocational agriculture, need
a broad repertoire of understandings and abilities*

This includes not

only an understanding of the techniques in agriculture but also the
techniques in getting along with people*

He must be a leader who is

capable of directing others to become leaders.

He must be socially

and culturally adequate to situations that develop out of his program*
In the public school program this problem is directly approached through
the Future Farmer of America and Hew Farmer of America activities*

In

the undergraduate and graduate programs, the Collegiate F*F*A« or simi
lar organizations have helped to supplement the training program of
students who expect to become teachers of vocational agriculture. This
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is perhaps 'the first attempt* to evaluate these collegiate organizations
on a nation-wide basis from the viewpoint o f the graduate student*

TABU XLIV
PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO BELIEVE THAT THE GRADUATE STUDENT XH AGRICUL
TURAL EDUCATION SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN COLLEGIATE F.F.A* OR SIMILAR EDU
CATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Should graduate students
participate in F.F.A.7

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific Totals

Tea

8?

83

77

90

85

No

13

17

23

10

15

Table XLIV shows that 8$ per cent of the graduate students feel
that these extra curricula activities are important enough to demand
their participation.

The majority of them feel that such training im

proves the individual professionally and ,therefore,enables him to become
a batter teacher*

Table VL shows that 73 per cent believe that partici

pation in Collegiate F.F.A. or similar educational activities should be
done mainly for professional improvement*

Twenty-one per cent give as

their main reason to encourage undergraduates*

This latter figure sug

gests that these extra curricula activities of the departments of Agri
cultural Education are more necessary to the undergraduate than for the
graduate student*

This question concerning organisational activities

is similar to many others included in this study, in that it was dif
ficult for the student to select one principal deciding factor*

All

factors listed were interrelated and the student could have easily
checked V H the suggested reasons*
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TABLE VL
PERCENTAGE CP STUDENTS WO CHECKED EACH OF THREE
REASONS FOR PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGIATE F. F. A

Why should graduate students participate
in Collegiate F. P. A.?

Percentage of students

For professional improvement

73

For pleasure and relaxation

6

a

To encourage undergraduates

X.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Teaching experience has generally been considered desirable for
a student before he is admitted to graduate studies*

In some graduate

schools and in some departments, there is a policy which states that
no person will be permitted to become a candidate for an advanced degree
until he has had at least one year of teaching experience.

A similar

policy specifies that no person can be awarded an advanced degree until
after he has successfully completed one year or more of teaching exper
ience*

Teacher training institutions have generally accepted the second

policy.

If a student completes the requirements for the Bachelor's de

gree at the end of the fall school term, he is permitted to begin work
on a Master's program immediately.

He may continue the program through

out the spring term and perhaps durl^ the summer session but he is not
allowed to complete the program and have the Master's degree awarded
until he has taught vocational agriculture.
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However, the policies regarding experience were brought to a
focal point during the years immediately following World War H • For
the most part, undergraduates in Agricultural Education were mature
men.

They had spent several years in the Armed Services*

them had wives and children to support*

„

Most of

The a. I. B U I of Ei^its had

provided them with the opportunity to attend college.

The logical

thing for them to do from an economy standpoint was to continue in
school until both the Bachelor’s and Master’s degree requirements were
completed*

Any suggestion that teaching experience is required before

embarking upon a graduate program caused these students to wonder at
America’s so-called "democratic educational system."

As a result of

this situation, most teacher training institutions abandoned, at least
temporarily, the teaching experience requirement.

This may have been

done partly with the feeling that these veterans had had experience
equivalent to teaching vocational agriculture.

No previous attempt has

been made to determine what effect this relaxing of the teaching ex
perience has had upon the total program.
Students who contributed to this study were asked to give their
opinions concerning the relationship between teaching experience and
the graduate school requirements.
opinions.

Tables VLI and VLII show these
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TABLE VLI
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE EXPRESSED BY REGION WHICH IS NEEDED
BEFORE THE STUDENT IS ADMITTED TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Years of teaching
experience needed?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific Totals

Lees than 1 year

Wi

us

61

59

L&

1 to 2 years

UU

1*6

36

35

hZ

More than 2 years

12

9

3

6

10

TABLE VLII
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE NEEDED BEFORE THE STUDENT IS ADMITTED TO
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL AS E O T F A ® BY STUDENTS WHOSE TEACHING EXPERIENCE
VARIED

Years of teaching
experience needed?

Years of teaching experience of person questioned
None
1 to 2 yrs.
3,L,5 yrs.
6* yrs.
8L

52

1 o
| -s?

*n

i

Less than 1 year
1 to 2 years

11

ia

16

28

5

7

IS

38

More than 2 years

Xn the above Tables, it la obvious that the question of the
teaching experience requirement prior to graduate studies is far from
settled.

Forty-eight per cent of the total group are willing to accept

less than one year as a prerequisite to admitting a student to graduate
studies.

The remainder insist upon more than one year and 10 per cent

demand more than two years of experience.

Incidentally, 35 per cent

believe that no teaching experience is needed.

As might be expected, as

the teaching experience of the individual increased, the demand for
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teaching experience prior to graduate studios increased*

Eighty-four

par cent of the students who have not taught vocational agriculture
feel that experience is not important*

Only 3b per cent of the teachers

who had taught six years or longer would allow graduate studies before
teaching experience*
Sables VLin and XL give an indication of student opinions con
cerning the need for teaching experience before the Master's degree is
awarded*

Data in Table VLXII are shown by Vocational Education Regions

and data in Table XL are given m the basis of the teaching experience
of the person answering the question*
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TABLE VLIII

YEARS OP TEACHING EXPERIENCE EXPRESSED BY REGION WHICH SHOULD
BE REQUIRED OF THE STUDENT BEFORE THE MASTER'S DEGREE IS AWARDED

Years of teaching
experience needed?

Southern

North
Atlantic

Less than 1 year

30

31

20

3?

29

1 to 2 years

1*0

2*0

1*0

1*0

1*0

More than 2 years

30

29

1*0

25

31

Central

Pacific

Totals

TABLE IL
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE NEEDED BEFORE THE MASTER'S DEGREE IS
AWARDED AS EXPRESSED BY STUDENTS WHOSE TEACHING EXPERIENCE VARIED

Years of teaching
experience needed?

Years of teaching experience of person questioned
6* yrs.
None
1 to 2 yrs.
3,2*,5 yrs,

Less than I year

51*

30

30

27

1 to 2 years

1*0

52

3$

31

6

18

32

1*2

More than 2 years

Only 29 per cent of the entire group are willing to award the
Master's degree to a person who has had no teaching experience. Thirtyone per cent of those questioned would require more than two years of
teaching experience.

Table IL, like Table VLII, demonstrates that the

more teaching experience a person accumulates, the more emphasis he
places upon teaching experience as a prerequisite to an advanced degree.
Fifty-four per cent of the group who have had no teaching experience,
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believe that teaching experience should not be necessary before the
student Is awarded the Master’s degree*

(to the other hand, 1*2 per

cent of those with six years or raore of experience demand more than
two years of teaching before the Master’s degree is awarded*

XI*

MASTER’S DE0REE TITLES PREFERRED

Formerly, the Master of Arts or the Master of Science were
the degree titles nearly always awarded to students who completed the
requirements for the first advanced degree beyond the Bachelor’s degree*
Recently other degree titles have come into being which are In some
instances more descriptive of the work completed*

For example, the

Master of Science in Agriculture is not uncommon*

A few schools

offer the Master of Science in Agricultural Education#

Some educators

have suggested and have actually put into practice the use of degree
titles which indicate whether or not the holder has qualified himself
to do research by completing a thesis*

In the above cases, the Master

of Arts or the Master of Science indicates that the student did prepare
a thesis*

Degrees such as the Master of Education or the Master of

Agriculture Implies that additional coursework was taken in place of
the thesis*

Before going further into this discussion it is necessary

to decide first whether a problem exists*

In an attempt to accomplish

this, all contributing students were asked this question, "Should
there be a difference between the titles of a Master’s degree program
(a) requiring the thesis (emphasizing preparation for research work) and
(b) not requiring the thesis (emphasizing broader academic and technical
preparation and raore intensive progosslonal training)?"
the replies by Region to this question.

Table L gives
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TABLai L

PSSGENTAQE SI REGION WHO BELIEVE THERE SHOULD HE A DIFFERSNOE IN
MASTERS TITLES DEPENDENT UPON WHETHER OR NOT A THESIS WAS WRITTEN

Should there be a
difference in titles!

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific Totals

Yes

hk

53

57

51

k9

m

56

Itf

JU3

h9

51

On a nation-wide basis Table L shows that U9 per cent of the
students believe there should be a difference In titles and 51 per
cent say there should not be any difference*

Perhaps this 51 P®r cent

consist mostly of those students who are not concerned either way about
the degree title*

A closer look at this Table reveals that the majority

of students from every Region except the Southern Region preferred a
difference in degree titles based upon whether or not a thesis is pre
pared.

More than one-half the graduate students in this study, 228, re

ceived their Bachelor's degree from an institution located in the Southern
Region*

Fifty-six per cent of them were of the opinion that there should

be no differences in Master's degree titles. Tables LI and LII were
prepared to show what degree titles are favored by those who believe
there should be differences.

io U

TABLE LI

PERCENTAGE BY REGION WHO PREFER EACH CF FIVE DEGREE TITLES FOR THE
COMPLETION OF A MASTER'S PROGRAM WHICH IHOJUJBiSD THE
THESIS

Degree title preferred

Southern

6

2

5k

kl

33

3

1

9

27

3k

37

8

12

19

Master of Education
Master of Sc* in Agri. Ed*

Central Pacific Totals

S

Master of Agriculture
Master of Science

Morth
Atlantic

Master of Agri* Ed*

0
33
a
i3
16

6
kS

5
32
12

TABLE LII
PERCENTAGE BY REGICN WHO PREFER EACH OF FIVE DEGREE TITLES FOR THE COMPLETICN OF A MASTER'S PROGRAM WHICH DID NOT INCLUDE THE THESIS

Degree title preferred?

North
Southern Atlantic

Central Pacific Total®

Master of Agriculture

12

9

10

11

11

Master of Science

18

13

7

6

12

Master of Education

20

17

16

15

18

Master of Sc* in Agri* Ed,

20

13

22

28

20

Master of Agri. Education

3k

W

16

1*0

39

From the data in Table LI, it appears that the Master of Science
is still the preferred title for a Master*s degree including the thesis.
Thirty-two per cent prefer the title Master of Agricultural Education*
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From the data presented la Table M I , It la not possible to establish
assy definite preference for Master's degrees which do not include the
preparation of a thesis*

Thirty-nine per cent of them checked the

Master of agricultural Education as their preferred title for a non
thesis Master's degree*

The remaining titles are preferred as indi

cated by percentages ranging fro® 12 to 20*

Both Tables U

and LII

glue some Indication that graduate students in Agricultural Education
prefer a title that is descriptive of the student's major program of
work*

XII.

ENTITLEMENT TO SALARY INCREASES

Closely associated with graduate school policies is that of
determining what criteria to use in ascertaining whether or not teachers
of vocational agriculture are entitled to salary increases*

Many times

graduate school policies determine indirectly whether or not an indi
vidual is promoted in rank and receives additional pay for his work*
No one questions the value of teaching experience when considering
criteria for salary increases.

In addition to experience, a number

of States, particularly in the Southern Region, have established a
policy whereby a salary increase is forthcoming upon completion of an
advanced degree*

Other States have a policy which forces teachers to

take a certain number of courses every year or every five years, for
example, in order to keep their teaching certificates renewed and to
be entitled to salary increases*

Some experienced teachers complain

loud and long about any policy which requires them to attend summer
school*

Their complaints are based upon (1) the fact that they are

not financially able to attend graduate school, and (2) the fact that
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administrative policies and curricula are impractical• They claim that
very little good comes out of these intensive programs which do not
assist them in solving their local problems « They prefer broad subject
matter undergraduate courses to narrow graduate courses.

Some of these

individuals suggest a plan whereby teachers take either graduate or
undergraduate courses and are still entitled to salary increases.

As

graduate schools now operate, the teacher might never earn enough of
the proper graduate hours in order to qualify for an advanced degree
within the present time limitation* Table LIII gives the student fs
ideas regarding what accomplishment should entitle the teacher of voca
tional agriculture to an Increase in salary.

TABLE LIII
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO CHECKED EACH OF FOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS WHICH
SHOULD ENTITLE THE TEACHER OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE TO AN INCREASE
Bf SALARY

What should the student accomplish?

No. of students

Percentage of
students

Additional graduate courses

132

30

Additional graduate or undergraduate
courses

112

26

An advanced degree

160

37

30

7

Other accomplishments

Table LIII demonstrates that graduate students cannot agree upon
what should entitle the teacher of vocational agriculture to a salary
increase.

Thirty-seven per cent of them still insist upon the completion
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of an advanced degree* fhe 63 per cent remaining would not base the
salary inorease upon this traditional policy.

Thirty per cent of

them place the principal value upon the completion of additional grad
uate courses and 26 per cent of them believe that the completion of
either additional graduate or undergraduate courses should entitle the
teacher to a salary increase.
XIII.

SUMMARY

In this Chapter, the traditional as well as several recently
proposed administrative policies of the American graduate schools are
analysed. Four hundred and thirty-four graduate students In Agricul
tural Education representing h$ teacher training institutions express
ed their opinions regarding each of these policies.

Student opinions

are grouped and tabulated. An attempt Is made to evaluate each grad
uate school policy with the idea of improving the graduate programs.
Since the graduate students themselves are more likely, than any other
group, to be directly affected by the administrative policies of the
graduate schools, their opinions should have a great deal of influence
upon present and future graduate school curricula and regulations.
Eighty-two per cent of the contributors to this study believe
that the student’s graduate program should be planned by the student
under the supervision of his major professor.

Only 13 Per cent are

willing to accept a pre-planned program that is handed down from some
kind of advisory committee. Seventy-six per cent are opposed to a
policy which requires prospective graduate students to complete an
entrance examination.

Seventy-five per cent of this same group believe

that the undergraduate scholastic record should be used as a basis for
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admitting students to the graduate school*

The minimum average point-

hour ratio for the undergraduate record accepted by 63 per cent of the
group is from 1*0 to 1*5*

The remaining 37 per cent would require a

minimum average point-hour ratio of 2*0 or better*
Eighty-eight per cent of the graduate students in Agricultural
Education believe that the candidate for a Master's degree should be
required to maintain a minimum average point-hour ratio during his
advanced study*

The minimum average point-hour ratio agreed upon by

86 per emit of the group is 2*0 to 2*5* For m individual course
during graduate studyf the minimum grade accepted by 68 per cent of
these students is 1*0 to C*

Thirty per cent would require 2*0 or B

as the minimum acceptable grade for any particular course during grad
uate study*
Among the persons who contributed their opinions, 60 per cent
feel that the teaoher of vocational agriculture should be given a limited
period of time for the completion of the Master's program after it is
started*

Seventy-two per cent believe this period of time should be six

years or longer*

However, if this period of time should elapse, 78 per

cent favor a policy which permits validation of courses that have be
come "out-dated."

There is no clear cut agreement as to what should

constitute course validation*

Fifty-eight per cent recommend the pass

ing of an examination equivalent to a final examination for each "out
dated" course*

Thirty-five per cent suggests that the same courses can

be more properly validated by the completion of a term paper for each
course*
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An administrative policy requiring each student to take a
part of hie graduate courses while in residence on the campus, is
favored by 62 per cent of all students*

The average period of resi

dence for the Master* s degree favored by h i per cent of the students
is from three to six months*

Twenty-six per cent would accept less

than three months of residence on the campus while 2$ per cent would
demand more than six months.
Of the ijji* questioned, only 19 per cent believe the thesis
should be a requirement in the Master's program*

Seventy-one per cent

of those opposing the thesis believed it should be replaced with ad
ditional coursework.

Six semester hours or less is suggested by 6$

per cent of the group as a substitute for the six semester hour thesis
requirement.

Opinions are about equally divided between professional

education and technical agricultural courses as possible replacements
for the thesis.
A suggested policy of waiving prerequisites to advanced courses
in Agricultural Education is opposed by 73 P**? om t of the students in
this study.

On the other hand, only £6 per cent oppose a policy of

waiving prerequisites to advanced courses in technical agriculture.
Of the h3k graduate students In Agricultural Education who cooperated
in this study, 91 per cent favor a policy whereby certain departments
offer advanced technical agricultural courses designed especially for
teachers.

Ninety-two per cent of this group believe that non-teachers

of vocational agriculture should be allowed graduate credit for the
completion of courses designed especially for teachers.
The decision of 73 per cent of those questioned is that grad
uate credit should not be allowed for first or basic courses in practice
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teaching.

Opinions favoring this policy ranged from to per cent among

students who have no teaching experience down to 20 per cent among
those who have 13 years or more of teaching experience.

Seventy-two

per cent of the entire group favor a policy of allowing graduate students
in Agricultural Education to take for credit advanced practice teaching
or internship course.
The traditional foreign language requirement is opposed by 95
per cent of the students.

Among the 20 students who favor the require

ment, 10 feel that developing a reading of a foreign language cultivates
the mind and improves the individual socially,

five students feel that

it facilitates research in Agricultural Education.
Participation in Collegiate P.P.A. or similar educational activi
ties of the departments of Agricultural Education is considered essential
for graduate students who expect to teach vocational agriculture.

It is

essential, 75 per cent of the students believe, because this participa
tion improves the Individual professionally.
Sixty per cent of the graduate students believe that some Reach
ing experience should proceed graduate studies in Agricultural Education.
Of this group 52 per cent would require more than one year of experience.
The emphasis placed upon the need for teaching experience prior to grad
uate studies, is greater among teachers who have had several years of
teaching experience.

Seventy-one per cent of the persons questioned

favor an administrative policy which requires graduate students to have
one year or more of teaching experience before having the Master*s
degree awarded.
Forty-nine per cent of the graduate students from the four Voca
tional Education Regions favor a policy whereby the Master1® degree
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title granted gives some indication as to whether or not the holder pre
pared a thesis* The preferred title with the thesis is the Master of
Science. Without the thesis, the preferred title is the Master of
Agricultural Education.
Graduate students are not in agreement as to what, other than
his efficiency, should entitle a teacher of vocational agriculture to
an increase in salary* Thirty-seven per cent of them insists upon an
advanced degree*

Fifty-six per cent believe that the completion of

additional courses, not necessarily directed toward a higher degree,
should entitle the teacher to a salary increase*
On the basis of the data presented in this Chapter, it appears
that graduate school policies and graduate student opinions are generally
in agreement* This is especially noticeable in the consideration of
Minimum Grade Requirements, Time Limitations and Course Validation*
The greatest differences occur, perhaps, among policies dealing with
Program Planning, Research Requirements and Course Prerequisites*

CHAPTER V
RANK-VALUES OF PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL
AND GENERAL COURSES
The purpose of this Ghapter is to show the relative rankvalues of a large number of professional, technical agricultural and
general courses offered to graduate students in Agricultural Educa
tion*

Graduate college catalogues from teacher training institutions

throughout the United States were carefully studied before selecting
the courses to be evaluated*
Thirty-two courses were chosen which the author believes are
broad enough to include a representative sample of all the areas of pro
fessional education in agriculture*

In most cases, course titles as

well as the descriptions of course content were taken at random from
college catalogues• Specific areas covered by these 32 courses are;
(1) Administration and Supervision, (2) Guidance and Psychology, (3)
History and Philosophy, (h ) Teaching Methods and Techniques, and (£)
Planning and Evaluating.
The same procedure was used in the selection of hi courses in
technical agriculture*

Areas represented are; (1) plant Studies, (2)

studies, (3Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, and
(it) Agricultural Engineering and Farm Shop.

An attempt was made to

include courses that touch upon any and all phases of agriculture
with which the teacher of vocational agriculture might come in contact*
Because this objective is practically impossible using a small number
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of courses, space was allowed for participating graduate students to
write in other important courses,

this practice was used throughout

the course evaluation process*
Fourteen courses classified as general in content, being
neither professional nor technical agricultural, were selected for
rating.

It is realised that this number is only a small percentage of

the general courses that might have been chosen.

As the description

of these courses indicate, most of them are offered as undergraduate
courses though frequently not required for prospective teachers of
vocational agriculture.
Prior to the rating of these selected professional, technical
agricultural, and general courses, each graduate student was asked to
list the titles, descriptive of content, of the graduate courses he
had completed and those in which he was currently enrolled,

Each

person was requested to give the rank-value of each of these courses.
A sample of this portion of the questionnaire giving instructions for
its completion is given below.
List the titles, descriptive of content, of the graduate
courses you have completed and those in which you are now
enrolled. Place a figure W2W in the blank at the left
of each subject that would be of greatest value to you
as a teacher of vocational agriculture} a figure Hlw in
the blank at the left of each subject that would be of
mediocre value to youj a figure "0” to the left of each
subject that would be of little or no value to you.
Major Field
2

1.

Planning the local program of Vocational Agriculture.

1

2.

Course building in Vocational Agriculture

1

3.

Evaluation of Educational Outcomes

2

lu

Adult Education

2

Audio-Visual Methods in Education

.

•

XU

0

6.

Methods in Research

.

7.
0*
Minor Field
1

1*

Beef Cattle Production

1

2*

Poultry Nutrition

1

3*

Farm Appraisal

2

2u

Advanced Farm Shop*

5.
*fhis sample portion of the questionnaire was completed by a
student currently enrolled in a graduate school of the Southern
Region.

After the student had given the rank-value of each of the
courses he had taken in graduate SGhoolf he rated each of the profes
sional, technical agricultural and general courses which had been
selected earlier by the author*

Some of these courses may have been

taken in the undergraduate school*
graduate courses*

A few may have been taken as

For the most part, however, less than one half of

these courses would ever be accessible to a given teacher of vocational
agriculture throughout his undergraduate and graduate program*

Portions

of the questionnaire dealing with course evaluation are shown here*
If you were planning your own program for the master's degree,
how would you rate each of these courses as to value to you? Rate
each course on the following pages using the procedure described
previously (2 equals Very Valuable, 1 equals Mediocre Value, 0
equals No Value)*
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Administration and Supervision
Administration of Vocational Education, Philosophy and objec
tives of vocational education under authority of the SmithHughes and George-Barden Acts.
Supervision in Agricultural Education. Principles and techniques
in improving instruction in agricultural education*
Administration and Supervision of Agricultural Education. Organi
sation, administration and supervision of vocational agriculture
as Influenced by state and national laws.
Secondary School Administration. Aims and functions of high
schools and junior colleges• Problems in the progress of studies,
extra-class activities and community relationships*
Others (Specify)________ __________________ _______________
Guidance and Psychology
Educational Psychology* Psychology of the learning process with
special emphasis on school learning.
Educational Sociology* Building socialized personality traits
for life adjuatment in a democracy.
Learning and Perception* Theoretical explanation of the phe
nomena of learning and perception.
Vocational Guidance. Need and nature of guidance; personnel,
their duties arid relations; programs and evaluation of results.
Others (Specify)
_____ _ _ _ _ _ _______________ _ _ _ _ _
TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL COURSES
Plant Studies
Plant Breeding and Improvement. Practical application of genet*
Ice in the breeding and improvement of farm crops.
Plant Nutrition. Inorganic nutrition of plants.
Plant Physiology* Absorption, transpiration, mineral nutrition,
Photo-syntheels, translocation of foods and water.
Cereal Crops* Study of cereal production and breeding*
Cotton Research* Production, breeding and marketing methods
used throughout-the world in producing cotton.
Forage Crops* Study of forage production and breeding.
GENERAL COURSES
Atomic Energy* Use of atomic energy and its by-products in the
study of agriculture.
Biometry. Elementary statistics as applied to both plants and
ahimalsT
Biochemistry* The chemistry of photosynthesis and the synthesis
and transformat! m of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in plants.
Organic Chemistry* Fundamental principles of organic chemistry.
Genetics. Basic principles of heredity and variation*

1X6
In & procedure of rating courses such as “Wile one, this question
naturally arises, "Do teachers of vocational agriculture have the abil
ity to recognise their own needs and are they capable of selecting
graduate courses which will be most efficient in satisfying these needs?"
Perhaps no one would linger with this question for long*

A partial ex

planation to the above questions is given in this sort of a rebuttal,
"Who, other than the teacher himself, is more capable of recognising
his needs and of realizing how to satisfy them?"
In 1927, members of the Federal Board for Vocational Education
reported a study of the professional training of teachers of vocational
agriculture*

At the conclusion of their nation-wide study, the fol

lowing statement was made3
"Certainly no group of persons are better prepared to speak
authoritatively from their own experiences in regard to function
ing and non-funetionlng content of professional courses in eduea-_
tion than are the teachers of vocational agriculture themselves."^
Professional courses which a student teacher is required to take
should carry over to the lob of teaching,

the amount of carry-over

value a course has should be used to determine the importance of a given
course In the teacher training curriculum.

Teachers of vocational agri

culture know the activities for which they have had no training as well
as the activities for which they had adequate or inadequate training In
college*

The teacher of vocational agriculture, more than anyone else,

knows what should be included in a graduate program leading to the
Master1a degree in Vocational Agricultural Education.^*

^Federal Board for Vocational Education, og. cit*, p. 61*.
federal Board for Vocational Education, o£. cit., p. U.
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tn March of 1951*, Denver B. Hutson published the results of a
study concerned with the problems encountered by beginning teachers of
vocational agriculture.

As a basis for his study, he used the opinions

obtained from 86 teachers of vocational agriculture who were teaching
in the public secondary schools of Arkansas.

In suggesting Improve

ments for the pre-service program of professional training in Agricul
tural Education, Hutson expressed these ideass
"The trend of thinking among leaders in modern educational
practice seems to be toward increased emphasis on participation,
on the part of all concerned, in planning education programs*
the practice appears to have merit, especially in planning the
professional aspects of pre-service training for prospective
teachers of vocational agriculture* It seems that the opinions
of teachers might well be used as a guide for adjustment in the
pre-service in order to minimise some of the major problems of
beginning teachers."**
i.

m m A t im op graduate coursescompleted

Professional Courses Completed*

Data in this Chapter are pre

pared with the idea in mind that teachers of vocational agriculture are
capable of evaluating courses which are related to their teaching pro
grams*

Table LXV gives the total number of individuals who have com

pleted

each of the professional graduate courses listed.

the number of individuals who rated each

It also shows

course as Very Valuable,Med

iocre Value and No Value.

®5penver B. Hutson, "Problems Encountered By Beginning Teachers
of Vocational Agriculture in Arkansas,H University of Arkansas Bulletin,
Contribution No* 5# P« 13, March, 195U*
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TABLE LIV

A ®(WP3MQ OF PROFESSIONAL COURSES COMPLETED BX U3lj GRADUATE STUDENTS
» AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SHOW*} SHE NUMBER OP IRDIVIDDALS WHO RANK
EACH COURSE AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE

Course groupings
Studies and Investigations
(Research and Thesis)
Advanced Teaching Methods
Adult Farmer Education
Administration of the
Secondary School
Teaching Aids and Subject
Matter
Supervised Farming Programs
Program Building
Special Problems
Guidance and Counseling
Curriculum Construction
Work Shop Courses
Rural Sociology
Psychology
Evaluation and Measurement
Methods in Farm Mechanics
philosophy of Vocational
Education
F.F.A. Activities
Supervision of Voe. Ed,
Seminar in Agrl. Education
Philosophy of Education
Administration of Voc, Ed,
Teacher Education
Conservation Education
General Statistics
History of Education
Practice Teaching
Methods in College Teaching
Supervising Apprentice Teacher
Training World War II Veteran
Totals

Humber of students
Very
' Mediocre 'Mo
Valuable Value
Value

Totals

90
13?
11*3

56
17
3

18
1
1

16b
155
lb7

66

6b

11

Ibl

n?
10b
83
6b
bs
5b
60
39
35
b?
55

lb
5
11
18
31

1
0
0
2
2
3
0
b
3
2
0

132
109
9b
8b
81
80
78
73
68
6b
57

10
0

1
b
2
b

3
1
1
0
6
0
0
0
b
5
0
0
0
1

56
52
51
b?
b6
ba
bl
36
2b
19
16
13
12
5

1L51*

k6$

69

1988

36
b5
bl
33
17
33
35
2b
8
5
15

9

n

18
30
30
15
2
17
6

9
lb
23

9

6
12
12

9

•
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As one might expect, it is extremely difficult to group
courses according to content based upon descriptions given by the
contributing graduate students#

Nevertheless a final grouping was

made and the results are shown in fable JLIV. The course with which
most students have come in contact is some type of research problem.
It nay have been a thesis , a special problems course by correspondence
or a course in research techniques.

The I*3l* students participating

in this study have been exposed to 161* of the research type of courses
described above.

Ninety students rank the course as Very Valuable,

56 rank it as Mediocre Value and 16 rank the course as No Value.
In comparison, the course which has been labeled as Advanced
Teaching Methods has been taken by 155 students.
students rank the course as Very Valuable.

All except 16

A course In young Farmer

and/or Adult Education has been completed by lit? individuals.

Since

11*3 persons rated the course as Very Valuable after having taken it,
every teacher training institution should make an effort to offer It
in the curriculum of graduate studies in Agricultural Education.
Bata show that 12*1 students have come in contact with a course
dealing with Administration of the Secondary School. Less than onehalf, 66 individuals, rate the course as Very Valuable.

Other courses

taken in the graduate program which are given comparatively low ratings
include; Guidance, Curriculum Construction, Rural Sociology, Philosophy
of Education, Statistics and History of Education. On the other hand,
courses given high rankings percentage-wise include; Supervised Farm
ing programs, Program Building, Teaching Aids and Subject Matter, and
Methods in Farm Mechanics.
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Certain professional courses which graduate students have com
pleted show a great deal of variation from one Vocational Education
Region to another#

For example, courses dealing with research which

are ranked as Very Valuable ranged from 83 per cent in the North Atlan
tic Region down to k$ per cent in the Central Region#

The percentage

evaluation of a course grouping entitled Guidance and Counseling ranged
from 80 per cent in the North Atlantic Region down to $0 per cent in
the Southern Region.

Workshop courses ranged from

53 per cent in the

Central Region to 100 per cent in the Pacific Region#

Data comparing

by Region the percentage of individuals who ranked certain professional
courses as Very Valuable are shown in Table LV,
TABLE LV
A COMPARISON Bl REGION OF CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL COURSES COMPLETED

BY GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO RANK THEM AS T O Y VALUABLE

Course groupings

Studies and Investigations
(Research and Thesis)
Adult Farmer Education
Guidance and Counseling
Curriculum Construction
Workshop Courses
Psychology
Philosophy of Voc# Ed#
Administration of Voc. Ed#
General Statistics
Teaching Aids and Subject
Matter

Percentage by Region ranked
as Very Valuable
North
Southern Atlantic Central Pacific

60
83
50

83
80

100

1*5
85
55

6?
79
70

79

63

S3

100
6?
29
100
0

61

60

73
68
65
79
0

93

63

30

80
75
37

100
67
L2

70

100

70

81*

Technical Agricultural Courses Completed. Technical agricul
tural courses which graduate students had completed are grouped under
appropriate titles.

The number of individuals who have completed each

course plus the number of students who rank each course as Valuable,
Mediocre Value or Mo Value is given in Tabl© LVI.
t able lvi

A OROJPINQ or TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL COURSES COMPLETED

m

b3b GRADUATE

STUDENTS III AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SHOWING THE M M m OF INDIVIDUALS

WHO RAMS EACH COURSE AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND MO VALUE

Mo. of students
Course groupings_____
Advanced Farm Shop
Farm Management
Farm Machinery
Pasture Management
Legal Aspects of Agriculture
Beef Production
Field Crops
Poultry Management
Soils
Livestock Management
Entomology
Farm Conveniences
Dairy Production
Special Problem in Agri. Eco.
Soil Fertility
Fruit Production
Vegetable Production
Animal Nutrition
Marketing Farm Produce
Animal Breeding
Plant Science
Swine Husbandry
Production of Ornamental Plants
Sheep Production
Animal Sanitation
Cotton Production
Food preservation
Forestry
Biochemistry
Totals

Very' ' ~ ~Wediocre No
“
Valubale Value
Value Totals

72
52

52
32

22
33
29

2a
32

20
25
19
23
lb
13
13
10
10
a
10
9
13
6
6
9
2
6

b
0
S®9

10
16
7
15
21
U
9
10
5
9
b
a
b
9
b
5
5
5
7
5
3
1
5
b
1
7
2
l
1

Wx

0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
o
0
0
i
o
3
0
o
l
l
0
o
2
0
1
o
0
o
0
l
2

32
70
59
b7
1)1i
bb
38
38
37
29
29
28
27
26
22
18
16
16
15
15
lb
lb
12
10
10
9
a
6
3
if 798
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Courses in Advanced Faria Shop have been taken by 82 persons*
72 of then consider that type of course a® Very Valuable.

Hext in

frequency is a course dealing with Farm Management, fid.® type course
has been taken by 79 persons and j>2 of them consider it Very Valuable*
Fifty-two of 59 individuals who have had a graduate course in Farm
Machinery feel that the course is Very Valuable*
The rank-values given to technical agricultural courses are
quite high.

This fact suggests that graduate students have been given

a sore free choice in the selection of these courses* A course en
titled Swine Husbandry has been taken by only 10 students.
of them rank it as Very Valuable*

Yet, nine

Similar results are shown by a

course in Entomology. The least preferred technical agricultural
courses on a percentage basis are) Legal Aspects in Agriculture. Special
Problems In Agricultural Economics. Marketing Farm Produce and Cotton
Production.
The percentage of certain technical agricultural courses which
are rated as Very Valuable differ from one Region to another.

Table

LVII shows, for example, that a course grouping entitled, Legal Aspects
of Agriculture, ranged from 20 per cent in the Central Region who be
lieve the course is Very Valuable to 100 per cent who hold the same
opinion in the Pacific Region,

Advanced Field Crops ranged in per

centage from zero in the Pacific Region to S3 per cent In the Morth
Atlantic Region.

TABLB VtU
A CQMPARISOH BY RSOIOH 01' CERTAIN tBCHKICAL AGRICULTURAL
GCXJFSBS COMPOSTED BY GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO R A M W
AS
VERY VALUABLE

__
Course groupings

Percentage by Region ranked
aa Very Valuable

Southern Atlantic

Advanced Farm Shop
Legal Aspects of Agriculture
Advanced Beef Production
Farm Management
Pasture Management
Poultry Management
Advanced Field Grope
Special Problem In Agri* Ecu*
Entomology
Advanced Soils

93
63
93
32
65
30
62
So
m

93

Central

73
63
100
73
100
57
83
100
100
100

100
20
60
70
67
67
71
75
75
75

Pacific

83
100
63
75
100
75
0
75
75
86

Data presented in Table LVIII show that graduate students in
Agricultural Education hare taken mere than twice as many professional
courses as technical agricultural courses*

Seventy-four per cent or

nore of all courses taken are ranked as Very Valuable*

Only 2 per cent

of the technical agricultural courses taken are classified as Ho Value
and only 3*5 per cent of the professional courses taken are given a
Ho Value rating*

This information suggests that graduate students in

Agricultural Education are generally permitted to select the courses
which make up their Master's program*

Otherwise, it is doubtful that

the courses would be given such high rank-values*

Actually, the cur

riculum planners and teacher trainers should not be completely satis
fied until every course Included in the graduate program is rated as
Very Valuable by every student* _
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n bim h i m
A COMPARISON OF PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL COURSES COM
PLETED SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS WHO RANK EACH OF THEM AS
very valuable , mediocre value , and no value

Professional
Rank-Value of courses?
Courses
_________________________________ (1988 total)

Technical Agrl.
Courses
(79^ total)

Percentage ranked Very Valuable

?lu$

lh *0

Percentage ranked Mediocre Value

23.0

2b .0

Percentage ranked No Value

3.5

2*0

The situation which finds graduate students well pleased with
their programs of work in Agricultural Education is the result of
sound planning*

Programs leading to advanced degrees in Agricultural

Education were instigated
Act in 1917*

soonafter the passage of the Smith-Hughes

As an initial step in planning, leading educators de

termined as nearly as possible the needs of present and prospective
farmers*

Keeping this in mind, they sought to determine ways of

training teachers to satisfy these needs*

Differences among com*

inanities and differences among individual students and teachers were
considered*

Out of this planning a flexible undergraduate and graduate

program evolved*

A program which all interested persons have attempt

ed to keep abreast of changing conditions*
In 1926, Broyles suggested a program for graduate students in
Agricultural Education*

His program has been used as a guide for many

teacher training institutions since that time*

A condensed statement

of the tentative program suggested by Broyles is given as followai
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"Tentative Program Per First-Year Graduate Student# In
Agricultural Education" •
Prerequislteas
(1)

(2)
(3)

Undergraduate work equivalent to the Your year teacher
training course of the institution. Deficiencies in
certain exceptional cases may he made up under the
direction of the department of Agricultural Education
and such work counted for graduate credit,
Farm experience according to the state requirements
for teachers of vocational agriculture,
Teaching experience, two years or more in the teaching
of agriculture.

Total Credit Hours t
Twenty four hours, plus the writing of a thesis, which
shall represent not lees than six credit hours.
Major;
The major shall be Agricultural Education, It shall
represent a minimum of eight credit hours, plus a thesis.
Minor;
The minor shall be selected from one of the following
groups: Rural Social Science, Agriculture, Education,
Six hours,
Electives:
The electives shall be selected from Agricultural Educa
tion or from the same groups as those open to choice as a
minor. They shall represent ten hours as a maximum, 5
Broyles also suggested certain subject matter areas which grad
uate students should master.
ing outline,

This information is given in the follow-

87

Courses to be taken by Candidates for the Master* s Degree with
Agricultural Education as Major,
Required Coursest
Agricultural Education (For graduates only)

W illia m A, B ro yles, og, c i t , , p, 65.
^ W illia m A, B royles, og, cit., p . 63,
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Required Courses: (continued)
1*
2,
3.
1,

Vocational Education in Agriculture, Three hours,
Scientific Method in Agricultural Education. Three hours,
Seminar in Agricultural Education. Two hours,
Thesis, (Representing not less than six hours,)

Minorst
Six hours, selected from any one of groups la, 2, or
3 , of Elective Groups below.
Electives*
Group 1, Agricultural Education or Education courses,
a. For graduates only,
1, Educational Psychology,
2, Educational Tests and Measurements,
3, Philosophy of Education,
b, Rural Education,
b.

For graduates and advanced undergraduates*

5,

Administration and Supervision in RuralEducation,
6, Visual Methods and Materialsin Teaching Agriculture,
7, Agricultural Journalism.
8, Agricultural Extension and Demonstration.
Group 2, Graduate Courses in Agriculture,
1,
2,
3,
It,
£,

Plant Production.
Animal Production.
A g ric u ltu ra l Engineering,
Farm Management.
Marketing.
Group 3, Graduate Courses in Rural Social Science.

1, Rural Sociology,
2, R ural Economics,
Total eleotlves not more than ten hours.
As has been stated previously, Broyles' tentative program and
suggested courses for Agricultural Education majors working toward a
Master's degree is still used as a basis for program planning,

A

typical 30 oredlt hour Master's program of today is composed of 12 credit

12?
hours in the student's major Interoat area plus 12 hours in the student*a
minor interest area*

a

six credit hour thesis requirement which must

be in Agricultural Education, completes the program*

The student*s

minor work may be taken in two areas provided he completes at least
six credit hours In each area*

II.

EVALUATION OF SELECTED PROFESSIONAL COURSES

Before going into the analysis of student opinions about cer
tain graduate courses, attention is called to the fact that the needs
of present and prospective farmers have changed in the last 30 years.
The basic needs remain the same, perhaps, but the supplementary needs
have changed tremendously*

The horse and the double shovel have been

replaced by two and four row tractor cultivators*

Small farmers have

been forced to abandon the land and these small farms have been
brought together by individuals who practice extensive farming methods*
With extensive farming practices has come the complex problem of finan
cing the farms operation and marketing the farm produce*

These changes

in farming conditions have brought about an increased need among teachers
of vocational agriculture for a knowledge of the operation and mainte
nance of farm machinery.

There is also an obvious need for an under

standing of the methods in farm management*

Agricultural economics

is of*prime interest to present and prospective farmers, because im
proved marketing conditions have brought the local farmer into compe
tition with producers from the entire nation and the world.
Professional Courses Rated As Very Valuable* Mediocre Value and
Wo Value*

The professional needs of teachers of vocational agriculture

tend to vary less over a period of time*

Each of 1*3U students participating
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in this study gave rank-values to 32 suggested professional education
courses*

Instractions for completing this part of the questionnaire

were given as follows*
*If you were planning your own program for the Master*s
degree, how would you rate each of these courses as to
value to you? Rate each course on the following pages
using the procedure described previously (2 equals Very
Valuable, 1 equals Mediocre Value, 0 equals Mo Value).w
Tables LIX, LX, LXI and LXII shew the opinions of graduate
students from each of the four Vocational ftducation Regions regarding
certain professional education courses*

m
TABLE LIX
SOUTHERN REGION* PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO HANK EACH OK THIRTY TWO
PROFESSIONAL COURSES AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE
lib
Mediocre
Value Value

Wwy
Valuable Professional area and course description
Administration and Superviaion

h

39

59

Administration of Vocational Education, Phi
losophy anti Msjoetivea"oFl^Woa^f&i0i,,,^
education under authority of the Smith-Hughes
and George-Barden Acte.

1

16

93

Supervision in Agricultural Education, Prinilplee^anS*”techniques in improving instruction
in agricultural education,

6

39

55

Adainistration and Supervision of Agricultural
Sducaiida^ Organization, administration and
supervision of vocational agriculture as
Influenced by state and national lace.

11

56

33

Secondary School Adminlstration, Alans and
functions of hl^"'s ebobls and junior colleges.
Problems in the progress of studies, extras
class activities and community relationships,
Guidance and

Hi

5U

32

Educational Psychology, Psychology of the
learning process with special emphasis on
school learning.

19

56

25

27

57

16

h

32

6U

Educational Sociology, Building socialized
personality traits for life adjustment in a
democracy.
Learning and perception. Theoretical ex
planation of the phenomena of learning and
perception.
Vocational Guidance, Need and nature of
guidance; personnel, their duties and rela
tions; programs and evaluation of results.
History and Philosophy

39

53

a

History of Education, Problems in organi
zation, aHmlnis tratlon and adjustment of
public education as Influenced by history.
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TABUS

hU

(continued)

Southern Region*
Mo
Value
8

Mediocre Very
Value
Valuable Professional area and course description
ii7

1*5

Philosophy of Agricultural Education* A

s^udjybF^Hc^^

25

61

11*

United States with emphasis on the socio
economic influences reaponaible for its
development*
Philosophy of American Education* Trends in
"She“philosophy oT"!torican 'lducailon *
Teaching Methods and Techniques

2

IP

79

1

6

91

7

36

57

7

36

55

«

Ui

U

39

57

3

15

62

h

35

61

11*

50

36

11

Audio-Visual Aids in Instruction* Principles
and techniques’in tKe use of visual and
audio-visual materials*
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agriculture,
Use':of conferences, demonstratiohsj field
tripe, individual instruction, laboratory
projects, surveys, and visual aids*
Teaching Judging* Training in the various
fields of judging according to the latest
methods.
Methods in Shoving livestock. Skills in
selecting^ Handling and showing livestock
and poultry*
Food Conservation. training in the knowledge
and" skills’of' production, conservation and
utilisation of food*
Method# of Conservation in Vocational Agri
culture /"^ConservationoF*humanandrnatural
resources*
Advanced Problems in Teaching Farm Shop,
The equipment,organisation anT management
of a school farm shop*
Special Problems In the Teaching of Vocational
Agriculture* Indivldual wbrk on assigned or
c h o i ^ topics.
Supervision of Ifce Apprentice Teaching* For
the teacher wKo expects to supervisestudent
practice teaching*

TABLE m

(continued)

Southern Region*
No
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

Professional area and courge description
Planning and Evaluating

6

3

kl

51

it

51
20

W
76

3

35

62

5

27

68

6

28

66

11

60

29

25

62

13

22

6U

m

U2

50

8

Ui

k9

7

19

7
5k

Curriculum Development in Vocational Agri-

e g g ^ TeShn^^^

iion..
Building^ Equipment and Supplies for Vooailonal AgricultureV
Supervised farming Programs. Comprehensive
programs of super^ed fanning as related
to the Instructional program.
Leadership Through future Parmer Activities.
Organisation^" alms and' functions of'the'
future Farmers of America.
Adult-Farmer Education in Agriculture. Con*
(iuciing fbrums: 'leading group discussions,
using visual aids and teaching short courses.
Young-Farmsr and Adult-Farmer Schools.
Organisation of*schools and methods of teach
ing for out-of-school groups.
Evaluation in Vocational Education. Techniques
for studying and evaluating one’or more voca
tional agricultural programs.
Educational Measurement. Scientific measure
ment and evaluation of educational outcomes
and their use as teaching tools.
Statistical Methods in Agricultural Education.
Computation and" interpretation of agricultural
statistics.
Statistical Methods in Education and Psychology<
Interpretation of statistical data"In various
research studies.
General Statistics. Mathematical interpretation of statistical data.
Records and Reports of Vocational Agricultural
Teachers. Developing
keeping
records”and reports.
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TABLE LX
NORTH titumm REGIONS PERCMTAOE (F students who rank each or THIRTY
TWO PROFESSIONAL COURSES AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO
VALUE
IT

Mediocre

Very "ri'
,r1''rr"m,"n,,,r....... :
--.Tr..T,-.. <mr..u.a.a,rirm ■

Value

Value

Valuable Professional area and course description

r

Administration and Siq>ervinion
6

35

59

k

16

80

6

ko

Sk

11

56

33

Administration of Vocational Education.
Philosophy and oSjnatives of vocailonal
education under authority of the SraithHughea and George-Barden Acte.
Superviaion In Agricultural Education.
Principles’and techniques' in improving
Instruction in agricultural education.
Administration and Supervision of Agricul
tural Education, Organization, aSmrnis-.
tration and supervision of vocational agri
culture as Influenced by state and national
lams.
Secondary School Administration. Aims and
functions of’h i ^ bchools and junior colleges.
Problems in the progress of studies, extraclass activities and community relationshipss.
Guidance and Psychology

6

bX

53

13

S3

3k

13

61

ax

h

31

65

Educational Psychology. Psychology of the
learning process with special emphasis on
school learning.
Educational Sociology. Building socialized
personality traits for life adjustment In a
democracy.
Learning and Perception. Theoretical expla
nation olTKe' j&enomaha of learning and
perception.
Vooational Guidance. Need and nature of
guidance! personal, their duties and rela
tions! programs and evaluation of results.
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TABUS IX { continued)
Ho
folue

Mediocre Very
Value
Valuable Professional area and course description
History end Philosophy

28

58

lk

9

h3

1*8

19

60

a

History of Education. Problems in ©rganieetion, admiuistratlon and adjustment of
public education ae influenced by history.
Philosophy of Agricultural Education, A
siudy of agricultural education in the
United States with emphasis on the socio
economic Influences responsible for Its
development.
Philosophy of American Education* fronds
in i¥e pMlo80phy' S American Education •
Teaching Methods and techniques
m n w iw ii mm

2

20

78

0

6

92i

11

1*3

U6

9

55

36

id

59

23

6

M

Ii6

3

Hi

83

11

la

W

n

\\it*

m j» 1

................

« i im mi mw ii n H iiiw i iit

Audio-Visual Aids in Instruction, Primcipleaand techniques im'thouse of visual
and audio-visual materials.
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agriculture.
BBS1'of 'iohferenoes, c^mbnsirations^' field
trips, individual instruction, laboratory
projects, surveys, and visual side.
Teaching Judging. Training in the various
fields' of'"judging according to the latest
methods.
Methods in Showing Livestock, Skills in
selecting, handling and showing livestock
and poultry.
Food Conservation. Training in the knowledge and skills of production, conservation
and utilisation of food.
Methods of Conservation in Vocational
Agriculture. Conservation oT Euman ahd
natural resources.
Advanced Problems in Teaching Farm Shop.
Tbs' equipment, organisation and management
of a school fara shop.
Supervision of the Apprentice Teacher.
ForThe" teacKir wHo expeois to supervise
student practice teaching.
Planning and Evaluating

37

Curriculum Development in Vocational Agri
culture, Techniques of
struotlon.
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TABLE U

(continued)

North Atlantic Regions
Ho
Vali

Mediocre Very
Value
Valuable

10

b7

b3

b

3

93

5

26

69

2

19

79

3

22

75

3

bS

b?

12

6$

23

17

52

31

30

5b

16

33

50

12

lb

35

51

Professional area and course description
Idfoig* Equipment and Supplies for VocaBuilding*
tional
mil A g r i y l t W e ..
£upervined farming Programs > Comprehensive
programs of supervisedfarming as related
to the instructional program*
Leadership through Future Farmer Activities.
Organisation, aims inS'TunotioES of '"the
Future Farmers of America.
AdulW a r m e r Education in Agriculture* Con
ducting forums; leading group discussions,
using visual aids and teaching short courses*
Xoung-Farraer and Adult-Farraer Schools. Organic
iailon of' schools and methods of teaching for
out-of-school groups*
Evaluation in Vocational Education* Teohni*
"ques for studying" and evaluating one or
more vocational agricultural programs.
Educational Measurement. Scientific measure
ment and evaluation of educational outcomes
and their use as teaching tools.
Statistical Methods in Agricultural Education,
Computation 'said' interpretation of a^ricultural statistics*
Statistical Methods in Education and Psycho*
logy. In^rpretatlon of statistical data in
various research studies*
General Statistics* Mathematical interpre
tation of statistical data*
Records and Reports of Vocational Agricul
ture feacKers. PevaKpihg f acility Sit
beeping records and reports•

TABLE U X

CENTRAL RBGIOKj PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS WHO RANK EACH OF THIRTY
TWO PRQFESSICKAL COURSES AS T O Y VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND
WO VALUE

Wo
Value

Mediocre Very
Value
Valuable Professional area and course description
Administration and Supervision

8

53

39

0

13

82

6

51

b3

6

60

3b

Administration of Vocational Education, Phi
losophy and objactives o^ Vocatibniai educa
tion under authority of the Sraith-Hughea
and Oeorge-Barden Acts,
Supervision in Agricultural Education, Prlnciples and techniques in p r o v i n g instruction
in agricultural education,
Admlnistratlon and Supervision of Agricultural
Education. " Organfgatimj admini^tration and r
supervision of vocational agriculture as In
fluenced by state and national laws,
Secondary School Administration, Aims and
functions of high schools and junior colleges.
Problems in the progress of studies, extraclass activities and community relationships*
Guidance and Psychology

11

h9

bo

15

61

2b

2b

62

lb

0

2b

76

Educational Psychology, Psychology of the
learning process with special emphasis on
school learning.
Educational Sociology, Building socialised
perioSSXIIy &aSGT "for life adjustment in
a democracy.
Learning and Perception, Theoretical expla
nation Qf~TKe phenomena of learning and
perception.
Vocational Guidance. Heed and nature of
guidancejpersonnel, their duties and re
lations! programs and evaluating of results.
History and Philosophy

52

b2

6

11

b9

bo

History of Education. Problems In organi
zation, a^fhistratlon and adjustment of
public education as influenced by history*
Philosophy of Agricultural Education. A
study of agrtcultural education in the United
States with emphasis on the socio-economic
influences responsible for its development.
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t m m UX (continued)
Central Region*
Ho
Vail

26

Mediocre Very
Value
Valuable Professional area and course description
63

11

Philosophy of American Education* fronds
in the phllosophyof Amer ican Education #

Teaching Methods and Techniques
2

30

68

Audiovisual Aida in Instructions Prin-

oiplea and WchnJques in 'itae use'of visual
and audio-visual materials*
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agriculture*
Use of‘conferences, demom^ations, field
trips, individual instruction, laboratory
projects, surveys, and visual aids*
Teaching Judging* Training in the various
fj^idaT of' judging according to the latest
methods*

0

3

97

13

55

32

10

59

H

Methods in Showing Livestock* Skills in
selecting, handling and showing livestock
and poultry*

29

61

10

8

50

k2

2

8

90

5

2h

71

Food Conservation* Training in the knowledge
ahif skills of production, conservation and
utilisation of food*
Methods of Conservation in Vocational Agri
culture* ConservationoF“human and natural
resources*
Advanced problems in Teaching Farm Shop*
The equipment, organization and management
of a school farm shop*
Special Problems in the Teaching of Voca-

15

30

55

Tsid^duarwa**or

aasigned or chosen topics.
Supervision of the Apprentice Teacher*
For the teacI5er~wEo expects to supervise
student practice teaching.
Planning and Evaluating

3

16

81

6

kl

^7

3

8

89

3

U

56

3

19

78

Curriculum Development in Vocational Agri
culture* Techniques of curriculum construc
tion*
Building* Equipment and Supplies for Voca
tional Agriculture.
Supervised Farming Programs* Comprehensive
programs of supervised farming as related
to the instructional program*
Leadership Through Future Farmor Activities.
Organization, aims and functions of the
Future Farmers of America.
Adult-Farmer Education in Agriculture* Con
ducting forumsj leading group discussions,
using visual aids and teaching short courses.
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TA B U U I (continued)

Central Regioni
No
Valoo

Hedlooro
Valna

very
Val-Mo

Profasalonal aroaa and oouraa daaoripUon

Planning and

2

15

79

6

hk

50

21

63

16

23

63

3JU

51

39

10

60
8

29

11
52

ho

Young-Panner and AduXt-Farwar Schools, Orga
nization of'stfioolTlKrSelSoda of teaching
for out-of-school groups*
Evaluation In Vocational Education* Techni
ques for" 'studying
'one or
more vocational agricultural programs*
Eduoationaljfaaauroaant» Scientific neasur©and their use as teaching tools*
Statistical Methods in Agricultural Education*
Sc^utaticn and inWpretatlon' Vf Agricultural statistics*
Statistical Methods in Education and Psychol
ogy* Inierpretation of' statistical data in '
various research studies*
General Statistics* Hathenatlcal InterpretsHeETof stailst'iVsil data*
Records and Reports of Vocational Agriculture
Yeacbers* Developing facility in keeping
recordsand reports*
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TABUS LXII

PACIFIC RSaidfs PERCENTAGE OF STUBBNTB WHO RANK EACH OP THIRTX
two professional courses as ma valuable, kebioork value and
HO VALUE
No
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

rrrn""
'
,J"''T'
.11
Professional area and course description
Administration and Supervision

5

52

U3

0

16

8U

7

53

kO

5

53

h2

Administration of Vocational Education, Phi
losophy and objectives of Vocational'' education under authority of the Smith-Hughes and
Oeorge-Barden Acta,
Supervision In Agricultural Education, Prin
ciples and techniques in Improving" instruction in agricultural education,
Administration and Supervision of Agricul
tural Education, Organization, administration
and supervision of vocational agriculture as
influenced by state and national laws.
Secondary School Administration, Aims and
functions ©1 high schools and junior colleges.
Problems in the progress of studies# extra
class activities and community relationships,
guidance and Psychology

U

ko

U9

10

58

32

7

76

17

2

31

67

Educational Psychology, Psychology of the
learning' process with special emphasis on
school learning#
Educational Sociology, Building socialised
jporsbhali^ TraltiTfor life adjustment in a
democracy.
Learning and Perception, Theoretical ex
planation of the phenomena of learning and
perception.
Vocational Guidance, Need and nature of
guidance; personnel, their duties and
relations; programs and evaluation of results.
History and philosophy

27

57

16

10

hi

h3

History of Education, Problems in organizationV adiLiistration and adjustment of public
education as influenced by history.
Philosophy of Agricultural Education, A Study
of agpScultural education in the United States
with emphasis on the socio-economic influences
responsible for its development.
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TABLE

1X11 (continued)

Pacific Region*
No
Vali
19

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

6a

Professional area and course description
Philosophy of American Mucation. Trends in
the philbsopl5y of"iSilo^^ucaMon,
Teaching Methods and Techniques

0

u

89

a

3

91

8

36

56

10

bb

1*6

2b

h$

21

5

W

^9

2

U*

3

27

7°

10

1*9

i*l

Audio-Visual Alda In Instruction# Principles
and iechnlqiies in ^Ke uae of visual and
audio-visual materials.
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agriculture, Use
of conference*, demonstrations , field Wips,
individual instruction, laboratory projects,
surveys, and visual aide,
Teaching Judging# Training In the various
Helds of judging aeoording to the latest
methods*
Kathode in Showing Livestock* Skills in
selecting, handling and showing livestock
and poultry*
Pood Conservation* Training in the knowledge
anifskills of’production, conservation and
utilisation of food,
Methods of Conservation in Vocational Agri
culture. Conservation of"”human and natural
resources*
Advanced Problems in Teaming Farm Shop* The
equipment, organise!ion and management of a
school farm shop.
Special Problems in the Teaching of Vocational
Agriculture. Individual Work on assigned or
chosen topics*
Supervision of the Apprentice Teacher. For
the teacher wEo expects to supervise student
practice teaching*
Planning and Evaluating

2

23

75

3

36

61

2

19

79

5

36

59

2

51

hi

Curriculum Development in Vocational Agricul
ture. Techniques of curriculuHi construction,
Building, Equipment and Supplies for Vocational Agriculture.
Stuporvised farming Programs, Comprehensive
programs of supervised farming as related to
the instructional program*
Leadership Through Future Farmer Activities.
Organization, aimS and functions of the future
Farmers of America.
Adult-Farmer Education in Agriculture* Gonductlng forums} leading group discussions,
using visual aids and teaching short courses.

lliG
Mo
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

3

51

U6

13

52

35

13

56

29

5

76

19

26

66

8

IS

82

3

d

32

60

Professional area and course description
Young-Farmer and AduIWermer Schools.
Organisation o f schools and methods" of teach
ing for out-of-school groups.
Evaluation in Vocational Education. techni
ques for studying and evaluating one or wore
vocational agricultural programs.
Educational Measurement, Scientific measure
ment and evaluation o f educational outcomes
and their use as teaching tools.
Statistical Methods in Agricultural Educa
tion. Computation an5 interpretation o f
agricultural statistics.
Statistical Methods in Education and Psycho
logy. Inteipretatlon of statistical data “
In various research studies.
General Statistics. Mathematical interpre
tation"of statistical data.
Records and Reports of Vocational Agricul
ture FeacEirs^ Develbplng facility in
keeping records and reports.

Uil
Tables LIX through LXII are prepared to show the uniformity
among graduate students in Agricultural Education In the selection of
advanced professional courses* Heeds of the teachers of vocational
agriculture for carrying out an efficient program differ considerably.
The differences in the backgrounds and personalities of teachers causes
them to place different emphases upon professional education.

Profes

sional needs of the teachers also differ because of the wide variation
among the people in separate farming communities.

The preceding

Tables demonstrate this clearly by the manner in which certain courses
were evaluated.
Comparison of Certain Professional Courses Bjr Region, Of the thirty
two professional courses9 about one half of them are rated as Very
Valuable by the majority of th& students.

Four courses were rated as

Very Valuable by 80 per cent or more of the students from all Regions,
There are some differences among Regions,

Ih2
table a m
A COMPARISON BY REGION OF CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL COURSES WHICH
ARE RANKED AS VERY VALUABLE

Percentage ranked Very Valuable
North
Southern Atlantic Central Pacific
58

59

39

k3

36

65

76

67

6k

65

76

67

79

78

68

89

55

36

31

k6

51

59

61

75

k6

U3

kl

61

76

93

89

79

62

69

56

5k

66

79

78

kl

Course description
Administration of Vocational
Education. ^iloaophy and'
oBjecHvea of vocational
education under authority of
the Smith-Hughea and George*
Barden Acta.
Educational Psychology, Psyohology o i 'the learnirg process
with special emphasis on school
learning.
Vocational Guidance. Need and
nature of guidance^ personnel,
their duties and relations;
programs and evaluation of
results.
Audio* Visual Alda in Instrue*
tion. Principles ancTtechniquei in the use of visual and
audio-visual materials.
Methods In Showing Livestock,
Skills in selecting, handling
and showing livaatock and
poultry.
Curriculum Development in Voca
tional' Agric'ulture. techniques
of curriculum constructior.
Building, Equipment and Supplies
for Vocational Agriculture.
Supervised Farming Frograma.
omprohensive programs of superviaed farming as related to the
instructional program.
Leadership Through Future Farmer
Activities. 0rgsmiz'a'tioh7 aims"1
and functions of the Future
Farmers of America.
Adult-Farmer Education in Agri*
culture. Conducting forums; lead*
Ing group discussions, using
visual aids and teaching short
courses.
rn m i*

■ IK

■■■»■■ 11■
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TABLE UIII (continued)
Percentage ranked Very Valuable
i*o'rfcH
Southern Atlantic Central Pacific
2?

1*7

50

35

Sh

51

52

60

Course description
Evaluation in Vocational Educa
tion. F^hnlques Tor studying
and"”evaluating one or more
vocational agricultural programs.
Records and Reports of Vocational
Agricultural Teachers. Dev^loping facility in’keeping records
and reports.

Table LXIII shows a comparison by Region of certain professional
courses which are ranked as Very Valuable** Administration of Vocational
Education is considerod a Very Valuable course by 59 per cent of the
graduate students in the North Atlantic Region.

let, only 39 per cent

of the students in the Central Region consider it Very Valuable.
Educational Psychology ranks low in the Southern Region but
17 per cent higher in the North Atlantic Region.
ranks highest in the Pacific Region.

Audio-Visual Aids

Methods in Showing Livestock

ranks highest in the Southern and Pacific Regions*

Opinions of students

who consider Curriculum Development in Vocational Agriculture as Very
Valuable varies from 51 per cent in the Southern Region to 01 per cant
in the Central Region.
Adult-Education in Agriculture is believed to be a Very Valuable
course by the majority of students except those from the Pacific Region.
Evaluation in Vocational Education rates extremely low in the Southern
and Pacific Regions.
Region.

Records and Reports ranks highest in the Pacific

%hh
Fi^ares 6 , 7, 8 and 9 shew in graphic fora the professional
education cour s e which are ranked as Very Valuable by the lr r g e s t

percentwjo of students*

From these data, i t is possible to suggest

c e rta in courses as being basic to a graduate curriculum*

While there

Is some v a ria tio n among Regions, there is also a great deal oV cons is te r cy c* opinions regarding c e rta in professional courses*
6 th i ough 9 give b i s inform ation*
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XU9
Jn all Vocational Education Regions, 90 per cent or more
of the students rank as Very Valuable a course in Advanced Teaching
Methods, Prom a popularity standpoint, it is the most preferred course
in all Regions* Methods in Teaching Farm Shop is rated as Very Val
uable by more than 80 per cent of all students*

Eighty per cant or

more rank a course, Supervision in Agricultural Education, as Very
Valuable*

A course in Supervised Farming Programs is considered Very

Valuable by 93 per cent of the students of the North Atlantic Region*
The same course is rated Very Valuable by only 16 per cent of the group
in the Southern Region*

Audio-Visual Aids is given a high r&nk-value

by all students, especially those of the Pacific Region,

Vocational

Guidance ranks highest in the Central Region,
Evaluation in Vocational Education is ranked as Very Valuable
by approximately one half of the students In the North Atlantic and
Central Regions*

The course is rated somewhat lower in the Southern

and Pacific Regions*

Administration of Vocational Education is pre

ferred by the highest percentage of students in the Southern and North
Atlantic Regions*

Adult-Farmer Education courses are given a high

rank—value by all students except those of the Pacific Region*
A study similar to this one in many respects was reported in
1927,

88

Its purpose was to evaluate professional courses In Agricul

tural Education by securing the opinions of teachers of vocational
agriculture who had completed these courses*

This early study was

directed mainly at professional courses in the undergraduate school.

^vocational Education Bulletin 122, og. cit., p* 3U, Table 18*

ISO
Nevertheless, it is intereating to compare the opinions of that tine
with the opinions of today# An example of the findings reported In
1927 are given in Tahle LXIV.

T A B U LXIV
PERCENTAGE OP TEACHES WHO HAVE TAUGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE ONE TO
TWO YEARS WHO GAVE RANK-VALUES OF 1, 2, 3, 1*, AND 0 TO CERTAIN COURSES
IN EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Subject

Percentage of teachers Who gave
rank-values of*
____________________ 1
2 ___ 3
1*
0

Special Methods
Practice Teaching
Techniques of Teaching
Vocational Education
Rural Education
Educational Psychology
Administration and Manage
ment
General Psychology
Educational Sociology
Principles of Education
Tests and Measurement
History of Education

66
1|6
3k
23
16
17

22
31
33
30
30
21

7
18
20
27
23

21

5
k
10
13
15
27

0
1
3
7
16
lh

13
16
Hi
11
lii
0

25
19
22
22
17
6

21
22
2ti
21
31
17

22
&
22
23
19
20

19
19
IS
23
19
57

*
Instructions for oollecting these data were* place a figure *1»
to the Right of the subject that has been most valuable to you as a
teacher of vocational agriculture; a figure *2* at the Right of each
subject that you value second in importance. Use figure »3« and »!*«
to indicate less important courses# Place a figure MQH after the
subject that is of no value to you as a teacher of vocational agri
culture#
These data show that in 1927, courses which included special
methods and techniques of teaching were the most highly ranked pro
fessional courses#

Practice Teaching was also considered very valuable.

Courses in History, Philosophy, Psychology, and Evaluation ranked low
est.

A similar response is obtained in the present study.

Table LXV

151
is prepared to show that similarity.

TABLE LXV
PERCENTAGE <W TEACHERS WHO HAVE TAUGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE ONE TO
TWO TEARS WHO GAVE RANK-VALUK3 OF 2, 1 and 0 TO CERTAIN COURSES IN
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
lercenVageW''iXiuiluua who
gave rank-values of______
1---.
.. ..I ..
Mediocre
No
Very
Value
Valuable Value

Subject
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agri
culture
Audio-Visual Aids in Instruction
Administration of Vocational Edu
cation
Educational Psychology
Educational Sociology
Philosophy of American Education
Educational Measurement
General Statistics
History of Education

93
78

7
22

0
0

kk
38
25
10
11*
5
10

55
1*7
56
67
61
52
1*5

1
15
19
23
25
1*3
1*5

A comparison of Table LXIV, baaed upon teacher's opinions In
1927, and Table LXV, based upon teacher's opinions In 1953, show that
the general attitude of teachers of vocational agriculture regarding
certain professional courses has remained unchanged*

Teachers prefer

courses which can be used immediately in their profession*
courses that are directed toward their own special problems.

They favor
They

like to get immediate results from their professional studies* The
most preferred courses are those which give obvious material Improve
ments*
The least preferred professional courses are those which have
to do with the learning process, philosophy, evaluation and measurement.
Figures 10 through 13 are prepared to show the relative rank-values of

152
certain courses in psychology and education*

Frora previous Tables,

it is noted that these courses are the ones which are ranked lowest
among the professional courses*

The relative rank-values of these

courses differ from one Region to another*
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HI,

EVALUATION OP SELECTED TECHNICAL A®ICUIA‘URAL COURSES

Technical Agricultural Courses Rated Aa Very Valuable* Mediocre
Value and No Value, The specific technical agricultural nueds of the
teacher of vocational agriculture differ a great deal*

This difference

can be observed not only from Region to Region or State to State* but
also from one community to another even though the distance separating
the two communities may be less than 25 miles*

Major, minor and con

tributing farm enterprises differ among communities*

The degree of

mechanisation and the number of improved farm practices in use are dif
ferent*

Local markets may be available in one area while only distant

markets are available to farmers in another area*
is a variable factor*

Soil productivity

Only a few of the main variable factors have

been mentioned, yet, it is obvious that the needs of farmers in dif
ferent communities vary#

Therefore, the needs of teachers of vooa-

tional agriculture vary*

This variation is accentuated by the fact

that the background and preparatory training of teachers is different#
This is true even though the Smlth-Hughes Act specifies that students
must meet certain basic requirements before being certified to teach
vocational agriculture*
The h3h graduate students who participated in this study eval
uated h i technical agricultural courses*

Actually, there were hundreds

of technical agricultural courses from which to choose*

The author

does not claim to have selected courses representing all the areas of
technical agriculture*

These h i courses are those which appear most

frequently in graduate catalogues of institutions which offer the Master's
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degree in Agricultural Education*

Occasionally, a course such as

Veterinary Virology was Inserted to determine student opinions regarding
courses which are generally considered as being beyond the realm of responsibility of the teacher of vocational agriculture*
The 1*7 technical agricultural courses were segregated into four
areas as (1) Plant Studies, (2) Animal Studies, (3) Agricultural Eco
nomics and Farm Management, and (10 Agricultural Engineering and Farm
Shop*

Under each of these four areas, space was provided and each

student encouraged to write in additional courses which he would include
if he were planning his own Master fs program*

Bata in Tables LXVI,

LXVII, LXVni and LXXX show graduate student's ©valuation of these 1*7
technical agricultural courses*
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TABLE LXVI
SOUTHERN REGION t PERCENTAGE WHO RANK EACH OP FCRIX SEVEN TECHNICAL
AGRICULTURAL COURSES AS VERT VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE
ho
Mediocre Very
Technical AgrlculWal areaand course^
description________________
Value Value
Valuable____________
Plant Studies
21

1*1*

35

10

1*3

1*7

15

55

30

17

52

31

22

1*6

32

6

35

59

26

56

18

15

51*

31

1*

36

58

17

51*

29

20

51

29,

19

53

28

16

58

21*

8

1*2

50

11*

51

35

Plant Brooding and Improvement, Practical
application of geneiica" in W o brooding
and improvement of farm crops.
Plant Nutrition, Inorganic nutrition of
plants*
Plant Physiology. Absorption, transpiration,
mineral nutrition, photo-synthesis, trans
location of foods and water.
Cereal Crops, Study of cereal production
and breeding.
Cotton Research, Production, breeding and
marketing methods used throughout the world
in producing cotton.
Forage Crops, Study of forage production and
breeding.
Advanced Pomology, The principles underlying
fruit production; temperature, moisture,
irrigation, nutrition and fruit setting.
Advanced Vegetable Crops, Physiological
and environmental factors affecting the
growth of commercial vegetable crops.
Advanced Soil Fertility, Theory and current
literature on the relation of the soil
factors to the growth of crop plants.
Soil Microbiology, Organic matter, its
decomposition; oxldation-reductlon; nitrogen
fixation.
Soil Physics, Physical properties of the
soil, including methods of physical analysis
and ways of improving soil tilth.
Fruit and Vegetable Processing, Canning,
dehydration and quick-freezing,
Handling and Grading of Fruits and Vegetables,
Methods oTliafvesting, grading, packing and
shipping.
Fruit and Vegetable Insects, Control of harmfiit Insects.
Insect Control Through Natural Agencies, A
study of paras liYo and predaiory insects that
are useful to the farmer.
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TABUS LXVI (continued)
Southern Region?
So
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Technical Agricultural area and course
Valuable
description
Plant Studies

Ik

k7

39

6

55

37

Plant Pathology» Virus, bacterial and
ffigus" (Erases .
Landscape Art, Problems in the planting
of the home grounds, school grounds and
snail parks.
Animal Studies

3

31

66

8

W

kk

5

LO

55

3

1*2

55

10

59

31

11

55

3k

32

52

16

5

3U

61

8

la

51

29

53

18

28

59

13

8

ia

51

3

21

76

3

2li

73

19

1*6

35

Animal Breeding, The selection, grading,
crossbreeding and Inbreeding of farm animals.
Artificial Breeding of Livestook. Prin
ciples' an3 techniques involved" in artificial
breeding.
Advanced Anjjnal Nutrition. Special investi
gations dealing with nutrient requirements
of livestock.
Dairy Cattle Nutrition. Feeding and manage
fig dairy cattle.
Reproduction, Lactation, and Endocrinology
in Farm Animals.
Advanoidli>dblims in Poultry. Interrelashijp between the endocrine glands, vitamins,
general anatomy and physiology.
Sheep and Goat Production. Breeding, feeding
S lid

#

Advanced Swine Production. Breeding, feeding
and showing swine.
Advanced Livestock Judging. Competitive judgfig and" the" establishment of methods in
training livestock Judging teams.
Bacteriology of Food, Microorganisms in food
industries.
Dairy Manufacturing. General manufacturing
problems.
Meat Processing and Preservation. Slaughter
i n g cutting, carfig an’
d handling of meats
and meat products.
Animal Sanitation. The prevention of diseases
acid the control of parasites in farm animals
by proper sanitation.
Livestock Insects and Parasites. Us© of insec
ticides for controITof insects attacking live
stock and poultry.
Veterinary Virology. A detailed study of virus
infections in animals, including types of
Infection and mode of transmission.
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TABLE LXVI (continued}
Southern Region*

No
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
description
Agricultural Economics and Farm

h

k%

5b

k

35

61

15

61

2l»

U

58

31

2

27

71

16

61

23

30

L0

30

15

1*7

36

Fare Credit. Credit needs of farmers,
problems involved in the use of credit
and sources of farm credit.
Marketing. The marketing of farm products
in relation to consumption, prices, pur
chasing poser, and consumer's attitude.
Public Policies for Agriculture. Policies
and programs o?1private arid public agencies
for the aid of agriculture.
Legal Aspects of Agriculture. Law as
speclficairy related^to farm activities
and problems.
Farm Management. Farm organisation and
management problems •
Management of Wildlife. Management of desir
able wildli3?5•
Range Management. Development of land
policies, ecology of plants, range economics,
administration of range lands.
Forest Management. Complete management pro
gram in forestry.
Agricultural Engineering and Farm
oi

2

23

75

2

3k

61*

2

1*2

56

5

L2

53

6

yj

£7

9

h2

1*9

5

Xi

63

Advanced Farm Shop. Design and construction
of farm equipment and labor-saving devices.
Farm Power. Operation, construction, Ignition,
carburation, cooling systems, lubrication,
transmission of farm motors.
Farm Structures. Farm buildings and farm
borne utilities#
Rural Electrification. Principles involved
in planning for the distribution and use of
electricity on the fans.
Farm Sanitation and Water Supply. Develop
ment and purificiHon o f ruraFwater supplies,
and the collection and disposal of waste.
Irrigation and drainage* Problems of irrigagation and drainage.
Soil and Water Conservation. Engineering
aspects'”oYlsoIl‘and water conservation.
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TABLE LXVn
NORTH ATLANTIC REGION* PERCENTAGE WHO RANK EACH OF FORTY SEVEN TECH
NICAL AGRICULTURAL COURSES AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO
VALUE
No
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

"Technical Agricultural area and course
description______________
Plant Studies

15

50

35

11

b3

U6

20

53

27

20

36

hk

78

17

5

5

26

67

17

63

20

13

52

35

5

29

66

17

55

28

21

1*2

37

38

h9

13

2b

53

23

16

29

55

22

50

28

Plant Breeding and Improvement Practical
application oT genetice in r
ihe breeding
and improvement of Farm crops.
Plant Nutrition. Inorganic nutrition of
plants.
Plant Physiology. Absorption, transpira
tion, mineral nutrition, photo-synthesis,
translocation of foods and water*
Cereal Crops. Study of cereal production
and breeding.
Cotton Research. Production, breeding and
mnrkating methods used throughout the world
in producing cotton.
Forage Grope. Study of forage production
and breeding.
Advanced Pomology. The principles underly
ing fruit production* temperature, moisture,
Irrigation, nutrition and fruit setting.
Advanced Vegetable Crops. Physiological
and environmental factors affecting the
growth of commercial vegetable crops.
Advanced Soil Fertility* Theory and current
literature on the relation of the soil
factors to the growth of crop plants.
Soil Microbiology. Organic matter, its decomposition5 oxidation-reduction5 nitrogen
fixation.
Soil Physics. Physical properties of the
soil,™lmbluding methods of physical analy
sis and ways of improving soil tilth.
Fruit and Vegetable Processing. Canning,
dehydration and quick-feezing.
Handling end Grading of Fruits and Vegetab
les. letHoHs dT¥arvesting, grading, pack
ing and shipping.
Fruit and Vegetable Insects. Control of
harmful insectis• ~
Insect Control Through Natural Agencies. A
study of parasitic and predVtory ins©cts
that are useful to the farmer.
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TABLE UVII (continued)
North Atlantic Regions
Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
__
description
Plant Studies

15

k5

1*0

15

61

2l*

Plant Pathology, Virus, bacterial and fungus
diseases,
Landscape Art, Problems In the planting of
home grounds', school grounds and small
parka.
Animal Studies

7

16

77

7

k9

hh

7

39

5k

7

22

10

39

16

51
kk

3k

k6

2°

18

28

5k

20

1*3

37

39
3k

1*8

12
13

16

53
1*9

5

29

66

7

33

60

23

51*

23

LO

35

Animal Breeding, The selection, grading,
crossbreeding and in-breeding of farm
animals,
Artificial Breeding of Livestock, Prin
ciples and techniques involved in artifi
cial breeding,
Advanced Animal Nutrition, Special inveatigations" dealing with nutrient requirements
of livestock.
Dairy Cattle Nutrition, Feeding and manag
ing ^ iry cattle,
Reproduction, Lactation, and Endocrinology
in Farm AnSnala,
Advanced Problems in Poultry, Interrelation
ship between the endocrine glands, vitamins,
general anatomy and physiology,
Sheep and Qoat Production, Breeding, feeding
and marketing,
Advanced Swine Production, Breeding, feeding
and showing swine,
Advanced Livestock Judging, Competitive
judging and the establishment of methods in
training livestock judging teams,
Bacteriology of Food, Microorganisms in food
industries,
Dairy Manufacturing, General manufacturing
problems,
Meat Processing and Preservation, SlaughterIngJ cutting, curing and handling of meats
and meat products,
Animal 3 anitati(«i. The prevention of diseases
and the control of parasites in farm animals
by proper sanitation,
Livestock Insects and Parasites, Use of in
secticides for cbntrbl ot insects attacking
livestock and poultry,
Veterinary Virology, A detailed study of
virus infections in animals, Including types
of infection and mode of transmission.

TABLE LXVII (continued)
North Atlantic Region;
No
Mediocre
Value Value

Very
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
description
Agricultural Economics and Farm

21

7b

2

22

76

7

h9

Lb

9

Si

bo

2

13
70
ab
so

as

IS
9
20

IS
7
30

Farm Credits Credit needs of farmers, pro
blems-involved in the use of credit and
sources of farm credit.
Marketing. The marketing of farm products
'lE'vSCeU.on to consumption, prices, purchas
ing power, and consumer* a attitude.
Public Policies for Agriculture, Policies
ancl programs of private and public agencies
for the aid of agriculture.
Legal Aspects of Agriculture. Law as speci
fically relatecTto farm activities and
problems.
Para Management. Farm organization and
management problems.
Management of Wildlife, Management of desir«S5l?wiIdlife ,
Range Management. Development of land poli
cies, ecology of range lands.
Forest Management. Complete management program in forWtryl
Agricultural Engineering and Farm

b
2

8
21

88
77

b
5

23
3b

73
61

12

kk

bb

13
5

36
31

SI
6b

Advanced Farm Shop. Design and construction
of farm equipmentand labor-saving devices.
Farm Power, Operation, construction, igni
tion, carburetion, cooling systems, lubri
cation, transmission of farm motors.
Farm Structures. Farm buildings and farm
Koine utilities.
Rural Electrification. Principles involved
in' planning for the distribution and use of
electricity on the farm.
Farm Sanitation and Water Supply. Develop
ment and purification of rural water sup
plies, and the collection and disposal of
waste.
Irrigation and Drainage, Problems of irri
gation and drainage.
Soil and Water Conservation. Engineering
aspects of soil and water conservation.
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TABLB LXVIII

CENTRAL REOICHi percentage w h o rank each op fo rt y seven technical
AGRICULTURAL COURSES AS VERY VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO
VALUE
No
Mediocre
Value Value

Very
Valuable

technical Agricultural “area and course
description
Plant Studies

15

5o

35

IP

1*3

38

32

1*7

21

19

35

1*6

72

17

11

7

29

6k

1*6

1*3

11

36

53

11

11

22

67

15

60

25

15

52

33

60

32

8

60

29

11

26

i*a

26

21

51

2d

2b

1*5

31

15

51*

31

Plant Breeding and Improvement, Practical
appYicaiian of geneticsin the breeding and
improvement of farm crops*
Plant Nutrition, Inorganic nutrition of
plaits.
Plant Physiology, Absorption, transpiration,
mineral nutHtion# photo-synthesis, translocation of foods and water.
Cereal Crops. Study of cereal produotlon and
breeding.
Cotton Research, Production, breeding and
marketing methods used throughout the world
In producing cotton.
Forage Crops. Study of forage production
and breeding.
Advanced Pomology, the principles underly
ing fruit production; temperature, moisture,
irrigation, nutrition and fruit setting.
Advanced Vegetable Crops. Physiological and
environmental factors affecting the growth
of commercial vegetable crops.
Advanced Soil Fertility. Theory and current
literature on the relation of the soil
factors to the growth of crop plants.
Soil Microbiology. Organic matter, its de
composition, oxiaation-reduction; nitrogen
fixation.
Soil Physics. Physical properties of the
soli, "including methods of physical analysis
and ways of improving soil tilth.
Fruit and Vegetable Processing. Canning, dehydratTon and quick-freezing.
Handling and Grading of Fruits and VegetabIei7~EethoHi of barveiling, grading, packing
an3 shipping.
Fruit and Vegetable Insects. Control of harm
ful Insects.
Insect Control Through Natural Agencies. A
stu<$Tof parasitic and predalory insecis
that are useful to the farmer.
Plant Pathology. Virus, bacterial and fUngus
landscape Art. Problems in the planting of the
home grounds, school grounds and small parks.
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TABLE LXVIII (continued)
Central Regions

So

Mediocre Very
Faloo
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ description
Animal Studies

8

31

61

IS

S3

32

12

31*

51*

9

35

56

18

S3

29

18

S6

26

29

1*6

25

7

2S

68

21

1*8

31

Sit

1*S

1

1*6

1*8

6

21*

52

21*

7

18

75

7

2k

69

22

57

21

Animal Breeding, The selection, grading,
crossbreeding and inbreeding of farm
animals.
Artificial Breeding of Livestock, Princi
ples and techniques involved in artificial
bleeding.

Advanced Animal Nutrition, Special investi
gationsdealing with nutrient requirements
of livestock*
Dairy Cattle Nutrition, Feeding and manag
ing dairy cattle.
Reproduction, Lactation, and Endocrinology
in Farm Animals,
Advanced 'Problems in Poultry, Interrelation
ship bettison the endocrine glands, vitamins,
general anatomy and physiology.
Sheep and Qoat Production, Breeding, feeding
and raarketing".
Advanced Swine Production, Breeding, feeding
and showing swine.
Advanced Livestock Judging, Competitive
judging and the establishment of methods in
training livestock judging teams.
Bacteriology of Food, Microorganisms in food
industries.
Dairy Manufacturing, General manufacturing
prbbl«
Meat Processing and Preservation, Slaughterihg7 cutting, curing and handling of meats
and meat products.
Animal Sanitation, The prevention of diseases
and tSe control of parasites in farm animals
by proper sanitation.
Livestock Insects arid parasites. Use of in
secticides For control of insects attacking
livestock and poultry.
Veterinary Virology, A detailed study of
virus infections in animals, including types
of infection and mode of transmission.
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TABLE W i l l (continued)
Central Region*
No
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Technical Agricultural area and course
Valuable________________ description___________
Agricultural Economics and Farat
lanagemeni

36

56

It

27

69

8

Sit

38

1

S2

it7

3
a

1$

ko

66
Itl

78
13
19

38

it7

IS

Farm Credit, Credit needs of farmers, proElena involved In the use of credit and
sources of farm credit,
Marketing, The marketing of farm products
in relation to consumption, prices, purchas
ing power, and consumer's attitude.
Public Policies for Agriculture, Policies
and
<2 private and public agencies
for the aid of agriculture.
Legal Aspects of Agriculture, Law as speci
fically relatecTto farm activities and
Farm Management, Farm organisation and managemanTt
Management of Wildlife, Management of desirm r * s s L & * . --------

Range Management, Development of land poli
cies, ecology of plants, range economics,
administration of range lands.
Forest Management, Complete management program
in' forestry.
Agricultural Engineering and Farm
Shop

it
It

20
lit

76
82

It
It

22
31

7it
65

6

3lt

60

16
6

itS
20

39
7ii

Advanced Farm Shop, Design and construction
of farm equipment and labor-saving devices.
Farm Power, Operation, construction, igni
tion,carburet!on, cooling systems, lubrica
tion, transmission of farm motors.
Farm Structures, Farm buildings and farm home
uHTitiee;
Rural Electrification, Principles involved
In planning for the distribution and use of
electricity on the farm.
Farm Sanitation and Water Supply# Develop
ment and purification o f rural water supplies
and the collection and disposal of waste.
Irrigation and Drainage, Problems of irri
gation and drainage.
Soil and Water Conservation# Engineering
aspects of soil and water conservation.
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TABLE LXDC

PACIFIC REOICKs PERCENTAGE WHO R A M EACH OF FORTY SEVEN TECHNICAL AGRI
CULTURAL COURSES AS VERT VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AED MO VALUE
ho
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

technical A g r ' l o i S ^ W a r " a n d course*
description
Plant Studies

12

37

51

5

bb

51

2

51

hi

5

39

56

51

3b

15

3

36

61

2b

b7

W

15

bl

bb

2

25

73

12

56

32

lb

37

b9

32

60

0

22

53

25

lb

39

b7

10

5b

36

7

b2

51

7

52

bl

Plant Brooding and Improvement.
movement* Practical
application'' or genetics in $he brooding and
improvoiMttit of Farm crops*
Plant Nutrition. Inorganic nutrition of
plants*
Plant Physiology* Absorption, transpiration,
mineral nutrition, photo-synthesis, tranalooation of foods and water*
gag*. Stu«fr of o m U production
Cotton Research. Production, breeding and
marke¥ixtg methods used throughout the world
in producing cotton*
Forage Crops* Study of forage production and
breeding.
Advanced Pomology* The principles underly
ing fruit production, temperature, moisture,
irrigation, nutrition and fruit setting*
Advanced Vegetable Crops. Physiological and
environmental Jtaciore affecting the growth
of connerclal vegetable crape*
Advanced Soil Fertility* Theory and current
literaiure on ¥Ke &Iafeion of the soil
factors to the growth of crop plants*
Soil Miordbiology. Organic matter, its deoomposMohi bxldation-reductloni nitrogen
fixation.
Soil Physios* physical properties of the
soil,' including methods of physical analy
sis and ways of improving soil tilth*
Fruit and Vegetable Processing. Canning,
dehydration abd‘quick-freezing*
Handling and grading of Fruits and Vegetablee/ Methods of harvesltng, graHng, pack
ing and shipping.
Fruit and Vegetable Insects* Control of
HirmfuTTnsects •
Insect Control Through Natural Agencies* A
study of parasitic and predatory Insects
that are useful to the farmer*
Plant Pathology* Virus, bacterial and fun
gus diseases.
Landscape Art* Problems in the planting of
the home grounds, school grounds and small
parks.
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TABLE

UU

(continued)

Pacific Regions
He
Mediocre
T*lff» 7*lup

Very
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
description
Animal Studies

3

26

71

7

5b

39

7

35

58

5

b6

b9

7

5b

39

lb

55

31

15

b6

39

5

b8

b7

lb

37

b9

bl

b9

10

2b

66

10

7

66

27

7

13

80

3

28

69

19

52

29

Animal Breeding. The selection, grading,
crossbreeding and inbreeding of farm
animals#
Artificial Breeding of Livestock# Prlnciplea and techniques*"involvad in artifi
cial breeding.
Advanced Animal Nutrition. Special investi
gations"dealing with nutrient requirements
of livestock.
Dairy Cattle Nutrition. Feeding and managejU^^ du^Lfciy o&t^1sX6«
Reproduction, Lactation# and*1Endocrinology
in Fflffw Anfwfll8a
XHymcedTProblems in Poultry# Interrelation
ship between the enSocrine glands, vitamins,
general anatomy and physiology.
Sheep and Scat Production. Breeding, feeding
iSSmarlStlEg^
Advanced Seine production. Breeding, feeding and' showing ewine', “
Advanced Livestock Judging# Competitive
Judgingand the establishment of methods
in training livestock Judging teams#
Bacteriology of Food# Microorganisms in
food Industries#
General manufacturing
Dairy Manufacturing#
Mam
problems •
pr<
Meat Processing and Preservation# SlaughterTng7 cutting, curing and handling of meats
and meat products#
Animal Sanitation# The prevention of diseases
and the control of parasites in farm animals
by proper sanitation.
Livestock Insects and Parasites# Use of
insecticides for- conirol of insects attack
ing livestock and poultry#
Veterinary Virology, A detailed study of
virus Injections in animals, including
types of Infection and mode of transmission#
*
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TABLE LXXX (continued)
Pacific Regions
He
Mediocre
V*l**e ?*lee

Very
Valuable

Technical Agricultural area and course
description
Agricultural Economics and Farm
$fanw^¥

2

33

65

2

Lo

58

5

70

25

7

35

58

2
>1
12

16
61
i*2

80
3
U6

29

66

5

Farm Credit* Credit needs of farmers,
problems involved in the use of credit
and soureee of fare credit*
Marketing* The marketing of farm products
iio relaiion to consumption, prices,
purchasing power, and consumer’s attitude*
Public Policies for Agriculture* Policies
and programs of pHvate and public agen
cies for the aid of agriculture*
Legal Aspects of Agriculture* Law as
specificallyrelated to" farm activities
and problems*
Farm Management* Farm organisations and
management proElems •
Management of Wildlife* Management of
desirable wildlife*"
Range Management* Development of land
policies, ecology of plants, range economics,
administration of range lands*
Far.#* M t o g r o t . Collate manags^nt program in forestry*
Agricultural jfogineering and Farm
" r"Shop

k
h

23
20

73
76

3k

7
10

39

59
51

7

5k

39

3

29

66

Advanced Farm Shop* Design and construction
cS farn^equipment and labor-saving devices •
Farm power* Operation, construction,
Ignition, carburetion, cooling systems,
lubrication, transmission of farm motors.
Farm Structures* Farm buildings and farm

Komimmiiis;

Rural Electrification * Principles involved
W planning for tSe distribution and use
of electricity on the farm*
Farm Sanitation and Water Supply* Develop*
meni and purlfica^on bf^rurS water
supplies, and the collection and disposal
of waste*
Soil and Water Conservation* Engineering
aspects o F s o H and water conservation*
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As expected, there were no write-ins of technical agri
cultural courses with sufficient regularity to he included in the
preceding fables.
preferred.

Courses labeled as Plant Studies are the least

Though there is some variation among Regions* courses in

Agricultural Engineering and Farm Shop are generally the most pre
ferred,

Courses in Agricultural Economica and Farm Management and

courses in Animal Studies are given relatively less values in the
order named.

The importance of such courses as Cereal Crops, Cotton

Research, Advanced Pomology, Sheep and Goat Production, Forest Manage
ment, and Irrigation end Drainage varies from Region to Region, State
to State and even from one community to another.
Comparison of Certain Technical Agricultural Courses By
Region, Certain technical agricultural courses were given consistent
ly high rank-valuas by students throughout the United States,

Though

the highest ranked technical agriculture course was nine per cent lower
than the highest ranked professional course, there is a definite indi
cation that many selected courses from this area should be made avail
able to all graduate students in Agricultural Education,

The order of

importance of the courses varied among Regions but six or eight of the
same courses were rated as being the extremely valuable in every Region,
These courses by name are; Animal Sanitation, Farm Management, Farm
Shop, Animal Breeding, Marketing, Farm Power, Boil Fertility and
Livestock Insects and Parasites, Figures H , IS, 16 and 17 are pre
pared to show by Region a graphic comparison of the technical agricul
tural courses which are most frequently rated as Very Valuable,
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SOUTHERN REGION: VALUATION OF
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According to Figures lb, IS, 16 and 17, graduate students are
not in agreement as to which technical agricultural course would be
the most valuable to each of them* While a course in Irrigation and
Drainage Is one of the three most preferred courses by students of the
Pacific Region, it does not rank among the top 13 courses in any of
the other three Regions*

On the basis of students who rated the course

as FSry Valuable, a course in Farm Management ranks first or second
in all Regions except the Southern Region,
in fourth place, in the Southern Region*

It is valued slightly lower,
Animal Sanitation as a grad

uate course ranks first in importance In the Southern Region, It ranks
third, tenth, and thirteenth in the Pacific, North Atlantic and Central
Regions, respectively*
A course in Advanced Farm Shop ranks first in the North At
lantic Region, second in the Southern Region, third in the Central
Region, aid fifth in the Pacific Region,

Farm Power is the preferred

course by graduate students of the Central Region,

It ranks third in

the North Atlantic Region, fourth in the Pacific Region and sixth In
the Southern Region,

Courses In Advanced Farm Shop and Farm Power ap

pear to be most preferred by students of the North Atlantic and Central
Regions*

livestock Production courses are considered most important

in the Southern Region,
Advanced Soil Fertility is among the top 12 most preferred
courses among the different Regions*

The same is true of a course in

Forage Crops, Soil and Water Conservation is among the top 13 courses
in all Regions*
every Region,

Animal Breeding is also a highly valued course in
It ranks fourth in the North Atlantic Region and sixth

in the Southern Region.

A suggested course entitled Farm Structures is
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a top contender in every Region*

This is especially noticeable in

the Central Region where it ranks in fifth place*

Marketing is con

sidered as one of the 13 west valuable courses by graduate students
in all Regions*
A course entitled Livestock Insects and Parasites ranks third
in importance in the Southern Region*

It ranks seventh in the Central

Region and eighth in the Faoiflc Region, but is not ranked among the
top 13 courses of the North Atlantic Region*

Farm Credit is a course

preferred by students of the North Atlantic and Pacific Regions*

Rural

Sloctrifioation is preferred in the North Atlantic and Central Regions*
these two courses, Swine Production and Farm Sanitation, are among the
13 most preferred courses in the Southern and Central Regions, but do
not appear to be as important in the other two Regions*

Dairy Nutri

tion is the eighth most important course in the North Atlantic Region*
It is not among the thirteen most important courses in the other
Regions*
16.

Table LXX summarizes the data shown in Figures 13, lh, 1$ and
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TABLE m
COMPARATIVE RANK-VALUES OF THE MOST PREFERRED TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL
COURSES IH EACH OF THE FOUR VOCATICNAL EDUQATIOW REOIGWS
Placement froraQ-Iji among the
thirteen meet preferred eoursee
in each Region
Morth
Southern Atlantic Central Pacific

Course description______

Farm Management
Animal Sanitation
Advanced Farm Shop
Farm Power
Advanced Soil Fertility
Forage Crops
Soil and Water Conservation
Animal Breeding
Farm Structures
Marketing
Livestock Inseots and Parasites
Farm Credit
Rural Electrification
Swine Production
Farm Sanitation
Dairy Nutrition
Irrigation and Drainage
17.

k
1
2
6
11
10
7
5
13
8
3
0
0
9
12
0
0

2
10
1
3
11
9
13
h
7
5
0
6
12
0
0
8
0

2
k
3
1
9
XL
6
12
5
8
7
0
10
0
13
0
0

•

2
3
5
h
6
11
9
7
12
13
8
10
0
0
0
0
1

EVALUATION OF SELECTED GENERAL COURSES

Frequently such courses as Genetics and Biometry, which are
normally not classified as either professional education or technical
agricultural courses, appear as requirements in the Master's program
of students In Agricultural Education.
courses for this study.

These are identified as general

Other courses, general in nature, which

graduate students often desire to take are photography, Public Speaking
and Journalism.

There are, perhaps, many other general courses which

certain graduate students would like to take.

However, most of them

are considered undergraduate courses and cannot be taken for credit
toward an advanced degree,

In fact, only two of the general courses

used for this study are normally considered graduate courses*

Those

are Biometry and Biochemistry.
The author considered a large number of general courses in the
initial preparation of the questionnaire.

Because it seemed impossible

to cover all the general courses, the number was reduced to Xi$ courses.
The author believes these are the ones which graduate students in
Agricultural Education are most likely to request as a part of their
programs*

Space was allowed for students to write-in additional general

courses preferred.
With the exception of the course entitled Atomic Energy, all
other course descriptions were taken directly from catalogues of teacher
training institutions.

The course in Atomic Energy was suggested to

determine whether or not teachers of vocational agriculture are inter
ested in learning more about the use of atomic energy and its fcy-products
in the study of agriculture.

The author knows of no such course being

offered at the present time; however, scientists have been doing a great
deal of work in this direction since World War IX.
Tables LXI, LXXII, LXX, UXIII and LXXIV were prepared to show
the percentage of students by Region who rank each of the fourteen
general courses as Very Valuable, Hadlocre Value and Ho Value.

^B. C. Bushland and j0. E. Hopkins, "Sterilisation of Screwworm Flies With X-Rays and Garama-rays." Journal of ioonomic Entomology
ii6t 6U6-5&, August, 1953*
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TABLE LXXI
SOUTHERN REGION* PERCENTAGE WHO RANK EACH <W FOURTEEN GENE
RAL COURSES AS m j VALUAHUB, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE

S3
y Av*

MediocreVery
Vain#
Valuable

1*6

hk

10

57

38

5

hh

hi

9

38

L8

Hi

12

1*7

ia

23

h9

28

10

39

51

7

hh

2*9

33

a

13

hO

50

10

33

50

17

26

55

19

16

ha

36

12

2*5

h3

11,1

'1
"r rf"'r
1
Description of general courses

"~

Atomic Energy, Us# of atomic energy and
iia Vy-productfl in the study of agri
culture.
Biometry, Elementary statistics as applied
to bothplanta and animals*
Biochemistry, Tbs chemistry of photosynthesis and the aynthasis and transformation
of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in
plants*
Organic Chemistry, fundamental principles
or organic chemistry.
Genetics, Basic principles of heredity and
variation.
Photography, Photography as applied to news*
papers, magazines and syndicates.
Public Speaking for Professional People, A
public speaking course for peoplewho bave
been or who soon will be engaged in profes
sional work.
General Entomology* Identification and con
trol of insects attacking plants, animals
and household good,
Economic Geography, Survey of the world
distribution of major agricultural and
industrial commodities.
General Sociology, Systematic treatment of
the principles of sociology*
Social Ethics, Review of ethical codes with
an analysis of the nature, evolution and
significance of moral values,
American Government. Constitutional prin
ciples of the state and national government.
First Aid Treatments, Procedures employed
in ihe treatment oJT*wounds, shock, poisoning,
fractures and unconsciousness •
Principles of Agricultural Journalism, Recog
nizing and reporting fans news,
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TABLE 0X11
NCRTH ATLANTIC REGIONt PERCENTAGE WHO RANKED EACH OF FOURTEEN
GENERAL COURSES AS VERT VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE
Sfo
Value

Mediocre
Value

Sery
Valuable

38

55

7

58

hO

h

35

56

9

32

1*8

20

17

3k

k9

15

UO

hS

10

30

60

12

51

37

27

63

10

37

hi

18

27

56

17

27

53

20

2k

k7

29

13

50

37

Description of general courses
Atomic Energy* Use of atomic energy and Its
by-products in the study of agriculture*
Biometry* Elementary statistics as applied
W b b t h plants and animals.
Biochemistry* The chemistry of photosynsis and the synthesis and transformation
of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in
plants*
Organic Chemistry* Fundamental principles
of organic chemistry*
Genetics* Basic principles of heredity and
vaHaQom*
* Photography as applied to news
papers, magazines and syndicates*
Public Speaking for Professional People* A
public speaking course' "for 'peoplerwhoHave
been or who soon will be engaged in profes
sional work*
General Entomology* Identification and control o? ins'ects' aStacking plants, animals
and household goods*
Economic Geography* Survey of the world
diairIbutionof major agricultural and
industrial commodities.
General Sociology* Systematic treatment of
the principies of sociology*
Social Ethics* Review of ethical codes with
an analysis of the nature, evolution and
significance of moral values*
American Government* Constitutional prin
ciples" of the state and national government*
First Aid Treatment* Procedures employed in
I W liiaimehb
wounds, shock, poisoning,
fractures and unoonsclousness*
Principles of Agricultural Journalism, Recog
nizing anci reporting farm news*
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TABLE LXXIII
gentral wmxmt m m m A m mo rank each of fourteen general
COURSES AS VERT VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE

No

Mediocre Very " . '' “" 11" ''lr"'1"T“"1'rlL'T'ri 1 r'' "'L 1... '

V>3.u« Value

Valuable

So

k0

10

67

27

6

50

k2

3

k9

37

Ik

19

k3

38

2k

k7

29

8

35

57

13

52

35

29

6k

7

39

53

8
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55

13

26

50

2k

26

k5

29

6

56

38

Description of genial courses
Atomic Energy# Us© of atomic energy and
its ^-products in the study of agriculture*
Biometry* Elementary statistics as applied
io both plants and animals*
Biochemistry* The chemistry of photosyntheaia and the synthesis and transformation
of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in
plants*
Organic Chemistry. Fundamental principles
ox organic chemistry.
Qenstic** Basic principles of heredity and
Variation.
Photography* Photography as applied to
newspapers, magazines and syndicates*
Public Speaking for Professional people* A
public speaking course™ for people who Have
been or who soon will be engaged in profes
sional work*
General Entomology, Identification and con
trol of insects attacking plants, animals
and household goods.
Economic Geography* Survey of the world
dis’
trihution of major agricultural and indus
trial commodities *
General Sociology. Systematic treatment of
the principles of sociology*
Social Ethics* Review of ethical codes with
an analysis of the nature, evolution and
significance of moral values.
American Government* Constitutional principlea of the state and national government.
First Aid Treatment* Procedures employed
in theHtreatmant "51 wounds, shook, poisoning,
fractures and unconsciousness*
Principles of Agricultural Journalism* Recog
nizing and reporting farm nows*
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t ABLE LXXnr
PACIFIC RBOIOHt PERCENTAGE WHO RANK EACH OF FCWRIE® GENERAL
COURSES AS VERT VALUABLE, MEDIOCRE VALUE AND NO VALUE
So
Value

Mediocre
Value

Very
Valuable

bb
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39
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22
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22
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15
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3b
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31
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Description of general courses
Atomic Energg* See of atomic energy and
its By-products in the study of agricul
ture.
Biometry. Elementary statistics as applied
to hoin plants and animals.
Biochemistry. The chemistry of photosynesis and the synthesis and transformation
of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in
plants.
Organic Chemistry. Fundamental principles
oi organic chemistry.
Genetics. Basic principles of heredity and
variation.
Photoesghjr. Photography u applied to nowpapers, magazines and syndicates.
Public Speaking for Professional people. A
public speaking course lor people who lave
or who soon will be engaged in professional
work.
General Entomology. Identification and con
trol of insects attacking plants, animals
and household goods.
Economic Geography. Survey of t he world
distribution of major agricultural and
industrial commodities.
General Sociology. Systematic treatment of
the principles of sociology.
Social Ethics, Review of ethical codes with
an analysis of the nature, evolution and
significance of moral values.
American Oovernment. Constitutional prin
ciples of the state and national government.
First Aid Treatments. Procedures employed
in tKe"^Ereatment of wounds, poisoning, shock,
fractures and unconsciousness.
Principles of Agricultural Journalism. Recog
nizin g aM reporting farm news•
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In the Southern Region the most important General courses,

based upon tbs percentage of students who ranked the course as Very
Valuable, are as follows*
******* Public Speaking for Professional People,
Second, General Entomology.
Third, Principles of Agricultural Journalism.
Fourth, Genetics.
Fifth, First Aid Treatments.
On the same basis, the most important General courses in the
Morth Atlantic Region ares
First, Public Speaking for Professional People,
Second, Genetics.
Third, Photography.
Fourth, Principles of Agricultural Journalism.
Fifth, General Entomology.
Students of the Central Region ranked the General courses in
this orders
First, Public Speaking for Professional People.
Second, Principles of Agricultural Journalism.
Third, Genetics.
Fourth, General Entomology.
Fifth, Photography.
Opinions of graduate students in Agricultural Education of the
Pacific Region follow a pattern similar to those of students from other
Regions. The top five most important General courses, based upon the
percentage who ranked each course as Very Valuable are as follows i

First, Public Speaking for Professional People.
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Second, General Entomology,
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Third, Genetics,
Fourth, Principles of Agricultural Journalism,
Fifth, First Aid Treatments,

The proceeding paragraph implies that a majority of all teachers
recognise a need for a graduate course in Public Speaking, The percen
tage of students who rank this course as Very Valuable range® from 51
per cent in the Southern Region to 61* per cent in the Pacific,

The

percentage of students who rank the course No Value ranges from five
per cent in the Pacific Region to ten per cent in the Southern and
North Atlantic Regions,

Even though 61* per cent of the students from

the Pacific Region rate Public Speaking as a Very Valuable course,

Figure 5 of this Chapter shows that this same group ranked eight pro
fessional courses still higher.

Figure 16 shows that the students of ,

the Pacific Region rank ten technical agricultural courses higher than
Public Speaking,
Figure 18 shows in graphic form a comparison of the fourteen

General courses used in this study. The nation-wide rating of the top
six General courses by graduate students enrolled in one or more Agri
cultural Education courses during 1953 is as followss
First, Public Speaking for Professional People,

Second, General Entomology,
Third, Principles of Agricultural Journalism,
Fourth, Genetics,

Fifth, First Aid Treatments,
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Thia Chapter shows the relative rank-values of 152 professional,
technical agricultural and general courses.

Questionnaires were consis

ted by b3h persons who were enrolled as graduate students in Agricultural
Education during 1953*

Each student listed the titles, descriptive of

content, of the graduate courses he had completed and those in which
he was currently enrolled.

A total of 59 different courses or course

grouping* were assigned a value by the students.
In addition to this source of courses to be evaluated, the
author selected 12 professional courses, 1*7 technical agricultural
courses and lb courses which were general in content.

These additional

91 courses were included in the questionnaire and students ranked each
course as Very Valuable, Mediocre Value or No Value.

There is a great

deal of overlapping between courses completed by graduate students and
those selected for evaluation by the author.

This fact provides for

aore aeaningfnl conclusions regarding student*s course preferences.
The teacher of vocational agriculture, more than anyone else,
knows what should be included in a graduate program leading to the
Master*s degree in Agricultural Education.

The amount of carry-over

value a course has determines Its Importance in the teacher training
curriculum.

Teachers of vocational agriculture know the activities

for which they have had no training as well as the activities for which
they have adequate or Inadequate training.
On the average, graduate students in Agricultural Education
have completed about two and one-half times as many professional courses
as technical agricultural courses.

Seventy four per cent of all these

courses are given a rank of Very Valuable.

Less than four per cent of
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the professional and technical agricultural courses completed are ranked
as Ho Value.
Of the courses completed by graduate students, the following
professional courses or course groupings are given the highest rankvalues;
Advaneed Teaching Methods
Young Famer and/or Adult Farmer Education
Supervised Farming Programs
Program Building
Visual Aids and Subject Matter
Methods In Farm Mechanics
Professional courses given the lowest rank-values are;
Research and Investigation (Thesis)
Administration and Supervision of the Secondary School
Guidance and Counseling
Curriculum Construction
Philosophy of Education
General Statistics
History of Education
Technical Agricultural courses completed by students are com
bined into 29 course groups.

The most preferred technical agricultural

courses are;
Advanced Farm Shop
Farm Machinery
Farm Management
Soils
Beef Production
The least preferred technical agricultural courses are;
Legal Aspects in Agriculture
Special Problems in Agricultural Economics
Marketing Farm Produce
Cotton Production
In addition students gave a rank-value to each of 32 professional
courses and 1*7 technical agricultural courses which the author suggested.
Based upon the percentage of students who rank each course as Very
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'valuable, the highest ranking professional courses arej
Advanoed Teaching Method*
Methods in Teaching Farm Shop
Supervision in Agricultural Education
Supervised Farming Problems
Audio-Visual Aids
Adult Farmer Education
Curriculum Development
On the sane basis, the following technical agricultural courses
are given the highest rank-values j
Farm Management
Advanced Farm Shop
Animal Sanitation
Farm Power
Animal Breeding
Marketing
In the evaluation of technical agricultural courses, there Is
considerable variation among students from different Regions*

For

example, a course entitled Irrigation and Drainage is the most preferred
course by graduate students in Agricultural Education of the Pacific
Region.

Yet, this same course is not included among the top thirteen

most preferred technical agricultural courses in any other Region*
Even though graduate students in Agricultural Education recog
nise their need for certain General courses such as Public Speaking for
Professional People* they normally rank about ten each of professional
and technical agricultural courses higher than the highest ranking
General course.

This does not, however, eliminate the need for offering

General courses to certain graduate students*

CHAPTER VI
summary,

Qwcwsims and mo<»mndatxons
I.

SUMMARY

Demands for graduate Instruction are greater today than at any
other tine in the history of American education.

Economic and social

conditions have brought about many changes in our way of life.

While

it is fblt that graduate programs have been very effective in the
past, it is generally accepted that curriculum revision looking toward
the improvement of these programs is a continuous process in the
departments of Agricultural Education*

This study undertakes to find

out the needs and desires of graduate students currently enrolled in
Vocational Agricultural Education*

On this basis, a program of work

leading to the Master's degree is suggested*
An analysis of the studies related to this problem reveals
that the present graduate programs should be revised*

A great deal

of criticism comes from the emphasis upon specialisation and the
training of students for professional and managerial positions while
neglecting the training for civic and social leadership.

The basic

problem of the graduate faculties is that of determining student ob
jectives and then planning a program to facilitate the accomplishment
of then*

Graduate schools should train for occupational proficiency

and because most graduates enter the teaching profession, special at
tention should be directed toward the training of master teachers*
However, research and teaching are inseparable*
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While the graduate

student is not expected to become a master of both, he should have a
sympathetic takerstending of each profession*

In accordance with the

wises expressed in the related studies, an improved program of work
would include, broadening of subject matter fields, making the research
requirements moire realistic, emphasising creative work and making the
program more flexible.
Forty-five teacher trainers and

graduate students in

Agricultural Education participated in this study*

Each student

completed a comprehensive questionnaire which Indicated; (1) his
opinion of graduate school policies and (2) his graduate course pre
ferences,

Fifty-six of the participating students had no experience

in teaching vocational agriculture*
Forty-three per cent of the graduate students have had ex
perience in teaching subjects other than vocational agriculture*
nineteen per cent expect to teach other subjects upon completion of
the Master*s degree*

General Science, Biology and Industrial Arts,

in the order named, are the other subjects most frequently taught*
Approximately one-half of the graduate students in Agricultural
education during 1953 were doing advanced work with the Idea of im
proving themselves professionally*

Another one-fourth were in graduate

school for an increased inventory of understandings and abilities.
Sixty-nine per cent of all these graduate students expect to teach in
the public schools when the Master*s degree requirements are completed.
Nineteen per cent expoct to teach in college or to attend Gollegs for
study toward a more advanced degree*
Eighty-two per cent of the contributors believe that the
student*s graduate program should be planned by the student under the

supervision of his major professor*

Seventh-six per cent are opposed

to a policy which requires prospective graduate students to pass an
entrance examination*

Seventy-five per cent of this same group believe,

however, that the undergraduate scholastic record should be used as a
basis for admitting students to the graduate school*

A majority of

the students questioned accept a minimum average point-hour ratio of
1*0 to 1*5 for the undergraduate record*

a higher minimum average*

The remaining group suggests

Eighty-eight per cent of the graduate

students believe that a candidate for the Master's degree should be
required to maintain a minimum average point-hour ratio during his
advanced study*

The minimum average point-hour ratio agreed upon Is

2*0 to 2*5 and the minimum grade acceptable for an individual grad
uate course is C*
Sixty per cent feel that the teacher of vocational agriculture
should be given a limited period of time for the completion of the
Master's degree*

Six years or longer is the period suggested by ?2

per cent of the graduate students*

However, 78 per cent favor a

policy which permits validation of "out-dated" course*

The majority

of students recommend the passing of an examination equivalent to a
final examination for each out-dated course*

Eighty-two per cent

favor an administrative policy which requires each student to take a
part of his graduate work while in residence on the campus*
Elghty-one per cent of the contributing students are opposed
to the thesis requirement in the Master's program*

Most students favor

an optional program which allows the individual to complete six credit
hours of additional course work in lieu of the six credit hour thesis
requirement*

m
A suggested policy of waiving prerequisites to advanced courses
in Agricultural Education is opposed by 73 per cent of the students in
this study.

On the other hand, only 56 per cent oppose a policy of

waiving prerequisites to advanced courses in technical agriculture.
Ninety-one per cent favor a policy whereby certain departments offer
advanced technical agricultural courses designed especially for
teachers.
Only 27 per cent of the students questioned believe that
graduate credit should be allowed for first or basic courses in
practice teaching.

However, 72 per cent suggest a policy of allowing

graduate students in Agricultural Education to take for credit advanced
practice teaching or internship courses.
The traditional foreign language requirement, as a part of
the Master's program, is opposed by 9$ per cent of the current graduate
students.

Professional training gained through participation in Col-

legiate F.F.A. and similar educational activities of the departments of
Agricultural Education is considered essential.
Sixty per cent of the students believe that some teaching
experience should proceed graduate studies.

Seventy-one per cent favor

an administrative policy which requires graduate students to have one
year or more of teaching experience before having the Master's degree
swarded.
Approximately one-half of the graduate students favor a policy
whereby the Master's degree title gives some indication as to whether or

not the holder prepared a thesis.

The preferred title with the thesis
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As Master of Science.

Without the thesis, the preferred title is

Master of Science in Agricultural Education*
It appears that graduate school policies and graduate student
opinions are in general agreement*

This is especially noticeable in

the consideration of Minimum Grade Requirements, Time limitations and
Course Validation*

The greatest differences occur among policies

dealing with Program Planning, Research Requirements and Course Pre
requisites*
On the average, graduate students in Agricultural Education
have coiqaleted about two and one-half times as many professional courses
as technical aglrcultural courses*

Of all the graduate courses com

pleted, less than four per cent are ranked as Ho Value*

Seventy four

per cent are ranked as Very Valuable*
In addition to evaluating the graduate courses he had com
pleted, each graduate student evaluated 32 professional courses, h i
technical agricultural courses and Hi general courses which were sug
gested by the author*

Based upon the percentage of students who rank

each course as Very Valuable, the preferred professional courses are;
Advanced Teaching Methods
Supervised Farming Programs
Adult-Former Education
Methods in Teaching Farm Shop
Methods in Farm Mechanics
Supervision in Agricultural Education
Curriculum Development and Program Building
Audio-Visual Aids
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The least preferred professional courses are?
History of Education
General Statistics
Philosophy of Education
Administration and Supervision of the Secondary School
Research and Investigation (Thesis)
Educational Sociology
Educational Psychology
Educational Measurement
Based upon the percentage of students who ranked each course as
Veyy Valuable, the preferred technical agricultural courses are$
Advanced Farm Shop
Farm Power
Farm Management
Advanced Soil Fertility
Animal Sanitation
Animal Breeding
Marketing
Soil and Water Conservation
In the evaluation of technical agricultural courses, there is
considerable variation of opinions among students working in different
parte of the United States * For example, a course entitled Irrigation
and Drainage, is the most preferred course by graduate students in
Agricultural Education of the Pacific Region,

let, the same course,

is not included among the top thirteen most preferred technical agri
cultural courses in any other Region,
Even though graduate students recognise their need for certain
general courses such as Public Speaking for Professional People, they
normally rank about ten each of professional and technical agricultural
courses higher than the highest ranking general course*
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This study, dealing with the graduate program in Agricultural
Education, was undertaken in order to find out some of the needa and
desirea

graduate students in Agricultural Education*

On this

basis, & graduate program leading to the Master*s degree la suggested*
No claim is made that the opinions of the l&lt students who completed
questionnaires are unbiased*

On the contrary, each student who

participated in this study was Instructed to evaluate graduate school
regulations and course offerings as if he were planning his own Master’s
program*
While this study was being initiated, three hypotheses were
advanced; (1) Most of the graduate students in Vocational Agricultural
education have had teaching experience and most of them plan to con
tinue teaching vocational agriculture upon completion of the Master’s
degree, (2) Many of the academically respectable graduate programs fail
to comply with the needs of the graduate student, and (3) Graduate
students in Vocational Agricultural Education need training in a broad
subject matter area rather than specialisation in a narrow field*
Sufficient data are presented to substantiate the hypotheses
given above*

Because these hypotheses appear to be true and because of

additional evidence submitted, certain conclusions have been drawn
which should be given serious consideration in suggesting curriculum
Improvements*
1*

Graduate programs should be directed toward the training

of superior teachers*
Three hundred seventy eight or 87 per cent of the graduate
students who participated in this study have taught vocational
agriculture* Sixty-nine per cent plan to teach vocational agriculture

upon completion of the Master's degree* In addition, nineteen
per cent expect to teach in college or to attend college for
study toward a more advanced degree*
2*

Graduate programs built around

the needs of the indivi-

ual student necessitate certain changes in the current administrative
policies and course offerings•
Eighty-tw© per cent of the contributors to this study believe
that the student’s graduate program should be planned by the
student under the supervision of his major professor* Seventysix per cent are opposed to a policy which requires prospective
graduate students to pass an entrance examination* Eighty-one
per cent are opposed to the thesis requirement and suggest an
optional program which permits the student to complete six credit
hours of additional coursework in lieu of the six credit hour
thesis requirement*
3*

Graduate students in Agricultural Education need training

in a broad subject matter area*
Ninety-one per cent of the students favor a policy whereby
certain departments offer advanced technical courses designed
especially for teachers* Such courses would have no complex
prerequisites and would be planned around the specific problems
of the students* As an example of the student’s course prefer
ences, 75 per cent rank a broad course, entitled Anhaal Sanitation*
as Very Valuable* Only 30 per cent rank as Very TaiuaSle an in- '
tensive course entitled Veterinary Virology*
km

Graduate programs should

be

directed towardthe profes

sional improvement of teachers of vocational agriculture.
Approximately one-half of the graduate students in Agricul
tural Education during 1953 specified that they were doing advanced
work for professional improvement* Another one-fourth were at
tending graduate school for an increased inventory of understand
ings and abilities*
5*

Graduate programs should

the needs of graduate students*

be

more flexible to comply with

Curricula requirements should be limited*

Innumerable instances show that the specific needs of grad
uate students vaiy from Region to Region, State to State and even
from one community to another*
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Based upon the implications of these conclusions, a program of
work leading to the Master’s degree In Agricultural Education is
suggested*

the author belie was that this program will satisfy the

needs of more graduate students and will, therefore, be more functional
than the present programs*
program is its flexibility,

the outstanding characteristic of this
Requirements are kept to a minimum and

course offerings cower broad subject matter areas*

A SUGGESTED PROGRAM <F WCRK LEADING TO THE M A S M ’S DEGREE
IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Administrative Policies;
Students seeking admission to the graduate school will not be
required to pass a formal entrance examination.

However, the applicant’s

undergraduate scholastic record must show a minimum average point-hour
ratio of 1,0,

During graduate studies, a minimum average point-hour

ratio of 2*0 must be maintained and the minimum grade accepted for any
particular course is C,

The student’s program will be planned by the

student under the supervision of his major professor,

A period of

eight years is allowed for the completion of the program*

Courses

which become "out-dated* may be validated by passing the equivalent
of a final examination for each course,

A minimum of four months in

residence on the campus is required of each student during graduate
studies*
Course prerequisites will not be waived but certain depart
ments will offer advanced technical courses designed especially for
teachers*

Graduate credit will not be allowed for basic courses in

practice teaching.

Advanced practice teaching or internship courses will
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be offered*

A student may be admitted to the graduate school before

he has had any teaching experience, however, the Master's degree will
not be awarded until the student has completed at least one year as
a successful teacher of vocational agriculture*
The graduate program will include a minimum of 30 semester
hours, twelve ef which must be in Agricultural Education*

The remainder

of the program nay be distributed throughout the departments of the
graduate college with 18 semester hours as the maximum number that can
be taken in any one department*

Students who desire to do so, may

complete a six semester hour thesis requirement under the direction of
the department of Agricultural Education.
There are no foreign language requirements*
Students are encouraged to take part in Collegiate F.F.A. and
similar educational activities of the institution.
Course Offerings»
The graduate student is not required to take certain professional
courses*

However, certain courses are basic to the program in Agricul

tural Education and will be made available to every student*

Certain

other professional courses which are needed to supplement the program
of some persons will be offered on demand.
Basic Professional Courses for Ivory Student}
Advanced Teaching Methods
Supervised Farming Programs
Adult-Farmer Education
Methods in Teaching Farm Shop
Methods in Farm Mechanics
Supervision in Agricultural Education
Curriculum Development and Program Building
Audio-Visual Aid
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Supplementary Professional Courses for Certain Students;
Administration and Supervision of the Secondary School
Research and Investigation
Educational Psychology
Guidance and Counseling
Evaluation in Vocational Education
Philosophy of Agricultural Education
leadership through P«F«A* and N«F*A* Activities
Methods of Conservation
Records and Reports in Agricultural Education
Needs of graduate students for technical agricultural courses
vary considerably in different part of the United States*

However,

certain courses are baslo to the program and will be made available
to every student*

Certain other courses are suggested for students

of a particular Region*
Basic Technical Agricultural Courses for Every Student;
Advanced Farm Shop
Farm Power
Farm Management
Advanced Soil Fertility
Animal Sanitation
Animal Breeding
Marketing
Soil and Water Conservation
Additional Basic Technical Agricultural Courses for Students
of Certain Regions;
Irrigation and Drainage (Pacific Region)
Livestock Insects and Parasites (Southern, Central and Pacific
Regions)
Farm Structures (North Atlantic and Central Regions)
Farm Credit (North Atlantic and pacific Regions)
Swine Production (Southern Region)
Dairy Nutrition (North Atlantic Region)
This list of additional technical agricultural courses is incomplete.
To it is added all those courses which the student and his major pro
fessor feel are required to satisfy the needs of the particular student*
Certain general courses, such as Photography and Public Speaking, are
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included in the program of those students who can show need for them*

III.

HBCCMHSHDAIOTS FOR FORTH® STUDIES

The problem of revising the graduate program in Agricultural
Education la extremely complex*

One oannot expect to develop a program

of work that fits equally well all the different situations that exist
in the United States*

In the light of the author*s eaqrorlence, the

following suggestions are offered for further studies*
1*

That a more detailed study be made of graduate school

policies and course offerings of a particular Vocational
Education Region.

Specific problems could be treated and

more valid recommendations could be drawn up*
2*

That a supplementary study be made of graduate school

policies and course offerings using the opinions of teachers
of vocational agriculture who have several years of teaching
experience but have not attempted to complete a Master9s
program*
3#

That a study be made of the value of graduate courses

taken as residence work in comparison with extension courses,
correspondence courses and transfer courses*
h*

That a study be made of the efficiency of teachers who

hold the Bachelor^ degree as compared to those who hold the
Master’s degree*
5*

That a study be made of certain undergraduate and grad

uate technical courses to determine which level of course
offerings are better for satisfying the needs of graduate
students in Agricultural Education*

This study would facilitate
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the setting up of advanced technical courses designed
especially for teachers*
6*

That In further studies of this nature* only two

ratings be used In the evaluation process*

For example*

if the questionable factors in this study had been ranked
only as (1) Valuable and (2) Ho Value* a great deal of
calculating would have been eliminated*

At the same time*

the results would have been equally as emphatic*
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m
Dear Professor
Graduate students In agricultural education throughout the
United States have been asked to complete the enclosed questionnaire*
This inforaation will be used as a guide for suggesting improvements
in the master's program* While it is felt that graduate programs
have been very effective in the past, it is generally accepted that
curriculum revision looking toward the improvement of these programs
is a continuous process in the departments of agricultural education*
Opinions secured from graduate students currently enrolled should be
deserving of serious consideration in suggesting curriculum im
provements* The attached copy of the student inquiry is for your
personal files*
1* Would you like to have a summary of the above information
when completed? Yes
Wo
2* Are you willing to assist in securing the opinions of
your graduate students? Yes
Mo
3* Are you willing to distribute*"these questionnaires to
each of the graduate students currently enrolled in your
department? Yes
Mo
If yes, approximately how
many copies do you need?'"*-'
b* Are you willing to collect the completed questionnaires
and return them to me at Louisiana State University?
Yea
So
Bostags will be sent for the return of
this material.
5. If it is impossible for you to distribute and return these
questionnaires, would you send me the mailing addresses of
all your current graduate students? Yes
Mo
6* If one of your associates accepts the responsibility1of
distributing and collecting these questionnaires, would
you please send me his name in order that correspondence
may be direct?
A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your reply*
Please complete the preceding questions and return them to
me at your earliest convenience*
My purpose in securing these completed questionnaires is
primarily personal as I am attempting to secure data for writing a
dissertation during 195b. tty advisers and I believe, however, that
the information gathered will be invaluable in suggesting a more
functional program of work for graduate students in agricultural
education*
I sincerely appreciate your interest and assistance in this
problem.
Leo L* Bailey, Box 3666
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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A SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF UQ&K FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
IS AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
GRADUATE PROGRAM IS AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Student Opinion

MS

.

Graduate students in a g ric u ltu ra l education throughout the
U nited S tates have been asked to complete th is opinion q u estio n n aire.
This in fo rm a tio n w ill be used as a guide fo r suggesting improvements
in the m aster's program.
Please f i l l in the blanks where a p p lic a b le * Where m u ltip le
answers are supplied* use a check (*-) to in d ic a te the answer th a t
you p re fe r. Cheek on ly one answer.
1.

C olleges o r U n iv e rs itie s attended}

Institution

bates

Degree Awarded

In s titu tio n

bates

Degree Awarded

Institution

Sates

Degree Awar<$®<£

Have you been c e r tifie d to teach vo catio n al a g ric u ltu re ?
le s
So
What was the date o f c e rtific a tio n ?

3.

How many y e a r's experience have you had in teaching vo c a tio n a l
a g ric u ltu re ?
In what s ta te o r states?

I*.

Have you taugh t subjects o th er than vo catio n al a g ric u ltu re ?
le e
Mo
I f yes, name th e su b jects.

5.

Do you p lan to teach subjects o th er than vo catio n al a g ric u ltu re
in the fu tu re? le s Mo
I f yes, name th e su b jects.

6.

(a ) What main fa c to r caused you to s e le c t th e co lleg e o f u n ive r
sity you now attend? (b ) I f you were planning to work toward a
Ph I)., what one fa c to r would you consider most im portant in s e le c t
in g th e co lleg e o r u n iv e rs ity to attend?

_

2.

m
(a ) M aster’ s
—

——
......

—.
— —
...
—-

(b ) Ph D,
.

.
_______

Convenience to my homo o r my work
R eputation o f tho colXogo o r u n iv e rs ity
B eputation o f the fa c u lty and s ta ff
R e a lity o f the entrance requirem ents
P r a c tih ility o f the graduate program
A v a ila b ility o f p a rt-tim e employment
Job placement service to graduates
Others (S p e c ify )

7.

What is your main purpose in doing graduate work?
For p ro fe s s io n a l improvement
To re fre s h ay memory o f undergraduate studies
To in crease ay own in ven to ry o f understandings and a b ilitie s
For increased fin a n c ia l retu rn s
For more ra p id job promotions in my profession
_
Others (S p e c ify )

8.

A side from h is e ffic ie n c y
plishm ents should e n title
to an In crease in salary?
_ _ A d d itio n a l graduate
A d d itio n a l graduate
An advanced degree
Others (Specify)

9*

as a te ach er, which one o f these accom
the teacher o f vo catio n al a g ric u ltu re
courses
o r undergraduate courses

What do you p lan to do upon com pletion o f the m aster’ s degree?
Study toward an advanced degree
Teach in p u b lic schools
—
Teach in co lleg e
......
B ite r p u b lic school ad m in istra tio n
E nter a g ric u ltu ra l extension work
E n ter research work
_ _ _
E nter the business o f farm ing
Others (S p e c ify )

10*

Should th e a p p lic a n t fo r adatssion to the graduate school be re 
q u ired to take an entrance exam ination? fe e
Bo
I f yes#
what should be the nature o f th is exam ination? (Check one)
A standardised te s t such as the Graduate Record Exam ination
A standardised te s t such as the n a tio n a l Teachers Exam ination
A te s t based upon lo c a l conditions in a g ric u ltu ra l education
A te s t based upon the p rio r tra in in g o f the student
A te s t based upon the o b jectives o f the student
_ _ _ Others (S p e c ify )

11*

What one purpose is best served by the entrance exam ination and
th e comprehensive exam ination as requirem ents o f th e graduate
school?
Screen out un desirable ap p lican ts
Provide data fo r e ffic ie n t guidance and counseling
S tandardise th e s e le c tio n and tra in in g o f students

21b

Measure the competence o f th e student
Determ ine re a c tio n o f th e student under pressure
Others (S p e c ify ) _______’
___________
12.

Should th e undergraduate s c h o lastic record o f the student be used
as a basis fo r ad m ittin g him to the graduate school? fa s
Mo
I f yes, what minimum average p o in t •hour r a tio should be acceptable
{A »3,
Q»X$ below

13*

Should a minimum average p o in t-h o u r r a tio be m aintained by a
candidate during study fo r an advanced degree? Yes
Ho ^
I f yes, what minimum p o in t-h o u r ra tio should be m aintained during
the p erio d o f graduate study?
What minimum grade should be
acceptable fo r any in d iv id u a l course?
__ ______________

lb *

Should the student who has been adm itted to th e graduate school be
given a lim ite d p erio d o f tim e to complete h is program fo r an ad
vanced degree? Xes
Mo
I f yes, what maximum p erio d should
be allow ed fo r com pletion o f th e m aster's degree?

15.

Should students be p erm itted to v a lid a te a course th a t has become
"out-d a te d * because o f th e lapse o f tim e between com pletion o f
the course and th e te rm in a tio n o f th e graduate program? Xes
Uom
I f yes, what procedure should be follow ed in v a lid a tin g such
courses? (Check one)
By passing th e eq u iv alen t o f a fin a l exam ination in each
course im m ediately fo llo w in g a t le a s t one semesters residence
on th e campus
By passing the eq u ivalen t o f a fin a l exam ination in each
course a t any convenient tim e
By preparing the eq u ivalen t o f a term paper in each course
____
Others (S p e c ify )_______________
.
.

16.

Should th e graduate student be req u ire d to prepare a thesis?
Yes
No
I f n o t, what should be s u b stitu ted fo r it?
_ _ _ A n o n -th esis research paper?
A d d itio n a l course work?
Others (S p e c ify )
I f in your o p in io n , a d d itio n a l course work should replace the
th e s is , how many e x tra semester hours should be required?
hra. TechnicaX"agrjU
In what fie ld s o f study? Professional?
cu ltu re?
hrs.

17.

For the graduate student whose undergraduate m ajor was in a g rlc u ltu ra l education, what should be the minimum and maximum
genes te r hour requirem ents fo r the m aster's degree?
W ith
W ithout
th e s is
th e s is
(a ) Minimum to ta l hours requ ired
(b ; Maximum to ta l hours req u ired
.
(e ) Minimum p ro fess io n al hours required.

m
W ith
th e s is

W ithout
th e s is

(d ) Maximum p ro fess io n al hours req u ired
(e ) Minimum hours o f te c h n ic a l a g ric u ltu re
( f ) Maximum hours o f te c h n ic a l a g ric u ltu re
18.

Should th e re be a d iffe re n c e between the t it le s o f a m aster's
degree program (a ) re q u irin g the th e s is (em phasizing p rep aratio n
fo r research w ork) and (b ) no t re q u irin g the th e s is (em phasising
broader academic and te c h n ic a l p rep aratio n and more in te n s iv e
p ro fe s s io n a l tra in in g )? le s
M o____
(a ) W ith
(b ) W ithout
th e s is
th e s is
— —
—
— M aster o f a g ric u ltu re
—
—.
®f Science
—
............M aster o f Education
—
_ _
M aster o f Science in A g ric u ltu ra l Education
—
. M aster o f A g ric u ltu ra l Education
— —
Others (S p e c ify )

19*

For th e m aster's degree, what maximum number o f graduate semester
hours should the student be allow ed to j
Take by off-cam pus extension?
By correspondence?
T ran sfe r from another co lleg e o f "u n iversity?
'
Take as on-campus courses a t n ig h t o r Saturday when employed f u ll*
tim e away from the campus?

20.

What should be the maximum number o f semester hours in courses
la b e le d " fo r graduates and advanced undergraduates" th a t can be
used in th e m aster's program?
Wh a t should be the minimum
number o f sem ester hours in courses lab ele d "fo r graduate students
o n ly * th a t can be used in the m aster's program?

21.

What should be the maximum semester hour load th a t can be c a rrie d
by a graduate student who is j
E n ro lle d fu ll-tim e ?
Employed p a rt-tim e in teaching o r r e search?

22.

Should a g ric u ltu ra l education departm ental course p re re q u is ite s be
waived fo r graduate students whose undergraduate m ajor was not
a g ric u ltu ra l education? Yes
Mo ___ _

23 .

Should undergraduate p re re q u is ite s be advanced te c h n ic a l a g ri
c u ltu ra l courses be waived in the case o f graduate students in
a g ric u ltu ra l education? Yes
No

2U.

Do you fa v o r a p lan whereby some departments o ffe r courses design
ed p rim a rily fo r teachers? fe e
No
I f yes, should students
m ajoring in the departm ent o ffe rin g courses "p rim a rily fo r teachers"
be p erm itted to apply c re d it fo r the courses toward a graduate
degree? Yes
No

25.

Should graduate c re d it be allow ed fo r b asic o r f ir s t courses in
p ra c tic e teaching? Yes
No
Should graduate c re d it be
allow ed fo r advanced courses in p ra c tic e teaching (in te rn s h ip
courses)? Yes
No
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26.

Should a student complete a part of his graduate courses In resi
dence? Yes
No
If yes, what should be the minimum residence
requirement for a master's degree?
months

27.

How much teaching experience in vocational agriculture should a
person have (a) before being admitted to the graduate school?
(b) before being awarded the master's degree?
(months)

.
'

28.

Who should plan the student's graduate program? (Chech one)
The student
The student under supervision of his major professor
The student's departmental advisory coraaitiee
The graduate faculty advisory council
Others (Specify)

29.

Should graduate students participate In collegiate F.F.A. or similar
educational activities of the Department of Agricultural Education?
Yes
No
If yea, for what main reason?
Professional improvement
Pleasure and relaxation
***_
To encourage undergraduates
Others (Specify)___________
.
.
_____

30.

Should a candidate for a master's degree be required to develop a
reading knowledge of a foreign language? Yes
No
If answer
is yes, for what reason? (Check one)
Eliminate undesirable candidates
_
Continue tradition at the graduate level
..
Facilitate research in agricultural education
Facilitate teaching methods and techniques
Cultivate the mind, improve the individual socially
Others (Specify)
...

31.

If in your opinion, a reading knowledge of a foreign language should
not be required, what would you substitute for it?
No substitution needed
,
One or more statistical methods courses
'
One or more professional courses
.
One or more technical agricultural courses
Others (Specify)
_ _ _
List the titles, descriptive of content, of the graduate courses
you have completed and those in which you are now enrolled. Place
a figure *2* in the blank at the left of each subject that would
be of greatest value to you as a teacher of vocational agriculture ;
a figure "I" in the blank at the left of each subject that would be
of mediocre value to you; figure n0w to the left of each subject
that would be of little or no value to you.

21 ?

Major Field
1*

2

.

3.

lu

5.

.

6

7.

8

.
Minor Field

1.

.

2

u.

_
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Minor Field
5*

If you were planning your own program for the master's degree,
how would you rote each of these courses as to value to you? Bate
each course on the following pages using the procedure described
previously (2 * very valuable, 1 ■ mediocre value, 0 * no value)*
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Administration and Supervision
—

. Administration of Vocational Education* Philosophy and objectives
of vocaiional education under authority of the Smith-Hughes and
Qeorge-Barden Acts*
in
■111 Supervision
.
m
m
T' Agricultural
—■’*>■*»■1TV1 1"T"1
1 Education*
■..
- Principles
.
“ * and techniques
in improvinginstruction in agricultural education*
Administration and Supervision of Agricultural Education, Organ
ization, adainislratlon aid Tro|*rvIttW^©f’’vocaHonSr,,a5riculture
as influenced by state end national lews*
_
Secondary School Administration. Aims and functions of high
schools and junior colleges* Problems in the progress of studies,
extra-class activities and community relationships*
Others (Specify)
Guidance and Psychology

‘

Educational Psychology* Psychology of the learning process with
special emphasis on scnool learning *
Educational Sociology* Building socialized personality traits
for life adjustment in a democracy*
Learning and Perception* Theoretical explanation of the phenomena
of learning aH2T perception.
Vocational Guidance, heed and nature of guidance; personnel, their
dutiea~an*i H K H S a s j programs and evaluation ofresults*
Others (Specify)
History and Philosophy
History of Education. Problems in organisation, administration
a^uslmeni of public education as influenced by history*
Philosophy of Agricultural Education* A study of agricultural
education in the tfniied States witJTemphasis onthe socio-economic
influences responsible for its development*
Philosophy of American Education* Trends in the philosophy of
American Education*
Others (Specify)
.

m

Teaching Methods and Techniques
Au<Uo-yiSual Aids in Instruction, Principles and techniques in
the use of visual and audio-visual materials*
Advanced Methods of Teaching Agriculture, Use of conferences,
demonstrations, fjteld trips, Imividuaiinstruction, laboratory
projects, surveys, and visual aids*
Teaching judging. Training In the various fields of judging
according to the latest methods*
H e th o fo | £

p o s in g liv e s to c k .

S k ills in s e le c tin g , h a n d lin g

and shoeing livestockm a p o u ltr y .
Fftod Conservation* Training in the knowledge and skills of
production, conservation and utilisation of food*
Methods of Conservation In Vocational Agriculture, Conservation
of human and natural resources*
Adfracad Problems in Teaching Farm Shop* The equipment, organ
isationand management of a school f C m shop.
Special Problems in the Teaching of Vocational Agriculture*
SS^ddual vori on ai^gne^oi^hooeh iopieS
Supervision of the Apprentie Teacher, For the teacher who
expects tcTsupervise student practice teaching*
___________________________________
Others (Specify)
Planning sad Evaluating
Curriculum Development in Vocational Agriculture* Techniques of
curriculum ConstruciionT*v
Building, Equipaent and Supplies for Vocational Agriculture*
^ ^ r v i W T f e m S y P r o g r a m s * Gmprehe»si‘,S ’programs'' of ''super
vised farming as related to the instructional program*
Leadership Through Future Farmer Activities* Organisation, aims
and functions of the 'Future Farmers of America*
Adult-Farmer Education in Aerlcultsre* Conducting forums; leading
group discussions, using visual aids and teaching short courses*
loung-Farmer and Adult-Faraer Schools * Organisation of schools and
me&ods of teaching for'out^of-achool groups*
Evaluation in Vocational Education, Techniques for studying and
evaluating one or acre vocational agricultural programs*
Educational Measurement* Scientific measurement and evaluation of
educational outcomes and their use as teaching tools*
Statistical Methods in Agricultural Education* Computation and
interpretation dfagHcuIiural statistics*
Statistical Methods in Education and Psychology* Interpretation
of sifilHIcal daia In various research studies *
General Statistics, Mathematical Interpretation of statistical
data.
Records and Report® of Vocational Agriculture Teachers* Developing
f a e S H y T H keeping records andne ports ™T~7rri
Others (Specify)
... ....
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TECHNICAL AGBIC0UUHAL COBBSES

Plant Studies
f3fflS Breeding and
Practical application of genetics
ia the breeding and improvement of farm crops*
S S $ jjfatritlon* Inorganic nutrition of plants*
jhyaiology. Absorption, transpiration, mineral nutrition,
photo*»synthegis, tranaloeation of foods and mater*
Grega, Study of cereal production and breeding*
Cotton Reaearch* Induction, breading and marketing methods used
throughout the world in producing cotton*
Study of forage production and breading*
gr. The principles underlying fruit productions
.store, irrigation, nutrition and fruit setting*
Advanced Vegetable Grope* Physiological and environmental
factors affecting the growth of commercial vegetable crops*
Advanced Soil Fertility* Theory and current literature on the
relation of the soil factors to the growth of crop plants*
Soil Microbiology* Organic matter, its decomposition! oxidation*
reduction* nitrogen fixation*
Soil Physics* Physical properties of the soil, including methods
of physical analysis and ways of improving soil tilth*
Fruit and Vegetable Processing, Canning, dehydration and quick**
freesing•
Handling and Grading of fruits and Vegetables* Methods of
harvesting, grading, i^king anTThipping*
Fruit and Vegetable Insects* Control of hamful insects*
Insect"'^aairoi through Natural Agencies* A study of parasitic
and predatory insects that are useful to the farmer*
Plant Pathology* Virus, bacterial and fungus diseases*
landscape Art* Problems in the planting of the home grounds,
school grounds and small parks*
Others (Specify)_____________ __ ___________________________

Animal Studies
Animal Breeding* The selection, grading, crossbreeding and
inbreeding of farm animals*
Artificial Breeding of livestock* Principles and techniques
involved in artificial breeding.
Advanced Animal Nutrition. Special investigations dealing with
nutrient requirements of livestock.
Dairy Cattle Nutrition. Feeding and managing dairy cattle*
Reproduction* lactatlcn* and Endocrinology in Farm Animals*
Advanced f r o b i e S e in Poultry. 'Interrelationship between the
endocrine gianie, vitamins, general anatomy and physiology.
Sheep and Qoat Production. Breeding, feeding and marketing*
Advanced Swine Production* Breeding, feeding and showing swine.

MjaaoedLives took Judging. Competitive judging and the
establishment of methods In training livestock judging teams.
S i IS S i9 Microorganisms in food industries*
laaufacturing. General manufacturing problems*
•J5I ^ ogessing and Preservation. Slaughtering, cutting, curing
and handling of meats and meat products *
****”§1 Sanitation, the prevention of diseases and the control of
parasites in f a m animals py proper sanitation.
livestock Insects and Parasites* Use of insecticides for control
of insects attacking livestock and poultry.
Veterinary Virology. A detailed study of virus infections in
animals, including types of infection and mode of transmission.
Others (Specify)

Agricultural Economics and Farm Management
Fam Credit. Credit needs of farmers, problems involved in the
use of credit and sources of f a m credit*
Marketing. The marketing of farm products in relation to con
sumption, prices, purchasing paver, and consumer’s attitude*
Fdblic Policies for Agriculture* Policies and programs of private
and. public agencies foF Smt 'Hd of agriculture*
Legal Aspects of Agriculture* Lav as specifically related to
f a m acilviiiesTand problems *
Farm Management* Farm organisation and management problems*
Management of Wildlife * Management of desirable wildlife.
Range &magemeni. Development of land policies, ecology of plants,
range economics^ administration of range lands.
Forest Management. Complete management program in forestry.
Others (Specify)
I Ml I ■W i l l

■ !!«

Agricultural Engineering and F a m Shop
Advanced F a m Shop. Design and construction of f a m equipment and
labor-saving devices*
F a m Power. Operation, construction, ignition, carburetion,
cooling systems, lubrication, transmission of f a m motors.
Farm Structures. F a m buildings and f a m home utilities.
SuFal Electrification • Principles Involved In planning for the
distribution and uae of electricity on the fam.
Farm Sanitation and Water Supply. Development and purification
oF"rural water supplies, and the collection and disposal of waste.
Irrigation and Drainage* Problems of Irrigation and drainage.
&oil aSTffater Conservation. Engineering aspects of soil and
water conservation.
Others (Specify)
,
_..
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GENERAL COURSES
Ajffgte ^nergy• Use of atomic energy and Its by-products in the
study of agriculture*
Biometry. Elementary statistics as applied to both plants and

animal**

Biochemlstry. The chemistry of photosynthesis and the synthesis
ane traneformation of carbohydratesy fats and proteins in plants.
Organic Chemistry. Fundamental principles of organic chemistry.
Genetics. Basic principles of heredity and variation.
Photography. Photography as applied to newspapers, magazines
and syndicates.
Ifok^c Speaking for Professional People. A public speaking
course for people who have been or who soon will be engaged in
professional work.
General Entomology. Identification and control of insects
attacking plants, animals and household goods.
Economic Geography. Survey of the world distribution of major
agricultural and industrial commodities.
General Sociology. Systematic treatment of the principles of
sociology.
Social Ethics. Review of ethical codes with an analysis of the
nature,“evolution and significance of moral values.
American government. Constitutional principles of the state and
national government.
First Aid Treatments. Procedures employed in the treatment of
wounds, shock, poisoning, fractures and unconsciousness.
Principles of Agricultural Journalism. Recognizing and reporting
farm news.
Others (Specify)_________________________________________
When all of the graduate students currently enrolled in agricultural
education in the United States have completed this questionnaire, do you
believe that a person would be justified in using a summary of the in
formation as a guide in planning a functional graduate program in
agricultural education? Yes
No
Name any other groups or agencies
___________ _____
that would be helpful in planning sucfTa program.
Please list any other problemsT"which may or may noi have been
covered in this questionnaire, that you consider of major importance in
planning a graduate program in agricultural education.

Leo L. Bailey, Box 8666
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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22h
The Number of Teacher Training Institutions That Cooperated
in this Study

73

Teacher training institutions were asked to cooperate in this
study.

23

This is the total number in the United States*

Teacher training institutions had no graduate program in
progress at the time the questionnaires reached them*

This

included:
15 Institutions for Negro students*
8 Institutions for White students*
U7

Teacher training institutions expressed a willingness to
cooperate in the study but two of them failed to return
completed questionnaires*

2

Teacher training institutions failed to answer any corres
pondence directed to them.

1

Teacher training institution answered the initial correspondence
and refused to cooperate*

APPENDIX D
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Michigan State College
Bast Lansing

Uune 23, 1953

Mr* Leo L. Bailey
Bos 8666
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Dear Mr. Bailey:
I an writing this to explain the response which X have made on your
check-list.
Ordinarily we have cooperated in aiding graduate students to secure
information for which they asked in order to conduct a research study*
I have distributed your proposed questionnaire to members of the staff
and it is our judgment that it would be not desirable for us to co
operate on this study* We feel that many of the questions are of a
type which graduate students are not qualified to respond* We would
have among our graduate students here, for example, persons just out
of college, with no teaching experience, and who are enrolled for their
first term of work in the graduate school* they would have no basis
for answering many of the questions which you have listed and which I
have suggested be omitted* I think it is important to make a thorough
study of the program of graduate work in agricultural education, but X
do not believe that any one selected group of graduate students will con
tribute much to the solution of the problem merely by giving their
opinion, if any.
1 wish you success in your studylours sincerely,

H* M* Byram, Head
Department of Vocational Education
HMBsFG
Enclosure

APPENDIX B
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Mew Mexico College of Agriculture end Mechanical Arte
School of Agriculture

Agricultural Education

State College, Hew Mexico

June 20, 1953

Mr. Leo L. Bailey
Box 8666
Louisiana State University
Baton Souge, Louisiana
Bear Mr* Baileys
Since I an constitutionally averse to questionnaires in general and
also since I have been trying to make studies in agricultural education
for over thirty years and as fully awareof the lack of effectiveness
of them, I am not signing anything.
However, If you will have seme fifteen of your Suggested Programs11 in
ny hands by July 6th, 1953 I will make an honest effort to get the
fourteen or so men who are, or will be registered for graduate work
with me by that time, to fill them in.
If, toe, you will enclose self addressedand stamped envelope for return*
ing same, I will get what X can have filled out
without
unduecoercion
and forward them to you. The men will all be on the campus at that
time attending the state conference for teachers of vocational agricul
ture and X can contact them fairly easily. If the material Is not here
on time I can only contact two or three, so the extent of help you will
get will depend on you.
Frankly I cannot refrain from saying that I don*t see what you will find
out from your questionnaire which common sense wouldnTt tell you. Dis
sertations are so painstakingly time consuming that they defeat their
own purpose and wrap simple everyday affairs In such a coating of words
and erudition that the objective seems to disappear in the anxiety of
the professors in charge to appear learned and Important. Maybe your
major professor is different. If he is I'd like to meet him and see
what one looks and sets like who has his feet on the ground. X recently
had a Ford Foundation fellow tell me he sat in on the approval of a
dissertation problem in one of our important states where some three

Hr* Leo L* Bailey
Page Tiro
June 20, 1953

hours were spent by the staff in shoving off their vocabularies before
they allowed the candidate to doll up his problem in fancy enough
words to suit them, although the problem is one which moot teacher
trainers do every year as a part of their regular jobs* 1*11 help
you, but I think you are wasting all of our times* 1 do want to see
what you are able to emerge with* (Our English folks would hate
that last sentence X imagine*)
Cordially yours,

Carl G* Howard
Professor & Head Agricultural Education
3* K, College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts
State College, Hew Mexico
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States, Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating in the NationVide Study of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education

State

Questionnaires
Completed

Teacher Trainer

Alsbax&s

10

Arizona

$

Arkansas

2k

J. C. Atherton, Assistant
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville

California

13

S. S. Sutherland, Head Teacher
Trainer,
University of California
Davis

California

7

H, H. Burlingham, Head Teacher
Trainer
California State Polytechnic
College
San Dels Obispo

Connecticut

2

W* Howard Martin, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Connecticut
Storrs

Florida

9

E, W, Garris, Head Teacher Trainer
University of Florida
Gainesville

Georgia

3

Ralph H. Tolbert, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Georgia
Athens

R«
Montgomery, Head Professor
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Auburn
R. W* Cline, Head Teacher Trainer,
University of Arlsona
Tucson

States, Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating in the Nation*
Wide Study of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education (Continued)

Questionnaires
Completed
Illinois

22

Teacher Trainer

B* M, Hamlin, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Illinois
Urbana

Iowa

9

John B« McClelland, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
leva State College
Ames

Kansas

2

Howard Bradley, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
Kansas State College
Manhattan

Kentucky

7

Carsie Hammonds, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Kentucky
Lexington

Louisiana

17

Louisiana

3

C. H* Chapman, Head Teacher
Trainer
Southern University
Baton Rouge#

Maine

2

Wallace H. Elliott, Head
Teacher Trainer
University of Maine
Orono

Maryland

15

Roy L, Davenport, Director
School of Vocational Education
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge

Arthur M. Ahalt, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Maryland
College Park

*Thls institution has no graduate students*
completed toy teacher trainers.

Questionnaires were

m

States, Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating In the Nation
wide Study of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education (Continued)

State

Questionnaires
Completed

Teacher Trainer

Massachusetts

3

Charles P. Oliver, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
University of Massachusetts
Amherst

Minnesota

3

Milo *?• Peterson, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Minnesota
St* Paul

Mississippi

9

0* L. Snovden, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
Mississippi State College
State College

Mississippi

16

A* D* Fobbs, Head Teacher
Trainer
Alcom A* and M. College
Alcorn

Missouri

6

G* F. Bketrom, Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Missouri
Columbia

Missouri

1

J* H* Freeman,
Lincoln University
Jefferson City*

Montana

12

Leo L* Khutl, Head Teacher
Trainer
Montana State College
Boseman

Nebraska

20

Marlon G. MeCreight, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
University of Nebraska
Lincoln

♦This institution has no graduate students*
completed by teacher trainers*

Questionnaires were

States* Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating In the nation*
Wide Study of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education (Continued)

State

Questionnaires
Completed

Teacher Trainer

New Hampshire

P. S. Barton* Head Teacher
Trainer
University of Mew Hampshire
Durham

Hew Mexico

Carl 0. Howard* Head Teacher
Trainer
Mew Mexico College of A. and M*A»*
State College

Mew Xork

12

William ft* Kunsela* Head Teacher
Trainer
College of Agriculture
Ithaca

Horth Carolina

IS

G, C. Scarborough* Head Teacher
Trainer
State Agricultural College
Baleigh

Ohio

20

R# £• Bender* Head Teacher
Trainer
Ohio State University
Columbus
Don M. Orr, Acting Head
Teacher Trainer
A. k M. College
Stillwater
Henry TenPas, Head Teacher
Trainer
Pennsylvania State College
State College

Oregon

Pennsylvania

IS

Henry S. Brunner* Head Teacher
Trainer
Pennsylvania State College
State College

South Carolina

11

T. A. White, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
Clemson College
Clem$on

States, Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating In the NationWide Study of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education (Continued)

State
Tennessee

Questionnaires

19

Teacher Trainer
George W # Wingers, Jr*, Assis
tant Professor
University of Tennessee
Knoxville

Texas

21

Morris ft* Abrams, Assistant
Teacher Trainer
A* & H, College of Texas
College Station

Texas

11

J* L* Moses, Head Teacher
Trainer
Sam Houston Stats Teachers
College
Huntsville

Texas

13

F« B« Wines, Itinerant Teacher
Trainer
College of Arts and Industries
Kingsville

Texas

B

Ray 1. Chappells, Head Teacher
Trainer
Texas Technological College
Lubbock

Texas

12

Texas

1

J* Webb Jones, Head Teacher
Trainer
Bast Texas State Teachers
College
Commerce
J. C. Green, Head Teacher
Trainer
Stephen F* Austin State
Teachers College
Nacogdoches*

♦This institution has no graduate studenta«
completed by teacher trainers*

Questionnaires were

States , Institutions and Teacher Trainers Cooperating in the nation
wide Stuc^ of the Graduate Program in Agricultural Education (Continued)

State

Questionnaires
Completed

Vermont

Virginia

Teacher Trainer
Harold H» Cushman, Head Teacher
Trainer
Morrill Hall
Burlington

Hi

T. J, Horne, Head, Department
of Agricultural Education
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg

Washington

B« M. Webb, Teacher Trainer
State College of Agriculture
Pullman

West Virginia

C. W. Hill, Head Teacher
Trainer
West Virginia University
Morgantown

Wisconsin

J* A* James, Professor of
Agricultural Education
University of Wisconsin
Madison

APPEniDIX G
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States Included In Bach 01 the Four
Vocational Education Regions of the United States
Southern Region

Worth Atlantic Region

Alabama
1.
2,
Arkansas
Florida
3*
Georgia
k*
Louisiana
5.
6.
Mississippi
Hdrth Carolina
T.
8.
Oklahoma
South Carolina
9*
10. Tennessee
11. Texas
12. Virginia

1.
2.
3*
k.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
H.
12.
13.

Central Region

Pacific Region

Illinois
1.
Indiana
2.
Iowa
3.
Kansas
h.
Kentucky
5.
Michigan
6.
Minnesota
7.
Missouri
8.
Nebraska
9.
North
Dakota
10.
11. South Dakota
12. Wisconsin

Arizona
1.
California
2.
Colorado
3*
Idaho
k.
Montana
s.
Nevada
6.
New Mexico
7.
Oregon
8.
Utah
9.
10. Washington
11. Wyoming

68
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Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Xork
Ohio
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
Vermont
West Virginia
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